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First Negative Constructive Answers to Yemen Civil War 

1.  No solvency - Saudi stockpiles will last for a while even if there is an embargo so the 

affirmative won’t stop airstrikes in Yemen 

Knights, senior fellow Washington Institute, 2018  

(Michael “U.S.-Saudi Security Cooperation (Part 1): Conditioning Arms Sales to Build Leverage” The 

Washington Institute PolicyWatch 3036 November 5, 2018 https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-

analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev  access 

DUDA-TM5/24/19) 

Sales of air-delivered precision-guided munitions (PGMs) are another lightning rod issue in the 

bilateral security relationship. Following the 2009-2010 round of hostilities with the Houthis, the 

kingdom sought to refresh its stock of antipersonnel bombs with a large order of 1,300 U.S.-built 

CBU-105 sensor-fused weapons (a higher-reliability submunition that manufacturers say does not 

qualify as a cluster bomb due to its low malfunction rate). Yet by November 2015, eight months into 

the current war, the Saudis had used up nearly 2,600 PGMs, according to strike metrics compiled by 

The Washington Institute. In response, the Saudis requested a $1.29 billion package comprising 

around 19,000 air-delivered PGMs, an order that began delivery in July 2017. In addition to that 

package, the Senate narrowly approved a new $500 million commercial sale of PGMs to Riyadh in 

June 2017—the first installment in a mammoth $4.46 billion series of air- launched munition deals 

that would provide the Saudis with 104,000 U.S. PGMs in the next half decade. Riyadh may be 

accelerating its purchases in anticipation of a prolonged war in Yemen and the potential loss of U.S. 

sales down the road. According to Washington Institute data collected in Saudi Arabia and Yemen, 

the kingdom’s forces have used around 14,500 munitions since March 2015, almost all PGMs, with 

the average rate gradually declining from 333 PGMs per month in 2015 to 270 per month this year. 

The U.S. munitions currently arriving in Saudi Arabia were ordered in November 2015, when Riyadh 

recognized it might need new PGMs by 2019, but the intervening years have seen few signs of a 

PGM shortfall. Based on a rough sense of prewar stocks and a constant dribble of replacements, 

Riyadh could probably keep bombing at its current rate for several years even if all new U.S. PGM 

deals were rejected. Thus, while cutting off such sales may be a good way to signal U.S. displeasure 

or publicly distance Washington from the war, the data indicates that it would not meaningfully slow 

the air campaign anytime soon. 

https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Yemen Civil War 

 

2.  No need to stop sales – more training would solve targeting civilians  

Walsh, NY Times reporter, 2019  

(Declan “Saudi Warplanes, Most Made in America, Still Bomb Civilians in Yemen” NYTimes, May 22, 

2019 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.hTM-

DRAFTl accessed DUDA-TM5/23) 

Defending their role, American generals describe a lack of training and education among their Arab 

allies, and point to a series of measures they have imposed on the coalition to reduce civilian 

casualties since the air war started in 2015. The Americans helped set up an internal investigations 

body, helped draw up a lengthy no-strike list of hospitals, schools and other targets to be avoided, 

and provided coalition pilots and their commanders with training in human rights and the laws of war. 

 

 

3.  UN negotiated disengagement plan proves difficulty in resolving the conflict – fewer arms 

won’t solve  

Riedel, Brookings Institution, 2019  

(Bruce, “In Yemen, the Houthi strategy has promise and risk” Brookings Institution May 16, 2019 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/05/16/in-yemen-the-houthi-strategy-has-

promise-and-risk/ accessed DUDA-TM5/23/19) 

The Zaydi Shia Yemeni rebels known as the Houthis are pursuing a complex strategy in their five-

year-old war with Saudi Arabia and its allies. On the one hand, the Houthis have finally cooperated 

with the United Nations peace process and withdrawn some forces from the crucial port of Hodeida. 

On the other side, they fired long-range armed drones at Saudi oil targets in the Eastern Province this 

week in a dramatic escalation in their battle to take the war inside the kingdom and its allies. 

The United Nations negotiated the Hodeida disengagement plan six months ago in Sweden. The 

Houthis agreed to leave the country’s main northern port and two smaller ones to start a process of 

prisoner exchanges and other confidence-building steps to wind down the conflict. In practice, the 

rebels resisted pulling out until last weekend. Now the U.N. has certified that the withdrawal is a 

reality even as the Saudi-backed Yemeni government is still critiquing the pullout as incomplete. 

Fighting has continued in the city despite the Houthi withdrawal. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.html%20accessed%20TM%205/23
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.html%20accessed%20TM%205/23
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/05/16/in-yemen-the-houthi-strategy-has-promise-and-risk/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/05/16/in-yemen-the-houthi-strategy-has-promise-and-risk/
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Yemen Civil War 

 

4.  No solvency – Saudis have multiple reasons to keep conflict going  

Dr Fetouri, Libyan academic and recipient of the EU’s Freedom of the Press, May 30, 2019  

(Mustafa, “How Saudi Arabia is losing the war in Yemen” Middle East Monitor May 30 2019 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190530-how-saudi-arabia-is-losing-the-war-in-yemen/ 

accessed DUDA-TM5/31) 

The drone attacks might have been limited in scope but they are another sign that Saudi Arabia not 

only miscalculated its enemy’s capabilities but also failed to see how destructive the war could be for 

its own economy. Oil exports are the main revenue source for the Saudi government; they may not 

have been affected on this occasion but the Houthis have shown that they can launch precision 

attacks that can hurt. Furthermore, wars can be lost simply because they drag on too long and 

become open-ended conflicts in which the original objectives are all but forgotten. In such cases, 

ending them is the wise thing to do. Many western governments who sided with Bin Salman in the 

beginning have been calling on him to end the Yemeni quagmire. French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves 

Le Drian said on 28 May that the “dirty war” in Yemen must end, and international rights groups as 

well as UN officials have voiced their concerns about the mounting civilian casualties, of whom nearly 

two million are now internally displaced. If Bin Salman did not achieve his victory in Yemen in four 

years he is unlikely to do so now that his enemy has become so battle-hardened. If the war was 

launched to uphold international law, as the Crown Prince would like the world to believe, it has so far 

done more harm than good; Yemen has become the world’s worst humanitarian crisis. Can the 

Saudis accept that the war is lost, allowing Bin Salman to change his strategy and win the peace? His 

record to-date suggests that this is unlikely. He wants to silence his noisy neighbours, just as he 

wants to silence domestic opposition, even if it means resorting to murder as he did with the late 

Jamal Khashoggi. No matter what he does, Bin Salman has lost the war even if he still has the upper 

hand militarily. The economic cost of the conflict will outweigh any benefits the he might gain from the 

mess in which he has embroiled his country and allies in Yemen. Sadly though, unsuccessful leaders 

are usually very slow in accepting reality. 

 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190530-how-saudi-arabia-is-losing-the-war-in-yemen/
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Yemen Civil War 

 

5.  Houthis’ own security incentives keep conflict going – means people will continue to die.   

Ramani, graduate student - Department of politics and international relations at St. Antony’s 

College, University of Oxford, 2019  

(Samuel, “Why the Houthi drone strikes targeted Saudi oil facilities” Washington Post May 30 2019 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-

facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e accessed DUDA-TM5/31/19) 

On May 14, Iran-aligned Houthi rebels in Yemen launched multiple drone strikes against Saudi 

Arabia’s oil facilities. These drone strikes targeted a major oil pipeline located just west of Riyadh and 

sparked fears of an escalation of tensions in the Persian Gulf, where just two days earlier two Saudi 

oil tankers were sabotaged off the coast of Fujairah in the United Arab Emirates, near the Strait of 

Hormuz. Although Houthi drone strikes can be plausibly explained by Iran’s desire to retaliate against 

Washington’s exclusion of Tehran from global energy markets, this argument tells us only part of the 

story. My research on the Yemeni civil war suggests that these drone strikes can be partially 

explained by internal insecurities within the Houthi movement, as numerous Houthi officials have 

defected to Saudi Arabia in recent months. By targeting Saudi oil facilities, the Houthis can increase 

their popular support in northern Yemen. Houthi drone strikes play into the popular desire for revenge 

against Saudi Arabia’s alleged theft of Yemen’s oil wealth, showcase the Houthis’ ability to counter 

Saudi bombardments, and counter Saudi depictions of the Houthis as a terrorist group that targets 

civilians. 

 

6.  No solvency British arm sales make famines inevitable 

Bowcott, legal affairs correspondent for the Guardian, 19 

[Owen, “UK arms sales are factor in humanitarian crisis in Yemen, court hears”, The Guardian, April 

9, 2019 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/09/uk-arms-sales-are-factor-in-humanitarian-

crisis-in-yemen-court-hears  DUDA-TM} 

British arms sales to Saudi Arabia are contributing towards the “world’s worst humanitarian crisis” 

where an estimated 24 million Yemenis are in desperate need of aid, the court of appeal has heard. 

There is “overwhelming evidence” of violations of human rights law by both the Saudi-led coalition 

and other forces in Yemen, lawyers for the Campaign Against the Arms Trade (CAAT) told the court 

on Tuesday. The appeal, against a high court ruling in July 2017 that the government’s granting of 

export licences for arms sales was “lawful”, came days after news of an airstrike that killed at least 

seven people, four of them children, at the entrance to a hospital. Yemen’s four-year civil war is 

estimated to have killed at least 60,000 people – through fighting and famine – and left the population 

exposed to cholera. The Saudi-led military coalition said it is fighting to free the country from Houthi 

rebels and restore the exiled government. Lawyers for CAAT and other human rights groups told the 

hearing that the government should reconsider its decision to sell weapons in light of recent evidence 

from the United Nations and the European parliament.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/09/uk-arms-sales-are-factor-in-humanitarian-crisis-in-yemen-court-hears
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/09/uk-arms-sales-are-factor-in-humanitarian-crisis-in-yemen-court-hears
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Extension – Saudi Arabia has plenty of weapons 

Saudis can shift to different weapons in short term and will diversify their suppliers long term  

Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in 

International Relations, 2019  

(Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA” War on the Rocks 

April 16, 2019 https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-

arabia/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19)  

These conclusions should therefore inform U.S. policy on Saudi Arabia. The intent here is not to 

argue the moral or ethical responsibility of U.S. leaders in responding to Saudi Arabia’s execution of 

journalists or tactics in the war in Yemen. It is natural to see the horror wrought in Yemen and want to 

take any actions necessary to stop it. However, I ultimately argue against a Saudi embargo. This is 

not because, as the president has argued, it might cost a few billion dollars and some hundreds of 

defense industry jobs. As others have pointed out, the economic impact of Saudi arms purchases on 

the U.S. defense industry is relatively small. Rather, embargoing Saudi Arabia is unlikely to 

fundamentally alter Saudi policies, but likely to further damage U.S. ties with Riyadh. 

In the near-term, Saudi Arabia can substitute other weapons, such as the Eurofighter and Tornado, 

and “dumb bombs” instead of U.S.-built “smart weapons.” The Saudis can also rely more heavily on 

their Emirati and Egyptian partners using non-U.S. produced arms. In the medium to long term, such 

an embargo is likely to push the Kingdom to greater arms diversification. If history is any guide, the 

United States will eventually lift any potential arms embargo with little change in Saudi behavior, but 

only after having provided an opportunity for adversary states such as Russia and China to gain a 

strategic foothold in Riyadh. 

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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Extension – Houthi nationalism = more strikes  

Houthis will continue war to ensure their position, using anti-Saudi nationalism to generate 

support  

Ramani, graduate student - Department of politics and international relations at St. Antony’s 

College, University of Oxford, 2019  

(Samuel, “Why the Houthi drone strikes targeted Saudi oil facilities” Washington Post May 30 2019 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-

facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e accessed DUDA-TM5/31/19) 

Given this rhetoric and the absence of an international show of support for the Houthis, it is 

unsurprising that the Houthis used coercion to demonstrate that they were taking action against Saudi 

Arabia for its seizure of Yemen’s oil. As Houthi drone strikes against Saudi oil facilities gained 

widespread attention in Yemen, Houthi officials believe that rallying nationalism around Saudi 

Arabia’s predatory attitude toward Yemen’s oil reserves will help the Houthis shed their Shiite 

sectarian tag. As some Sunni pro-Hadi troops have defected to the Houthis in recent months, the 

Houthis hope that these drone strikes will help expand their coalition of anti-Saudi nationalists in 

northern Yemen. 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/05/30/why-houthi-drone-strikes-targeted-saudi-oil-facilities/?utm_term=.53260501139e
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Human Rights 

1. No solvency – empirics prove that using arms sales against regimes like Saudi Arabia do 

not result in successful behavior change  

Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in 

International Relations, 2019  

(Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA” War on the Rocks 

April 16, 2019 https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-

arabia/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19)  

Arms sales are useful tools for maintaining communication, strengthening relationships, and keeping 

potential adversary states at bay. Conversely, as a blunt instrument of coercion (i.e. if you do not do 

X, we will suspend Y), they are likely losers. Senior U.S. government officials involved in the arms 

transfer process that I interviewed over the past year during the course of my research have echoed 

similar sentiments. This is also borne out by previous research providing evidence that using arms 

transfers as situationally coercive tools is rarely successful. Interestingly, coercion attempts using 

arms transfers are least likely to be successful when used as a punishment or threat against an 

autocratic regime, such as Saudi Arabia. Instead, punishments in the form of an embargo can often 

push a client to diversify sourcing rather than to change behavior. Consider Indonesia and Egypt. In 

2015, Egypt agreed to purchase nearly 50 Russian MiG-29M/M2s and more than two-dozen French 

Rafales. This represented a shocking turn of events after more than three decades of purchasing only 

American-made fighter jets. It was also driven largely by the U.S. embargo put in place in 2013, after 

the Egyptian army’s removal of then-President Mohamed Morsi, who had won the presidency in a 

2012 election. The embargo caused significant tension between the two states driven by “an Egyptian 

sense that they were at a point of mortal peril” while the United States was moralizing about 

democratic reforms. Remarkably, the United States lifted the embargo in 2015 with virtually no 

change in Egyptian policies, no official U.S. “democracy certification”, and Egyptian military support 

for the Saudi-led war in Yemen. The U.S. arms embargo as a tool of coercive change was an abject 

failure. 

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Human Rights 

 

2. Stopping sales to Saudi Arabia won’t end violence – increased military support to Houthi’s 

means that conflict continues.  

Nazer, fellow at the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington, 2018   
( Fahad, , “What is At Stake at Yemen”, Hoover Institute December 20th 2018, 
https://www.hoover.org/research/what-stake-yemen  DUDA- TM] 
Contrary to the critics’ assumptions, stopping support to the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen will 
not end the violence, nor will it alleviate the humanitarian crisis. It is a call to leave the 
internationally recognized government of Yemen and Yemen’s 28 million people at the mercy of 
several ruthless, militant nonstate actors. That includes the Iranian-supported Houthi militia that 
began this conflict and whose intransigence is preventing it from being resolved. In addition, there are 
two other even more brutal terrorist groups—al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and the 
so-called Islamic State—that would relish the opportunity to operate in a security and political 
vacuum. It is also a call to abandon Saudi Arabia, a reliable partner that has fought side by side with 
the United States against communist expansionism, Saddam Hussein’s invading forces in Kuwait 
in 1990, and, more recently, ISIS in Syria. Just as important, it would be tantamount to carte 
blanche for Iran, which appears intent on creating yet another proxy force that would do its bidding, 
much as it has done with the militant group Hezbollah in Lebanon.4 As the conflict continues, 
evidence has been uncovered by the Yemeni government, the Saudi-led coalition, and the US 
government that strongly suggests that Iran’s military and technological support to the Houthis 
has increased considerably over the course of the conflict.5 That has enabled the Houthis to 
continue fighting and to continue to threaten the security of Saudi Arabia by employing ever 
more sophisticated military tactics, including the use of increasingly longer-range ballistic 
missiles as well as unmanned drones and speedboats.6 Calls to cut and run from Yemen are a 
recipe for increased instability and violence, not the opposite. The fact that these advocates rarely 
provide concrete recommendations as to how to bring the conflict to an end, alleviate the 
humanitarian situation, and assist Yemen on the road to recovery is also telling 

https://www.hoover.org/research/what-stake-yemen
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Human Rights 

 

3. US human rights credibility already eroded by other Trump policies – multiple examples  

Margon, Human Rights Watch, 2018  

(Sarah, “Giving Up the High Ground - America’s Retreat on Human Rights” HRW, Feb 13 2018, 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/02/13/giving-high-ground-americas-retreat-human-rights# accessed 

DUDA-TM5/30/19) 

No U.S. president has spoken about human rights the way Donald Trump has. During the campaign, 

he praised Saddam Hussein for his approach to counterterrorism in Iraq: “He killed terrorists. He did 

that so good. They didn’t read them the rights. They didn’t talk. They were a terrorist. It was over.” He 

promised to loosen the restrictions on interrogating terrorism suspects: “I would bring back a hell of a 

lot worse than waterboarding.” He went out of his way to compliment Russian President Vladimir 

Putin’s abusive rule: “In terms of leadership, he is getting an A.” And in a television interview shortly 

after his inauguration, when asked why he respected Putin—“a killer,” in the interviewer’s words—

Trump responded, “We’ve got a lot of killers. What, do you think our country’s so innocent?” As 

president, he has kept at it. Last April, he chose to congratulate Turkish President Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan for winning a disputed referendum that expanded his authoritarian rule. In a call that same 

month, he spoke to Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, whose bloody campaign under the guise of 

a “war on drugs” has taken the lives of over 12,000 Filipinos. Trump praised Duterte for doing an 

“unbelievable job on the drug problem.” When they met in Manila in November, Trump laughed 

heartily after Duterte cut off questions from reporters and called them “spies”—this in a country where 

journalists and activists sometimes end up dead. Before heading to China, Trump congratulated 

President Xi Jinping, who had just further cemented his repressive rule at a Communist Party 

congress, for his “great political victory.” All U.S. presidents have, to varying degrees, downplayed or 

even overlooked concerns about human rights in order to get things done with unsavory foreign 

partners. But none has seemed so eager as Trump to align with autocrats as a matter of course. The 

harm goes beyond mere words. In country after country, the Trump administration is gutting U.S. 

support for human rights, the rule of law, and good governance, damaging the overarching credibility 

of the United States. Within the United States’ borders, meanwhile, the Trump administration has 

unleashed an assault on nondiscrimination and equal justice. 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/02/13/giving-high-ground-americas-retreat-human-rights
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4. No internal link – Saudis won’t share weapons because of requirements by the US 

Caverley, Associate Professor of Strategy, United States Naval War College, 2018 

(Jonathan, “AMERICA’S ARMS SALES POLICY: SECURITY ABROAD, NOT JOBS AT HOME” War 

on the Rocks, APRIL 6, 2018 https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-

security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19) 

Contrary to what industry lobbyists might say, this is not a source competitive disadvantage. It is a 

sign of American market power and a source of American influence. A Russian observer, writing in a 

U.N. report, notes rather drily that the U.S. export control system is both much more effective than 

any other country’s and “frequently used for influencing the end-user’s foreign policy.” The United 

States has used these rules to limit and shape proliferation, from banning the sale of Israeli airborne 

early warning systems to China to preventing the transfer of used light aircraft from Spain to 

Venezuela. It strictly regulates, when it wants to, how these weapons are used by the purchasing 

states themselves. Even France, a longtime ally in counter-terror and major power in its own right, 

needs to get U.S. approval before deploying its own Reapers. The capability and value of the 

American product (as well as the continued alignment of both countries’ interests) are enough for 

France to swallow its sovereign pride on this front. 

U.S. arms exports rely on a simple bargain: Clients join an American-dominated global supply chain 

in return for better value weapons, larger orders of subcomponents from local firms, and access to 

leading-edge weapons technology. These smaller states, in turn, surrender to the United States large 

swathes of their foreign and defense policies, including foregoing sales to regimes that threaten U.S. 

interests. The process is characterized by hard bargaining and by a considerable degree of coercion 

by the United States, such as when it temporarily kicked Israel out of the Joint Strike Fighter program 

for selling unmanned aerial vehicle parts to China. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
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Extensions – Trump undermines human rights internationally  

Multiple Trump foreign policy moves have damaged global human rights  

Margon, Human Rights Watch, 2018  

(Sarah, “Giving Up the High Ground - America’s Retreat on Human Rights” HRW, Feb 13 2018, 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/02/13/giving-high-ground-americas-retreat-human-rights# accessed 

DUDA-TM5/30/19) 

On foreign policy, meanwhile, the administration has dismissed or damaged the global human rights 

framework. Under Trump, the United States has walked away from (or threatened to walk away from) 

a number of vital global commitments, institutions, and initiatives that would provide an opportunity to 

share the burden of combating global challenges while respecting rights. The administration has 

threatened to withdraw from the UN Human Rights Council, largely because the Palestinian territories 

(and therefore Israel) are a permanent item on its agenda. It’s true that the council has flaws, but it 

has also successfully documented and exposed many human rights issues of concern to U.S. law 

and policymakers. Walking away would not only weaken the council but also limit the available 

avenues for Washington to promote human rights. From the UN’s negotiations on the compact for 

global migration to the Paris agreement on climate change, the Trump administration has repeatedly 

suggested multilateral institutions are of no use to the United States, even though the country was 

instrumental in creating the UN, as well as many of the norms and laws that guide thinking about 

human rights today. 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/02/13/giving-high-ground-americas-retreat-human-rights
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Extensions - US Arms sales contrains exports of tech  

 

US sales require inspections and verification regimes to limit tech transfers  

Caverley, Associate Professor of Strategy, United States Naval War College, 2018 

(Jonathan, “AMERICA’S ARMS SALES POLICY: SECURITY ABROAD, NOT JOBS AT HOME” War 

on the Rocks, APRIL 6, 2018 https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-

security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19) 

Another reason the United States tends to be restrained in arms sales is the accompanying “red 

tape,” much of which the Trump initiative will seek to remove. U.S. regulations surpass those 

suggested in the toothless U.N. Conventional Arms Trade Treaty, which four of the most important 

market-makers — Russia, China, India, and Saudi Arabia — have not bothered to even sign. The 

United States makes onerous demands — including on-site inspections on sovereign territory — of 

importing states to ensure weapons do not get transferred to third parties, and require that these 

weapons only be employed for their intended use (i.e. self-defense). While not always consistently 

enforced, these requirements remain a powerful latent foreign policy tool. 

 

Lack of US arms sales also limits ability to control future exports of tech constrains 

proliferation  

Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in 

International Relations, 2019  

(Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA” War on the Rocks 

April 16, 2019 https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-

arabia/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19)  

Finally, consider some of the negative second- and third-order effects that excessive restriction 

caused in American unwillingness to commit to selling the U.S.-made Patriot missile system and its 

underlying technology to Turkey. This was recently posited as a U.S. export restriction success. 

However, this restraint looks less successful each passing day. Even with significant design transfer, 

it is unlikely Turkey could obtain the requisite capacity transfer to be self-sufficient in surface-to-air 

and anti-missile defense systems anytime soon. Conversely, by using U.S. technology, the United 

States could have legally restricted Turkey’s future export of it. More importantly, Turkey has since 

agreed to purchase Russia’s advanced S-400 surface-to-air missile system, a blow to U.S. and NATO 

relations with Turkey. The S-400 purchase will put advanced Russian technology and military 

advisors inside a NATO ally and tier-two F-35 industrial partner that is a sole-source supplier on 

several F-35 components. As the Air Force Secretary said last year about Turkey’s S-400 agreement, 

“Sometimes it’s the United States that’s part of the problem.” Even worse, the United States has since 

approved the sale of the Patriot to Turkey, with the acting U.S. Defense Secretary recently 

commenting, “we need Turkey to buy the Patriot.” Was holding back on some surface-to-air missile 

technology worth the strategic cost? It appears unlikely. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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First Negative Constructive Answers to Terrorism 

 

1.  No nuke terror---detection solves and no expertise 

Seitz 16 (Sam, Director of Nuclear Security Studies @ the Global Intelligence Trust, “Why WMD 

Terrorism Isn’t as Scary as it Seems” https://politicstheorypractice.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/why-

wmd-terrorism-isnt-as-scary-as-it-seems/) 

 

Of all the potential WMD terror attacks, nuclear attacks seem to generate the most fear among the 

public. This is not surprising. After all, nuclear weapons represent the pinnacle of humans’ destructive 

potential, and Hollywood frequently utilizes nuclear weapons to drive the plot in movies ranging 

from Dr. Strangelove to The Avengers. Fortunately, though, there is very little risk of terrorists 

acquiring or detonating nuclear weapons, particularly in large, Western metropolises. The reason for 

this is simple; it is exceedingly difficult for terrorists to acquire and transport nuclear weapons 

without being detected and stopped. First, terrorists would have to break into heavily guarded 

facilities, likely in Russia or the United States, and steal weapons weighing multiple tons. Then, after 

securing the weapons, these terrorists would need to escape while being pursued by elite security 

forces. Assuming the terrorists are able to escape, they would then need highly skilled technicians 

to assemble the nuclear device, as nuclear weapons held in storage are almost always broken down 

into their constituent parts so as to prevent unauthorized use. The terrorists would have to do this 

while being sought after by the most powerful and well-funded intelligence networks in the 

world, and would then need to transport the nuclear device into a major city without being detected. 

According to John Mueller, an expert on nuclear terrorism at Ohio State University, the risk of a 

successful nuclear terrorist attack occurring is, therefore, less than one in three billion (1). 

Certain analysts contend that while the risk of terrorists stealing nuclear weapons is low, it is possible 

that terrorists might simply construct their own nuclear devices instead. This scenario is even less 

likely than nuclear theft, though, as the production of nuclear weapons is an exceedingly complicated 

task. Terrorists would need highly specific blueprints detailing how to construct a nuclear device, 

access to highly enriched uranium or plutonium, and a secure, well-equipped site to construct the 

weapon. As Mueller points out, the odds of all of these conditions being met are quite low. Moreover, 

the need for so many complex and uncommon materials – highly enriched uranium, heavy industrial 

equipment, etc. – would raise suspicion among intelligence analysts, increasing the chance of 

detection. Even if intelligence agencies missed these clues one of the many middle-men used to 

acquire these materials might inform on the terrorist network, either for profit or because of moral 

qualms (1). 
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2.  Turn – halting US support undermines anti-terrorism efforts in the region while prolonging 

the war in Yemen  

Carafano, foreign policy expert Heritage Foundation, 18 

(James Carafano, “Chaos Will Erupt in the Middle East If U.S. Leaves Yemen”, Heritage Foundation 

March 7 2018 https://www.heritage.org/middle-east/commentary/chaos-will-erupt-the-middle-east-if-

us-leaves-yemen  accessed DUDA-TM) 

The greatest threats to Middle East stability and security are Iran and transnational Islamist terrorists 

groups, principally ISIS and al-Qaida. And it is precisely these forces that are fueling the Yemen war. 

If Congress forces the administration to abandon our allies, Tehran, ISIS, and al-Qaida would feel 

emboldened and likely double-down on expanding the war. 

Meanwhile, Washington would lose its ability to influence how Saudi Arabia and the UAE conduct 

coalition operations. Without our mitigating presence, the carnage of this vicious war would only 

increase. 

And Russia would be tempted to further complicate the situation. Moscow has already vetoed a draft 

U.N. Security Council resolution to hold Iran accountable for providing Yemen's rebels with the long-

range missiles recently fired at the Saudi capital. 

Putin would interpret an American withdrawal as a green light for additional Russian meddling – the 

type that Moscow has brought to the Syrian civil war. 

Instead of turning our back on Yemen, the U.S. should focus on ending the war. The longer the 

conflict persists, the more the chaos benefits terrorist groups in the region and the more the main 

rebel group, the Houthis, becomes dependent on Iran. 

https://www.heritage.org/middle-east/commentary/chaos-will-erupt-the-middle-east-if-us-leaves-yemen
https://www.heritage.org/middle-east/commentary/chaos-will-erupt-the-middle-east-if-us-leaves-yemen
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3. Saudi Arabia plays an important role in counterterrorism tips for the US – aff destroys that 

relationship  

Gilsinan, Atlantic national security and global affairs writer, 18 

[Kathy, "Why the U.S. Can’t Quit Saudi Arabia", The Atlantic 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/10/jamal-khashoggi-american-saudi-

counterterrorism-relationship/573148/  accessed DUDA-TM)  

The period highlighted what the counterterrorism expert Daniel Byman has called in congressional 

testimony the “paradox” of U.S.-Saudi counterterrorism cooperation: “On the one hand, the Saudi 

government is a close partner of the United States on counterterrorism. On the other hand, Saudi 

support for an array of preachers and nongovernment organizations contributes to an overall climate 

of radicalization, making it far harder to counter violent extremism.” 

“The Saudis were undergoing a period of significant domestic threat,” said Frances Townsend, who 

was assistant to President George W. Bush for homeland security and counterterrorism from 2004 to 

2008. “[They] began to work and develop a much deeper, closer relationship with our intelligence and 

law-enforcement communities, including the Treasury Department. We pushed them very hard on 

combating financial support for terrorism. And there were tremendous gains made.” 

By 2006, Saudi Arabia had largely contained its own terrorism problem—at times using methods that 

highlighted the difference between American interests in counterterrorism and values of rule of law, 

including arbitrary detention and torture, as Amnesty International detailed in a 2011 report. The 

success of day-to-day counterterrorism cooperation between the United States and the kingdom 

(which consists, among other things, of intelligence sharing about threats as well as training, 

countering terrorist financing, and Saudi funding for efforts like the counter-isis campaign in Syria) is 

difficult to measure, though former national-security officials from the Bush, Obama, and Trump 

administrations told me it was useful. “They gained tremendous experience and capability,” said 

Townsend. 

The most notable public evidence of a payoff was when, as Riedel has detailed, then-Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Nayef tipped off U.S. officials in 2010 that al-Qaeda had smuggled bombs into printer 

cartridges on UPS and FedEx planes already in flight, disrupting the plot. In another high-profile 

instance, The Washington Post reported (though the administration has never confirmed) that the CIA 

began operating a drone base in Saudi Arabia around 2011 to target Yemen’s al-Qaeda affiliate, al-

Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula; the newspaper said that the drone mission flown to kill the 

American-born radical cleric Anwar al-Awlaki was flown in part from that base. 

 

 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/10/jamal-khashoggi-american-saudi-counterterrorism-relationship/573148/
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/10/jamal-khashoggi-american-saudi-counterterrorism-relationship/573148/
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1.  Banning or modifying arms sales doesn’t work to solve problems – laundry list of reasons  

Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in 

International Relations, 2019  

(Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA” War on the Rocks 

April 16, 2019 https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-

arabia/ accessed DUDA-TM5/28/19)  

One area in which U.S. President Donald Trump does not need to worry about making America great 

again is international arms sales. The United States accounts for 34 percent of all global arms sales 

(second place Russia remains a distant 23 percent), and has more than 40 defense companies in the 

top 100 globally. However, with civilian deaths caused by the Saudi-led war in Yemen estimated at 

between 16,000 and 50,000 by the end of 2018, calls for the United States to suspend arms sales to 

its largest client — Saudi Arabia — have understandably gained traction in both Congress and the 

public. More generally, several authors have penned articles in these virtual pages calling for more 

selective U.S. arms export decisions or outright embargos, governed less by economic motivations 

and more by concern about blowback, human rights, dispersion, and reducing technology transfer. I 

respectfully disagree with all of these recommendations. Whether it is delayed approval, as in the 

recent Kuwaiti F-18 purchase, an outright embargo, like Egyptian F-16s in 2013, or denial of 

technology transfer, as in the 2016 Turkish Patriot missile request, using the withholding of arms 

sales as a blunt force instrument of coercion is unlikely to produce desired strategic benefits and 

often backfires. 

Arms exports are best used for maintaining or strengthening relationships while limiting adversary 

access to client states; a tool of nuanced influence, not outright coercion. In fact, threatening to 

withhold arms sales to coerce a state into changing its behavior often has the opposite effect, leading 

clients to diversify their arms sourcing instead of shifting course. Similarly, calls to restrict technology 

transfer and worries about demands for direct offsets mistake what is known as “design technology 

transfer” for the much more difficult “capacity” level of transfer. Both are explained in more detail 

below, but for now it is worth noting that design transfer, the level at which most of these offsets 

occur, does not lead to the creation of an independent defense industry, but instead provides the 

United States with a source of political power. The United States should not fear technology transfer, 

but with the appropriate end-user controls, encourage it. Additionally, while a large domestic market 

provides the United States the luxury of sacrificing financial gains for political influence, sometimes 

economics do matter; especially when it comes to preserving complex production lines for future 

flexibility. Finally, the United States should not look to use an arms embargo to coerce Saudi policy 

change, not for economic reasons, but simply because it is unlikely to work. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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2.  Oil Turn  

A.  Saudi Arabia would retaliate to arms reductions by spiking oil prices to more than $100  

Rapier, The Energy Strategist Chief Investment Officer and international oil engineer expert, 

18 

[Robert Rapier, 10-23-2018, "Saudi Arabia Proves That Oil Is Power," Forbes, 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rrapier/2018/10/24/saudi-arabia-proves-that-oil-is-power/#476bfbf042e8, 

accessed 6-26-2019, //CM] 

According to the 2018 BP Statistical Review of World Energy, in 2017 Saudi Arabia produced 12 

million barrels of oil per day. That accounted for 12.9% of the world's oil production, which is in the 

range of the world's two other major oil production superpowers -- Russia and the U.S. However, 

there is an important distinction when it comes to Saudi Arabia. In Russia, oil production is 

concentrated among a dozen or so companies. In the U.S., thousands of companies acting in their 

own self-interest produce oil. But in Saudi Arabia, all of the oil production is controlled by Saudi 

Aramco, the state-owned oil company and reportedly the most profitable company in the world. Given 

that Saudi Arabia's share of oil production is well beyond the spare production capacity of the world's 

most important commodity, Saudi Arabia has incredible economic power. All Saudi Arabia would 

have to do is withhold three or four million barrels of oil per day from the market, and prices would 

quickly rise above $100/barrel. Some analysts have floated the idea of oil prices getting as high as 

$200 or even $400/bbl in the event of a disruption in Saudi's petroleum output. That may seem 

preposterous, but keep in mind that during the 1973 oil embargo, oil prices quadrupled in about six 

months. Prices like that would quickly push the global economy into recession, as it helped do in 

1973. That is the power Saudi Arabia holds. Consider the oil price movements since 2014. Oil prices 

plunged because Saudi Arabia sought to win market share back from the shale oil producers. So, 

OPEC flooded the market with oil, which sent prices down by over 70%. Then, when they decided 

that experiment wasn't working, Saudi Arabia convinced OPEC and Russia to cut oil production to 

support prices. Oil prices doubled. Just this week oil prices fell by 5% after Saudi Arabia said it would 

cover any supply disruptions from the sanctions on Iran's petroleum exports. No other entity in the 

world has as much power to move the oil markets. Saudi Arabia could quickly bring the global 

economy to its knees. Thus, as the world debates a harsh punishment for Saudi Arabia over the 

killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi earlier this month, they really hold the trump card. $100 billion in 

potential arms sales is small potatoes considering the havoc Saudi Arabia could unleash if it decided 

to use oil as an economic weapon. This is just one price we pay for our dependence on oil. Global 

economic security will continue to depend strongly on the cooperation of Saudi Arabia. 
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B.  Oil spikes cause draw in and escalates conflicts – leading cause of war empirically  

Salameh, international oil economist, World Bank consultant, and UN Industrial Development 

Organization expert, 14 

[Mamdouh G. Salameh, 4-29-2014, "Oil Wars, USAEE Working Paper No. 14-163," International 

Association for Energy Economics, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2430960, 

accessed 6-26-2019, //CM] 

The 20th century was truly the century of oil whilst the 21st century could be that of peak oil and the 

resulting oil wars. No other commodity has been so intimately intertwined with national strategies and 

global politics and power as oil. The close connection between oil and conflict derives from its vital 

importance to the economy and military power of nations, its irregular geographical distribution and 

peak oil. In the Cold War years, the battle for the control of oil resources between international oil 

companies and developing countries was a major incentive and inspiration behind the great drama of 

de-colonization and emergent nationalism. Yet oil has also proved that it can be a blessing for some 

and a curse for others. Since its discovery, it has bedevilled the Middle East and the world at large 

with conflicts and wars.1 However, with dwindling global oil reserves and fast-rising oil demand, the 

economics and geopolitics of oil suggest that there could be more oil wars in coming years. Oil Is a 

Leading Cause of War There is no doubt that oil is a leading cause of war. Oil fuels international 

conflict through four distinct mechanisms: (1) resource wars, in which states try to acquire oil reserves 

by force; (2) the externalization of civil wars in oil-producing states (Libya, for an example); (3) 

conflicts triggered by the prospect of oil-market domination, such as the United States' war with Iraq 

over Kuwait in 1991; and (4) clashes over control of oil transit routes such as shipping lanes and 

pipelines (closure of the Strait of Hormuz, for example). These mechanisms can contribute to conflict 

individually or in combination.2 Geopolitics in a World of Dwindling Energy Supplies Resource wars 

have been fought since the dawn of history, but today the competition is entering a new phase.3 

Nations need increasing amounts of energy and materials to produce economic growth, but—as we 

have seen, the costs of supplying new increments of energy and materials are increasing. In many 

cases all that remains are lower-quality resources that have high extraction costs. Meanwhile the 

struggle for the control of resources is re-aligning political power balances throughout the world. The 

United States maintains a globe-spanning network of over 800 military bases that formerly 

represented tokens of security to regimes throughout the world but that now increasingly only provoke 

resentment among the locals. This enormous military machine is becoming too expensive for the 

United States to maintain. Indeed, the nation’s budget deficit largely stems from its trillion-dollar-per-

year.4 The European Union, traditionally allied with the U.S., is increasingly mapping its priorities 

independently—partly because of increased energy dependence on Russia, and partly because of 

economic rivalries and currency conflicts with America. China is the rising power of the 21st century 

with a surging military and lots of cash with which to buy access to resources (oil, coal, minerals, and  

 

Continues… 
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Continued… 

farmland) around the planet. Its emergence as an economic superpower and competition with the 

United States over dwindling oil reserves could potentially lead to conflict in coming years. Japan, 

with the world’s third-largest economy, is wary of China and increasingly uncertain of its protector, the 

U.S. The country is tentatively rebuilding its military so as to be able to defend its interests 

independently. Disputes with China over oil and gas deposits in the South China Sea are likely to 

worsen, as Japan has almost no domestic fossil fuel resources and needs secure access to supplies. 

Russia is a resource powerhouse. It vies with China and the U.S. for control of Caspian and Central 

Asian energy and mineral wealth through alliances with former Soviet states. It tends to strike 

tentative deals with China to counter American interests, but ultimately Beijing may be as much of a 

rival as Washington. Moscow uses its gas exports as a bargaining chip for influence in Europe. The 

Middle East maintains a vast oil wealth, but is characterized by extreme economic inequality, high 

population growth rates, political instability, and the need for importation of non-energy resources 

(including food and water). The revolutions and protests in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Bahrain, and Yemen 

in early 2011 were interpreted by many observers as a refusal by common people to tolerate sharply 

rising food, water, and energy prices. As economic conditions worsen, many more nations could 

become destabilized. 
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 3. No solvency - Yemen proves Trump will falsely claim a “national security” to circumvent 

congress 

Friedersdorf, writer for the Atlantic, 19 

(Conor Friedersdorf, The Atlantic, 5-31-2019, “Saudi Arabia First,” 

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/05/saudi-arabia-first/590524/  accessed DUDA-TM)  

Congress ought to eliminate the emergency provision. But the provision’s existence does not justify 

its invocation when there is no actual emergency. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo says the weapons 

are needed to deter Iran, but that hardly amounts to an immediate crisis. 

Daniel Larison notes: 

The weapons that the U.S. sells to the Saudis and the UAE won’t be used to defend against a 

supposed Iranian threat, and they won’t be used for deterrence. We know very well that the Saudi 

and Emirati governments will use the weapons they obtain from the U.S. to continue waging an 

atrocious war against Yemen, and those weapons will very likely end up being used to kill civilians as 

so many other U.S.-made weapons have been. Trump is helping to fuel Saudi coalition aggression 

against a poor country that they have been wrecking and starving for more than four years. This will 

not avert a war with Iran, but it will help to keep the war on Yemen going. 

Put succinctly, the Trump administration unlawfully defied Congress to extend American participation 

in a war in Yemen, and now it is defying America’s elected representatives again to funnel more 

weapons to that war’s ringleader. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/05/saudi-arabia-first/590524/
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Oil Turn Extensions – Oil Prices Low 

Oil prices are low and stable 

Krauss, national energy business correspondent, 19  

[Clifford Krauss, , “Another Sign of Economic Worry: Tumbling Oil Prices”, New York Times. 6/5/19, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/business/energy-environment/oil-price.html  DUDA TM] 

A couple of months ago, the bulls ran the oil markets. Now the bears have taken over. 

Always volatile, oil prices have tumbled more than 20 percent since late April because of growing 

fears that demand is weaker than expected as the global economy slows. Investors are also worried 

that President Trump’s trade war with China and his threat to put tariffs on imports from Mexico could 

depress growth even more. On Wednesday, crude oil futures in the United States closed at $51.68 a 

barrel, down 3.4 percent for the day, even as the stock market closed higher. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/business/energy-environment/oil-price.html
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Oil Turn Extensions – Causes Conflict 

High oil prices makes conflict more likely 

Bunzel, 2018  

[Theodore Bunzel, “Do High Oil Prices Mean More International Conflict?” The American Interest, 

5/30/18, https://www.the-american-interest.com/2018/05/30/do-high-oil-prices-mean-more-

international-conflict/  DUDA TM]  

Though nuances, complications, and exceptions abound, the academic and historical evidence on 

balance tells us that, as we transition from a lower to a higher oil price regime, we can generally 

expect a darker geopolitical outlook. As rising oil revenues gives Russia, Saudi, Iran, and other oil-

exporters an added sense of confidence, it may at least selectively inflame interstate tensions and 

lead to more aggressive behavior. That possibility, alongside an increasingly hawkish U.S. national 

security team and a President who appears to feel rather “unchained” of late, points to a potentially 

combustible mix just ahead. It is generally taken for granted that aspects of geopolitics can function 

as a key input into oil prices. Trump’s mere threat of a U.S. strike in Syria, for example, caused oil to 

spike by 2 percent on April 11. In addition to short-term effects, geopolitical competition can influence 

prices in other ways. To give just one general example, as Soviet power spread into parts of the Third 

World after the independence era, some states felt safer nationalizing their oil industries to escape 

Western company control (Iraq in 1961, for example), and prices rose as a consequence. But the 

relationship may also work the other way around: Oil prices can also be a key input into geopolitics. 

Many studies have demonstrated that oil prices have a direct effect on the domestic stability of 

petrostates. This makes ample intuitive sense: Higher prices fill public coffers, allowing governments 

to palliate needy populations and potential elite opposition groups by dispensing more largesse. 

Some regime elites may reason that a firmer grip on power may free them to carry out more assertive 

foreign policies without fear of being undermined at home. There are, however, several complications 

to this general intuition. Some states already have sufficiently buoyant revenues relative to their small 

populations to satisfy their publics and feed clientelistic networks. Providing largesse can also 

backfire if prices drop; taking away something valuable that people have grown used to is a 

dangerous game, especially when elites aren’t ready to play it. And then of course there is the famed 

“oil curse”: For all sorts of reasons, from “Dutch disease” economic distortions to the derangement of 

normal citizen-state relationships, oil riches can in time undermine regimes, weakening and even 

destroying them. That said, a more recent body of research has empirically demonstrated the intuitive 

twin of this conclusion: Higher prices cause greater interstate aggression by oil-producing countries. 

Why would this be the case? Greater oil revenue flushes petrostates with confidence and also cash 

that they can put toward military spending or foreign adventures. To take one obvious example, we 

need only look to Iran’s using its oil revenue to fund proxy groups such as Hamas and Hezbollah. 

Furthermore, military spending by one regional oil producer can beget spending by others, fueling 

regional arms races that can make aggression and conflict by miscalculation more likely. The onset of 

the Iran-Iraq War in September 1980 may be a prime example of that dynamic. 

 

https://www.the-american-interest.com/2018/05/30/do-high-oil-prices-mean-more-international-conflict/
https://www.the-american-interest.com/2018/05/30/do-high-oil-prices-mean-more-international-conflict/
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*DEFENSE INDUSTRY DISADVANTAGE  
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Thesis and Important Terms 

Thesis:   

The thesis for this disadvantage is that in the current system, the defense industrial base – which 

refers to the companies and factories that build weapons – is strong, due to demand for US weapons 

and US government policy.  A strong defense industrial base or production means that there are 

strong companies that build weapons.  Those companies then innovate, or make better, weapons by 

doing research and development of new better weapons.  The plan, by reducing arms sales and 

importantly predictability of arms sales, reduces confidence in this sector of the economy.  A decline 

in the defense industrial base would harm the economy overall and make it more difficult to fight 

conflicts as they emerge.   

File structure: 

This files contains the negative disadvantage and the affirmative answers.  In the negative section, 

you will find a shell [the pieces you need to make a complete disadvantage] that you would read in 

the 1st Negative Constructive.  Remember you should highlight the words that you would read from 

the underlined words [not the full card].  It also contains extensions, or evidence that you would use in 

the 2nd negative Constructive or the 1st negative rebuttal.  You would use the evidence along with 

your own words and ideas to respond to the 2nd Affirmative Constructive.  The negative section also 

includes “answer to answer block”.  These are cards that would help you to respond to affirmative 

arguments that the Affirmative makes to try to poke holes in your disadvantage.  The other extension 

cards could also be used; but answer to answer blocks help you to know right away how a card could 

be used if you need to in a debate.   

The affirmative section includes evidence that you would use in the 2nd Affirmative Constructive in a 

2ac block that you create to respond to the 1nc shell.  Remember 2ac blocks can also have your own 

arguments without evidence alongside the cards.  You should remember to attack as many parts of 

the disadvantage shell as possible in the 2ac.   

Vocabulary: 

Arms transfer—is a synonym for arms sales; also called arms exports when referring to the country 

selling the weapons.   

Conventional Arms Transfer (CAT) – Trump’s policy to allow for more conventional weapons to be 

available for direct commercial sales. 

Competitive market/competitive defense base – one where there are multiple suppliers who are 

working to try to gain buyers in the market.  This competition helps creates incentives for innovation.   

Cost of Production – the more arms sales there are, the cheaper it is to make any one weapon.  

The amount of production can decrease the per weapon cost, make the defense industrial base more 

economically competitive.   

Defense industrial production – refers to the factories that build weapons for a country.  A strong 

defense industrial base or production means that there are strong companies that build weapons.  

Those companies then innovate, or make better, weapons by doing research and development of 

new better weapons.   

Diversification – finding multiple suppliers for something rather than relying on one supplier.  If 

DUDA focused on Ft. Worth, Richardson, Coppell in addition to DISD, DUDA would be finding 

multiple suppliers of debaters for our tournaments.   
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Diversionary war – concept that leaders of countries with economic decline will be more likely to 

lash out and go to war as a way to distract people from the economic downturn.   

Dual use/civilian tech – some of the tech that defense industrial base develops could also be used 

in civilian, or non-military, areas.  There is a spillover from military and defense tech that will benefit 

the civilian sector 

Great power war, rivalry or competition – refers to the competition and possible war between 

superpowers like China, Russia and the US.  The significance of those countries, along with a few 

others, is that they have nuclear weapons.  So, while other wars may kill people, the scope of 

damage makes a risk of escalation particularly bad.   

GDP – gross domestic product is a measure of the size of the economy based on what is produced in 

the economy through manufacturing and other sectors in the economy  

populism – a term that describes a political movement founded on appealing to average people who 

feel that their concerns are disregarded by established elite groups.  The economy, and economic 

decline, is usually the explanation for why people feel like their concerns aren’t being listened to by 

elites – and so economic inequality caused by economic downturn can be used by politicians to spin 

people up and justify scapegoating people.   

production capacity – the amount of weapons that the defense industrial base can make in existing 

factories and with existing investment.  

R&D (Research and Development) – to stay competitive, companies much have innovation. Those 

companies then innovate, or make better, weapons by doing research and development of new better 

weapons.   

Sphere of influence – areas of the globe where one country or another has the most influence.  US 

currently includes the Middle East in its sphere of influence.  Russia looking to expand its sphere of 

influence into the Middle East.   

U.S.-led order – refers to the current international and Middle East order where the US has a lot of 

influence.  This is important for trade and oil, along with regional stability, according to this 

disadvantage.   
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Economy) 

 

A. Uniqueness and Link—The CAT policy increases US arms sales that translates into defense 

industry growth – the aff undermines growth by changing the US policy for arms sales 

Navarro, assistant to the president for manufacturing and trade policy and director of the Office of 

Trade and Manufacturing Policy, 2019 (Peter, “Peter Navarro: President Trump’s Conventional Arms 

Transfer policy is strengthening America and its allies.” 4/23/19, 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/navarro-arms-transfer-policy, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

The new CAT policy improves the competitiveness of United States arms sales internationally in three 

ways. The process advances proactively rather than reactively by prioritizing strategic competition, 

focusing on key partnerships and capabilities, and updating regulatory frameworks such as the 

International Traffic in Arms Regulations. More active engagement with the Congress, industry, 

international partners, and other stakeholders has created a more collaborative environment for 

efficient operation of the United States defense trade. 

On the shoulders of President Trump’s new CAT policy, the financial value of Direct Commercial 

Sales authorizations, in which the purchasing country consults directly with industry and which are 

licensed by the Department of State, rose 6.6 percent to $136.6 billion in FY 2018. The value of 

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) cases implemented by the Defense Security Cooperation Agency 

(DSCA) rose 33 percent to $55.66 billion over the same period as the DSCA closed over 1,700 FMS 

cases — a 42 percent increase from the previous year. 

These improvements are the result of a fundamental change in organizational culture spearheaded 

by Ambassador John Bolton at the National Security Council, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, 

Acting Secretary of Defense Pat Shanahan, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross, and multiple other 

key leaders. 

To better facilitate government unity in advocating for United States arms transfers, State and 

Defense Department representatives talk daily with their counterparts on Capitol Hill to fulfill their 

obligations to apprise Congress. Representatives from the National Security Council and the Office of 

Trade and Manufacturing Policy meet at the White House every other week with the State 

Department Political-Military Affairs team to identify bottlenecks and expedite the process while the 

new Interagency Working Group on Offsets works to ensure foreign procurement requirements do not 

create unfair burdens on United States companies. 

On the economic security front, transfers of systems ranging from M1 Abrams tanks and F-16 fighter 

jets to Patriot and THAAD missile defense systems support tens of thousands of United States 

manufacturing jobs and supply chains across America. Workers of all backgrounds benefit, as these 

high-paying jobs span the spectrum from scientists, engineers, and software designers to welders, 

machinists, and electricians. Arms transfers can also exploit economies of scale, reducing the cost of 

tanks, planes, or ships — thus providing taxpayers the return on investment in our defense posture 

they expect and deserve. 

 

 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/navarro-arms-transfer-policy
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Economy) 

 

B. Internal Link — Defense growth key to the overall economy and Innovation in the industry  

O’Hanlon, senior fellow at The Brookings Institution, specializing in defense and foreign policy 

issues, 2015 (Michael E. “Dollars at work: What defense spending means for the U.S. economy.” 

Brookings, 9/19/15, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2015/08/19/dollars-at-work-

what-defense-spending-means-for-the-u-s-economy/, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

First, although less than 3.5 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) today—and headed soon 

towards 3 percent—U.S. defense spending is still quite significant in many ways. At one level, this 

goes without saying. It still totals nearly $600 billion annually—which is $100 billion above the 

inflation-adjusted annual average for the Cold War! And although Ben was surely right to point out the 

fallacies of making too much of this figure, U.S. military spending still accounts for 35 to 40 percent of 

the global total of all military spending (with American allies adding in another 30 percent or so). Such 

figures do count most U.S. intelligence spending and the Department of Energy’s nuclear weapons 

activities, but according to standard international convention, do not include costs for the Department 

of Homeland Security or Veterans Affairs. Also, in a number of ways, U.S. defense spending can be 

more considerable than the 3.5 percent figure would suggest: In Virginia—the most defense-

dependent state in the country economically—defense spending reaches some 13 percent of state 

output. In Hawaii, the figure is nearly 11 percent. In Washington, D.C. and Maryland, as well as a few 

other states like Connecticut and Alabama, it’s more like 6 percent. Defense procurement represents 

around 5 percent of national manufacturing output (not even counting arms sales abroad). Defense-

related research and development, depending on how one tallies it, represents perhaps 10 to 20 

percent of national research and development from all sources combined. So clearly, defense is still 

important to the economy, even if much less so than in earlier periods—like the Reagan era when it 

was nearly 6 percent of GDP, or the 1950s and 1960s when it averaged 8 to 10 percent of GDP. 

That’s the first point. Let defense needs (not just budgets) drive policy The second point is one that 

Ben underscored. Defense policy and spending need not be overly influenced by deficit 

considerations at this juncture. National debt is fairly high now, but deficits have leveled off and are 

expected to remain at tolerable levels for a decade. So defense budgets do not need to be squeezed 

unduly. This is not a call for fiscal complacency, but it does suggest that in determining near-to-

medium term defense needs, the country can and should spend what it must to stay secure. 

Economics cannot determine what that appropriate level of national security spending should be. But 

it should not be invoked to place excessive constraints on military budgets, either. To me, this is a 

very important point as we start to debate what the next American president should undertake by way 

of defense strategy and budgeting. In looking back to the great recession period when he was 

chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, moreover, Bernanke observed that if anything, the defense 

budget reductions that began in this period worked at some cross-purposes with other efforts to 

stimulate the economy (though he also noted that in the Vietnam period, defense spending hurt the 

economy). Positive spillover Both Bernanke and Muro developed a final point. In effect, they 

recognized the many ways in which defense research and development can help the broader 

economy by promoting innovation and new technology. This was clearly true in the past and remains 

true, albeit at lower relative levels of overall resourcing, today. This is not to say that the defense  

Continues… 

 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2015/08/19/dollars-at-work-what-defense-spending-means-for-the-u-s-economy/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2015/08/19/dollars-at-work-what-defense-spending-means-for-the-u-s-economy/
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Economy) 

Continues… 

sector by itself should be relied upon to create a national research, innovation, or manufacturing 

strategy. But in effect, it has somewhat stealthily (in Muro’s words) provided one, or at least an 

approximation to one, in the past. In so doing, this has on balance helped the nation. Going forward, 

we may need to consider complementary efforts on the civilian side of things, rather than relying 

exclusively on the military sector and on laissez-faire decisionmaking within the private sector. We 

also need to bear in mind that basic research is generally of greater benefit to the broader economy 

than applied, mission-specific research and development and testing programs. But defense has 

nonetheless played an important economic role in the innovation sector as well, and will continue to 

do so in the future. 
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Economy) 

 

C. Impact – Economic decline causes a world war – populism and structural factors ensure 

escalation  

Sundaram and Popov, 19 (Jomo Kwame Sundaram, former economics professor and United 

Nations Assistant Secretary-General for Economic Development, Vladimir Popov, Research Director 

at the Dialogue of Civilizations Research Institute in Berlin, “Economic Crisis Can Trigger World War,” 

Inter Press Service, 2/12/19, http://www.ipsnews.net/2019/02/economic-crisis-can-trigger-world-war/, 

accessed 7/8/19, JMoore) 

KUALA LUMPUR and BERLIN, Feb 12 2019 (IPS) - Economic recovery efforts since the 2008-2009 

global financial crisis have mainly depended on unconventional monetary policies. As fears rise of yet 

another international financial crisis, there are growing concerns about the increased possibility of 

large-scale military conflict. More worryingly, in the current political landscape, prolonged economic 

crisis, combined with rising economic inequality, chauvinistic ethno-populism as well as aggressive 

jingoist rhetoric, including threats, could easily spin out of control and ‘morph’ into military conflict, and 

worse, world war. Crisis responses limited The 2008-2009 global financial crisis almost ‘bankrupted’ 

governments and caused systemic collapse. Policymakers managed to pull the world economy from 

the brink, but soon switched from counter-cyclical fiscal efforts to unconventional monetary measures, 

primarily ‘quantitative easing’ and very low, if not negative real interest rates. But while these 

monetary interventions averted realization of the worst fears at the time by turning the US economy 

around, they did little to address underlying economic weaknesses, largely due to the ascendance of 

finance in recent decades at the expense of the real economy. Since then, despite promising to do 

so, policymakers have not seriously pursued, let alone achieved, such needed reforms. Instead, 

ostensible structural reformers have taken advantage of the crisis to pursue largely irrelevant efforts 

to further ‘casualize’ labour markets. This lack of structural reform has meant that the unprecedented 

liquidity central banks injected into economies has not been well allocated to stimulate resurgence of 

the real economy. From bust to bubble Instead, easy credit raised asset prices to levels even higher 

than those prevailing before 2008. US house prices are now 8% more than at the peak of the 

property bubble in 2006, while its price-to-earnings ratio in late 2018 was even higher than in 2008 

and in 1929, when the Wall Street Crash precipitated the Great Depression. As monetary tightening 

checks asset price bubbles, another economic crisis — possibly more severe than the last, as the 

economy has become less responsive to such blunt monetary interventions — is considered likely. A 

decade of such unconventional monetary policies, with very low interest rates, has greatly depleted 

their ability to revive the economy. The implications beyond the economy of such developments and 

policy responses are already being seen. Prolonged economic distress has worsened public 

antipathy towards the culturally alien — not only abroad, but also within. Thus, another round of 

economic stress is deemed likely to foment unrest, conflict, even war as it is blamed on the foreign. 

International trade shrank by two-thirds within half a decade after the US passed the Smoot-Hawley 

Tariff Act in 1930, at the start of the Great Depression, ostensibly to protect American workers and 

farmers from foreign competition! Liberalization’s discontents Rising economic insecurity, inequalities 

and deprivation are expected to strengthen ethno-populist and jingoistic nationalist sentiments, and 

increase social tensions and turmoil, especially among the growing precariat and others who feel  

Continues… 
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Economy) 

Continues… 

vulnerable or threatened. Thus, ethno-populist inspired chauvinistic nationalism may exacerbate 

tensions, leading to conflicts and tensions among countries, as in the 1930s. Opportunistic leaders 

have been blaming such misfortunes on outsiders and may seek to reverse policies associated with 

the perceived causes, such as ‘globalist’ economic liberalization. Policies which successfully check 

such problems may reduce social tensions, as well as the likelihood of social turmoil and conflict, 

including among countries. However, these may also inadvertently exacerbate problems. The recent 

spread of anti-globalization sentiment appears correlated to slow, if not negative per capita income 

growth and increased economic inequality. To be sure, globalization and liberalization are statistically 

associated with growing economic inequality and rising ethno-populism. Declining real incomes and 

growing economic insecurity have apparently strengthened ethno-populism and nationalistic 

chauvinism, threatening economic liberalization itself, both within and among countries. Insecurity, 

populism, conflict Thomas Piketty has argued that a sudden increase in income inequality is often 

followed by a great crisis. Although causality is difficult to prove, with wealth and income inequality 

now at historical highs, this should give cause for concern. Of course, other factors also contribute to 

or exacerbate civil and international tensions, with some due to policies intended for other purposes. 

Nevertheless, even if unintended, such developments could inadvertently catalyse future crises and 

conflicts. Publics often have good reason to be restless, if not angry, but the emotional appeals of 

ethno-populism and jingoistic nationalism are leading to chauvinistic policy measures which only 

make things worse. At the international level, despite the world’s unprecedented and still growing 

interconnectedness, multilateralism is increasingly being eschewed as the US increasingly resorts to 

unilateral, sovereigntist policies without bothering to even build coalitions with its usual allies. 

Avoiding Thucydides’ iceberg Thus, protracted economic distress, economic conflicts or another 

financial crisis could lead to military confrontation by the protagonists, even if unintended. Less than a 

decade after the Great Depression started, the Second World War had begun as the Axis powers 

challenged the earlier entrenched colonial powers. 
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Security) 

 

A. Uniqueness and Link—The CAT policy increases US arms sales that translates into defense 

industry growth – the aff undermines growth by changing the US policy for arms sales 

Navarro, assistant to the president for manufacturing and trade policy and director of the Office of 

Trade and Manufacturing Policy, 2019 (Peter, “Peter Navarro: President Trump’s Conventional Arms 

Transfer policy is strengthening America and its allies.” 4/23/19, 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/navarro-arms-transfer-policy, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

The new CAT policy improves the competitiveness of United States arms sales internationally in three 

ways. The process advances proactively rather than reactively by prioritizing strategic competition, 

focusing on key partnerships and capabilities, and updating regulatory frameworks such as the 

International Traffic in Arms Regulations. More active engagement with the Congress, industry, 

international partners, and other stakeholders has created a more collaborative environment for 

efficient operation of the United States defense trade. 

On the shoulders of President Trump’s new CAT policy, the financial value of Direct Commercial 

Sales authorizations, in which the purchasing country consults directly with industry and which are 

licensed by the Department of State, rose 6.6 percent to $136.6 billion in FY 2018. The value of 

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) cases implemented by the Defense Security Cooperation Agency 

(DSCA) rose 33 percent to $55.66 billion over the same period as the DSCA closed over 1,700 FMS 

cases — a 42 percent increase from the previous year. 

These improvements are the result of a fundamental change in organizational culture spearheaded 

by Ambassador John Bolton at the National Security Council, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, 

Acting Secretary of Defense Pat Shanahan, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross, and multiple other 

key leaders. 

To better facilitate government unity in advocating for United States arms transfers, State and 

Defense Department representatives talk daily with their counterparts on Capitol Hill to fulfill their 

obligations to apprise Congress. Representatives from the National Security Council and the Office of 

Trade and Manufacturing Policy meet at the White House every other week with the State 

Department Political-Military Affairs team to identify bottlenecks and expedite the process while the 

new Interagency Working Group on Offsets works to ensure foreign procurement requirements do not 

create unfair burdens on United States companies. 

On the economic security front, transfers of systems ranging from M1 Abrams tanks and F-16 fighter 

jets to Patriot and THAAD missile defense systems support tens of thousands of United States 

manufacturing jobs and supply chains across America. Workers of all backgrounds benefit, as these 

high-paying jobs span the spectrum from scientists, engineers, and software designers to welders, 

machinists, and electricians. Arms transfers can also exploit economies of scale, reducing the cost of 

tanks, planes, or ships — thus providing taxpayers the return on investment in our defense posture 

they expect and deserve. 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/navarro-arms-transfer-policy
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First Negative Constructive – Defense Industry Disadvantage (Security) 

 

B.  Internal link and impact – a Strong US Defense Industry key to win wars  

Gouré 18 (Daniel, Senior Vice President with the Lexington Institute, “Winning Future Wars: 

Modernization and a 21st Century Defense Industrial Base.” Heritage Foundation, 10/4/18, 

https://www.heritage.org/military-strength/topical-essays/winning-future-wars-modernization-and-21st-

century-defense, Accessed 7/12/19, JMoore) 

The U.S. military’s ability to defeat its opponents in battle depends largely, though not 

exclusively, on the equipment, weapons, and supporting capabilities that it possesses. In turn, 

these depend on an industrial base that is viable and healthy enough to produce them and the 

relative effectiveness of new capabilities that spring from competition in design. All of this implies 

some level of competitive redundancy among manufacturers that can come only from a defense 

funding stream that is large enough and consistent enough to keep companies that produce the 

wherewithal of America’s military power in business. To be clear: This is not some form of corporate 

welfare. It is an investment in the nation’s fundamental security. 

Modernization requires the ability of the military to keep place with the technological evolution of the 

battlefield. A force able to modernize in turn requires an industrial base healthy and diverse 

enough to develop and apply emerging technologies that are relevant to war. Failure in either 

area—a weak, moribund defense industrial base or obsolete forces—means failure in war and the 

fatal compromise of the nation’s security. Conversely, a healthy and effective force, made 

possible by a healthy and relevant industrial base, means a secure and prosperous country. 

 

https://www.heritage.org/military-strength/topical-essays/winning-future-wars-modernization-and-21st-century-defense
https://www.heritage.org/military-strength/topical-essays/winning-future-wars-modernization-and-21st-century-defense
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Uniqueness Extensions  
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Uniqueness —Arms Sales Drive Defense Growth Now  

The Defense Industry Fine Now and expected to grow – largely due to arms sales 

Mehta, Deputy Editor and Senior Pentagon Correspondent for Defense News, 18 

(Aaron, "The US brought in $192.3 billion from weapon sales last year, up 13 percent," Defense 

News, 11-8-2018, https://www.defensenews.com/industry/2018/11/08/the-us-brought-in-1923-billion-

from-weapon-sales-last-year-up-13-percent/, accessed 7-4-19, JMoore) 

WASHINGTON — Combined weapon sales from American companies for fiscal 2018 were up 13 

percent over fiscal 2017 figures, netting American firms $192.3 billion, according to new numbers 

released Thursday by the State Department. 

The department previously announced that FY18 brought in $55.66 billion in foreign military sales, an 

uptick of 33 percent over FY17’s $41.93 billion. Through the Foreign Military Sales process, the U.S. 

government serves as a go-between for foreign partners and American industry. 

What had not been released until now is the total direct commercial sales, the process through which 

foreign customers can directly buy systems from industry. Those figures topped $136.6 billion for 

FY18, a 6.6 percent increase from FY17’s $128.1 billion. 

The Trump administration has made selling American defense goods abroad a key plank of its 

governance plan, under the guiding principal that “economic security is national security.” Earlier this 

year, the department rolled out its new Conventional Arms Transfer policy, or CAT, as well as new 

guidance for selling unmanned systems, with the explicit goal of increasing arms sales. 

However, tying this year’s figures to the CAT changes may be a stretch. Sales can fluctuate year by 

year because of the size of certain weapons packages; a pair of large Saudi Arabian purchases in 

2012 famously set that year up for a massive $287 billion annual total. 

And there has already been steady growth each of the last three years, even before the Trump 

administration’s reforms kicked in, with $148.6 billion in total sales in FY16; $170 billion in FY17; and 

$192.2 billion in FY18. 

A State Department official, speaking on background ahead of the official release of these figures, 

acknowledged to Defense News that these figures can’t be tied directly to changes in policy, noting 

they represent a “dynamic picture” and that the department is aware there are some factors “we do 

not control.” 

Still, the official expressed confidence that as the CAT policy is enacted, it will lead to a natural 

growth in sales. How much, however, is hard to nail down. 

“I don’t want to speculate on a particular goal that we’re looking at” for FY19, the official said. “We 

think a 13 percent increase is a significant increase year over year. We’d like to maintain that pace, 

but there are other factors that go into a given set of annual numbers, so I’m hesitant to give a target 

goal.” 

 

https://www.defensenews.com/industry/2018/11/08/the-us-brought-in-1923-billion-from-weapon-sales-last-year-up-13-percent/
https://www.defensenews.com/industry/2018/11/08/the-us-brought-in-1923-billion-from-weapon-sales-last-year-up-13-percent/
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Uniqueness — Conventional Arms Transfer Policy expands growth  

Trump’s CAT policy supports arms sales growth now  

Gholz 19 (Eugene, associate professor of political science at the University of Notre Dame, 

“Conventional Arms Transfers and US Economic Security.” Strategic Studies Quarterly, Volume 13, 

Issue 1, Spring 2019, https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Portals/10/SSQ/documents/Volume-13_Issue-

1/Gholz.pdf, Accessed 7/6/19, JMoore) 

President Trump’s memorandum changed many parts of the process, attempting to streamline CAT 

and focus more upon the implications of third-party countries’ potential arms exports to the same 

purchasing country. Trump tasked the Departments of State and Energy with issu- ing detailed 

implementation memos. Additionally, the DOD's Defense Security Cooperation Agency, whose job it 

is to oversee Foreign Military Sales, is also working on adapting its rules and procedures. 

Perhaps the most significant change in President Trump’s memorandum is that it added “economic 

security” as a criterion to the arms transfer decision-making process.4 Nearly twenty-five years ago, 

Presi- dent Clinton added a vague statement that the arms transfer policy should “consider the impact 

on the US arms industry when deciding whether to approve an export.”5 Critics worried that Clinton’s 

policy would draw pork-barrel political considerations into US foreign rela- tions and that the effort to 

sustain the US defense industry would work against prioritizing strategic and human rights concerns.6 

The indus- trial goal subsequently faded until President Trump resurrected it in his new version of the 

CAT policy. Economic security interests, as defined in the memorandum, include “bolster[ing] our 

economy; spur[ring] research and development; enhanc[ing] the ability of the defense indus- trial 

base to create jobs; [and] increas[ing] our competitiveness in key markets. . . .”7 Future decisions on 

arms transfers will “consider . . . [t]he transfer’s financial or economic effect on United States industry 

and its effect on the defense industrial base, including contributions to United States manufacturing 

and innovation.”8 

 

https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Portals/10/SSQ/documents/Volume-13_Issue-1/Gholz.pdf
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Answer to: “Labor Shortages already hurt the defense industry” 

 

Defense growth will continue – major players increasing employment opportunities to fill jobs 

Zacks Equity Research 19 (“Outlook for Aerospace-Defense Stocks Remains Encouraging.” Zacks 

Equity Research, 1/11/19, https://www.zacks.com/commentary/204098/outlook-for-aerospace-

defense-stocks-remains-encouraging, Accessed 7/8/19, JMoore) 

Macroeconomic statistics like the nation’s declining unemployment rate as well as improving GDP 

growth are boosting growth prospects. Naturally, these have set the stage for more upside in the 

aerospace-defense industry, since a strong economy can better support defense funding. On the 

commercial front, demand for new jets is expected to increase as a big fleet of old airplanes are set to 

retire in the next couple of years. However skilled labor shortage in the U.S. aerospace-defense 

industry remains a cause of concern. Nevertheless, to address this issue, in July 2018, a handful of 

major U.S. aerospace and defense contractors like Boeing, General Dynamics and Huntington Ingalls 

(HII - Free Report) pledged to enhance employment opportunities in the industry. Given the industry’s 

favorable rank and earnings expectations, investors may bet on a few stocks in this space that exhibit 

a strong earnings outlook. 

https://www.zacks.com/commentary/204098/outlook-for-aerospace-defense-stocks-remains-encouraging
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Answer to: “Trade War should have already caused” 

 

Defense stocks up now and insulated from trade wars – doesn’t hurt the industry like the plan 

would  

Root 19 (Al, Senior Special Writer at Barrons, “Defense Stocks Like Lockheed Martin Offer a Haven 

When the Dow Drops.” Barrons, 5/6/19, Defense Stocks Like Lockheed Martin Offer a Haven When 

the Dow Drops, Accessed 7/14/19, JMoore) 

Companies deriving a majority of revenue from defense contracts were off 0.2% Monday afternoon. 

Often times, the defense sector is uncorrelated with the broader stock market. Defense contractor 

sales are dependent on conflict and government budgets. They are less dependent on the state of 

the global economy. That can be a good thing for investors looking for a haven from global 

macroeconomic fears. The back story: Defense stocks have been solid performers over recent history 

because of growing U.S. defense budgets as well as continuing global conflict. Shares of defense 

primes—the so-called largest U.S. defense contractors—have returned 17% a year on average over 

the past 5 years, better than the 13% return of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. What’s more, the 

defense primes trade for 16.3 times estimated 2019 earning, in line with historical averages. The 

defense primes are generally taken to be: Boeing (ticker: BA), Lockheed Martin (LMT), General 

Dynamics (GD), Northrop Grumman (NOC), Raytheon (RTN) and L3 Technologies (LLL). Barron’s 

excludes Boeing from defense-only calculations because it derives more of its sales from commercial 

aerospace. What’s new: The move into the Middle East with more fire power has the potential to 

escalate tensions there. For defense stocks, the aggressive move could also mean more funding for 

overseas contingency operations, or OCO. OCO spending is a supplement defense dollars 

dependent on the level of global conflict. According to the Congressional Budget Office, since 2001, 

the Department of Defense has received large appropriations to augment the base defense budget 

totaling about $2.2 trillion, or 20% of total defense appropriations over that span. Military spending is 

forecast by Wall Street analysts to rise in 2019—a positive for defense stocks. Additional Middle East 

operations should add to the amount of money the government will allocate to defense contractors. 

Looking ahead: As trade-war fears heat up, defense could become a haven for industrial investors 

looking to shift exposure away from China. The defense prime contractors traded at a 30% premium 

to the Dow Jones Industrial Average early in 2018. The defense premium to the overall market is a 

measure investors can use for two purposes: as a fear gauge as the trade conflict reemerges, and to 

determine how much safety the defense sector can offer investors. At valuation parity, the defense 

space looks like a good bet, but at a premium valuation multiple even the solid defense space might 

not offer investors much additional safety for their capital. 
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Link —Reduce Arms Sales—General 

Arms sales boost the defense industry and prevent production closure  

Gholz 19 (Eugene, associate professor of political science at the University of Notre Dame, 

“Conventional Arms Transfers and US Economic Security.” Strategic Studies Quarterly, Volume 13, 

Issue 1, Spring 2019, https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Portals/10/SSQ/documents/Volume-13_Issue-

1/Gholz.pdf, Accessed 7/6/19, JMoore) 

We have recently seen examples in the US defense industry of the multiple possible economic 

effects of approved arms sales. Foreign de- mand for Patriot sales (both for missiles and the entire 

weapon system) has been brisk lately, and that has led to commitments to expand pro- duction 

capacity and employ new workers at both Lockheed Martin and Raytheon.12 Both Patriot 

producers have also placed additional orders with their suppliers—some of whom have presumably 

also expanded production capacity. Many of the particular supplier companies involved are less 

publicly visible, as are their commitments to expanded employment.13 These arms sales have 

created “new jobs,” meeting President Trump’s commitment to “jobs, jobs, jobs.” 14 However, the 

United States is already near economists’ estimates of “full employment,” including specifically in the 

regions around the Grand Prairie, Texas, operations of Lockheed Missile and Fire Control Systems 

and the Andover, Massachu- setts, operations of Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems.15 

Assessing the economic impact of Patriot export sales requires detailed informa- tion about the job 

market in the areas where the missiles are made, the skill profile of the additional workers required to 

build the Patriot missiles, and the production of other products that might not happen as workers are 

drawn into the defense sector.  

Other recent high-profile arms sales cases have only “created” jobs in a relative sense by 

maintaining production in a facility that would otherwise have closed and enabling the workers 

there to remain employed. For example, Boeing’s sales of F-15s to Qatar and F-18s to Kuwait have 

extended the aircraft production backlog at Boeing’s St. Louis facility, keeping alive a production line 

that faced imminent closure.16 An economist would count those sales as “job creating” compared to 

a future world in which the arms sales had not happened, even though Boeing did not need to hire a 

new workforce the way Lockheed and Raytheon did for Patriot’s expanding foreign sales. To assess 

this sort of job-creating effect of arms sales requires detailed knowledge of the backlog and 

operations of the defense contractor producing the exported weapon.  

Overall, the economic benefit of expanding exports in a particular sector is greatest when that 

sector has slack inputs before the export transaction and when the costs of training workers and 

the time required to attract sufficient skilled workers to the export-oriented production facility are 

relatively low. Economists have argued that shifting workers into the defense industry as a 

mechanism for general economic stimulus is inefficient compared to other mechanisms of 

government-supported economic stimulus (ranging from infrastructure spending to tax cuts to funding 

for education). That is, the government needs to spend more money per job created or per dollar of 

expanded US output. However, if a foreign government is paying that cost, the net effect on the 

US economy would be positive, or we could think of the expanded employ- ment as highly 

“efficient” per dollar of US government spending.17 

 

https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Portals/10/SSQ/documents/Volume-13_Issue-1/Gholz.pdf
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Link—Competition in Crisis  

Arms sales allow support a competitive defense base that can surge in crisis  

Gray 18 (Alex, special assistant to the president for the defense industrial base and deputy director of 

the White House Office of Trade and Manufacturing Policy, “U.S. Arms Transfer Policy: Shaping the 

Way Ahead.” Moderated by Andrew Phillip Hunter, CSIS, 8/8/18, https://www.csis.org/analysis/us-

arms-transfer-policy-shaping-way-ahead, Accessed 7/8/19, JMoore) 

CAT was designed in response to a shifting strategic landscape that’s increasingly characterized by 

great-power competition across the political, economic, and military spheres. CAT prioritizes 

staying ahead of this competition by responding proactively instead of reactively to the defense 

needs of allies and partners. It also recognizes one of this president’s signature themes: economic 

security is national security. By removing some of the previous administration’s artificial barriers to the 

transfer of arms to critical partners, the UAS export policy being one example, this administration is 

both strengthening our hand in the ongoing strategic competition while also stimulating 

economic growth at home, as well as job creation. It should be noted that the U.S. aerospace and 

defense industries contribute almost $1 trillion annually to the U.S. economy and they support about 2 

½ million American jobs. Just as one point, the international – UAS export market alone is estimated 

to be worth more than $50 billion a year within the next decade. Those are the stakes we’re 

competing for. Key objectives of CAT going forward – and Laura outlined most of these – working 

closely with allies and partners to identify the capability requirements they have and undertaking a 

whole-of-government response to meet those needs. Particularly, one of the things that our office has 

been very much involved in with NSC and State is the advocacy piece of this, and ensuring that the 

competitiveness of our defense exports abroad for both economic and security purposes is 

maintained. I would note, as Ambassador Kaidanow did, that the administration dispatched one of the 

highest-level delegations to date to the Farnborough Airshow several months ago, which I think 

demonstrates just how committed the whole-of-government approach is to that particular aspect. 

Working with partners to ensure that U.S. barriers to entry are reduced and that policies like offset 

requirements do not threaten American jobs or reduce our technological edge. And, like Laura said, 

continuing to update the policy and regulatory frameworks that underlie the arms transfer policy, 

including revising outdated policies and updating regulatory frameworks like ITAR. The CAT Policy is 

part of a larger administration effort to stress the connectivity of economic and national security, 

another being the assessment of the defense and manufacturing industrial base that was mandated 

by Executive Order 13806, which we’re hoping will be released in the near future. Defense exports 

are an important tool for maintaining a healthy and resilient defense industrial base, including 

one capable of surging in a crisis. A diversified defense export sector also supports a wide variety 

of critical labor skills that are required by the U.S. defense industrial base, as well as our allies and 

partners. 
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Link — Cost of Production  

 

Arms sales key to lower costs for the industry – especially important given other uncertainties 

in the military sales 

Guay 17 (Terrence, Clinical Professor of International Business in the Smeal College of Business at 

The Pennsylvania State University, “Emerging Powers and Future Threats: Implications for the U.S. 

and Global Defense Industry,” Strategic Studies Institute, January 2017, 

https://ssi.armywarcollege.edu/pdffiles/PUB1344.pdf, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

The second challenge relates to the economic im- portance that armaments exports play in reducing 

the per-unit cost of weapons. The United States, for example, relies heavily on export markets to 

produce economies of scale, thereby lowering the acquisition costs for the Department of Defense 

(DoD). In the cur- rent period of uncertainty over funding levels for fu- ture defense budgets, weapons 

acquisition costs (and, therefore, exports) become critical. However, the same economics of 

armaments production applies globally; BRICS and other countries lower weapons acquisition costs 

for their militaries by increasing arms exports, too. Consequently, it is becoming increasingly likely 

that the global arms trade will become even more competitive in the coming decades, with 

implications for the U.S. defense industrial base, U.S. Army, and other military branches. 

 

https://ssi.armywarcollege.edu/pdffiles/PUB1344.pdf
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Link—Production Facilities  

Reducing arms sales undermines the defense industry and production capacity  

Thomas, Analyst in Middle Eastern Affairs, 17 

(Clayton, “Arms Sales in the Middle East: Trends and Analytical Perspectives for U.S. Policy”, 

Congressional Research Service, 10/11/17, https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/R44984.pdf. Accessed 

7/5/19. JMoore) 

Arms sales are an important contributor to the U.S. aerospace and defense industry, a sector that 
directly employs over 1 million workers, with another 3 million working in support.7 According to one 
industry observer, international sales have made up 20 percent of U.S. firms’ total sales in recent 
years, and industry executives reportedly expect that figure to grow.8 Middle Eastern states play a 
critical role in sustaining this industry. In early 2014, it was reported that, as the U.S. Navy looked to 
shift from the F-18 to the new Lockheed Martinproduced F-35, Boeing’s F-18 assembly line in St. 
Louis, MO, could close within two and a half years. Similar projections were made for the F-15 
production line, which would come to an end in 2019 after fulfilling a large order from Saudi Arabia. 
However, two large deals with other Middle Eastern partners (Kuwait and Qatar9) appeared to save 
those lines from closure and extend their operations into at least 2020. Similar dynamics have played 
out in South Carolina (where a potential deal with Bahrain for a number of F-16s could boost a 
Lockheed-Martin plant in the state),10 Ohio (where Saudi orders have sustained General Dynamics 
tank production in Lima),11 Massachusetts (home to Raytheon, whose production of the Patriot air 
and missile defense system was rejuvenated by a 2008 UAE deal),12 and elsewhere. House Defense 
Appropriations Subcommittee Chairwoman Kay Granger, in response to a Trump Administration 
decision to delay some military aid to Egypt, said that when sales are curtailed, “the companies and 
the workers that put that equipment together in the United States are hurt.”13  
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Link—Saudi Arabia specific  

 

Reducing arms sale to Saudi Arabi undermines the defense industry – other countries follow  

Svet, security sector assistance analyst at Group W, 2016 (Oleg, “Why Congress Supports Saudi 

Arms Sales.” National Interest, 9/26/16, https://nationalinterest.org/feature/why-congress-supports-

saudi-arms-sales-17840?page=2, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

When considering this particular sale it is important to keep in mind the big picture of U.S. defense 

exports and their contribution to America's defense industry. Over the past six years, as U.S. defense 

spending has faced considerable budgetary pressures, American defense companies have struggled 

to maintain employees and keep production lines open. With tightening defense budgets, highly-

skilled manufacturing jobs on the line, and the prospect of production lines for advanced U.S. 

weapons being phased out, American exports of defense articles and services have become and will 

continue to be ever more important. Saudi Arabia has emerged as the dominant purchaser of 

American arms. In 2010 Riyadh signed a record $60 billion deal to buy defense articles made by 

American companies. Under the deal, it agreed to spend $30 billion up front on fighter jets, 

helicopters, and other systems. That purchase is equivalent to a large chunk of the U.S. defense 

budget. In fact, the contribution is much larger, relatively speaking, when one looks at how it benefits 

the smaller defense companies that service American and foreign defense customers. The 2010 deal 

with Saudi Arabia entailed purchasing American jet fighters that will help manufacturers in forty-four 

states and aid in protecting seventy-seven thousand jobs. Importantly, the 2010 Saudi deal included 

the purchase of eighty-four new F-15 fighters. The prime contractor was Boeing, a hundred--year-old 

American multinational company that consistently ranks as one of the world's most admired 

companies. Until recently, Boeing produced only one F-15 per month, and the production line for F-

15s was on the verge of being closed, that is, until the deal with Saudi Arabia. Riyadh's purchase 

helped save thousands of jobs for Americans working on Boeing's F-15 production line on the 

outskirts of Lambert-St. Louis International Airport. Boeing also makes Apache helicopters, and the 

Saudi deal included the purchase of seventy Apaches. As Fortune reported, "Production lines for 

Boeing's F-15, Harpoon missile, and Apache helicopter are sustained by exports, which support 

thousands of high-paying, highly skilled manufacturing jobs." Saudi purchases help keep highly-

skilled manufacturing jobs in the United States. Maintaining a robust security cooperation relationship 

with Saudi Arabia also helps America's defense industry in the region as a whole. Saudi Arabia is the 

most important member of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), which includes five other large 

purchasers of American defense articles: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the United Arab 

Emirates. These countries are gradually creating a multinational, interoperable force that requires all 

of the countries to maintain similar weapons systems. When Saudi Arabia purchases U.S. defense 

articles, other countries in the Gulf follow suit. For example, a $7 billion deal to sell three dozen F-15 

jets to Qatar and twenty-eight Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornets to Kuwait is currently in the works. 

Furthermore, in the crucial period from 2011 to 2015 (when U.S. defense spending was especially 

under strain), the UAE was the second-largest importer of U.S. defense articles, after Saudi Arabia. In  

 

Continues… 
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Link—Saudi Arabia specific  

Continues… 

 

2015, the United States sold $33 billion in defense articles and services to the GCC countries. For 

large American defense companies, such exports are crucial. In recent years an estimated one-

quarter of Raytheon’s sales came from foreign purchases. A few years ago, the UAE's $3.3 billion 

order enabled Raytheon to restart the Patriot production line and add new features. Such purchases 

save highly-skilled manufacturing jobs in the United States, and, by adding advanced capabilities, will 

help win new customers unless Congress blocks them from happening. If Senators Paul and Murphy 

would have succeeded in their measure, Riyadh would almost certainly have gone to another large 

military supplier, possibly Russia. Saudi and other GCC officials fear that Iran, which is not only 

ideologically and theologically diametrically opposed to the Kingdom, but also has a population and 

territory several times the size of Saudi Arabia, poses an existential threat. The uncomfortable truth is 

that Yemen is a proxy war in the Saudi-Iranian competition. Riyadh feels that it must win in Yemen 

against the Houthi rebels (who the Saudis are convinced are sponsored by Iran), and the only way to 

win is through military power. Saudi Arabia does not have an indigenous military industry to support 

the war; it has to find military suppliers to sustain its war effort. Had the sale been blocked and Saudi 

Arabia shifted to Russia, China, or other suppliers for military purchases, other Gulf States would 

have followed suit, putting in jeopardy an additional tens of billions of dollars in sales by American 

multinational companies and thousands of highly-skilled manufacturing jobs. Going forward, when 

considering whether to block arms sales to Saudi Arabia, therefore, Congress should not only worry 

about the particular sale in question. It should also consider the wider negative implications that a 

suspension would have on tens of thousands of high-skilled manufacturing jobs all across America, 

tens of billions of dollars in revenues for U.S. companies, and the wider defense industry. 
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Link Magnifier – Defense Industry Domino Effect 

 

Defense Industry is interconnected – even a small reduction hurts the industry  

Eaglen and Sayers, 09 (Mackenzie M, Eric, “Maintaining the Superiority of America’s Defense 

Industrial Base.” Heritage, 5/22/09, https://www.heritage.org/defense/report/maintaining-the-

superiority-americas-defense-industrial-base, Accessed 7/15/19, JMoore) 

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and F-15E Strike Eagle. One of the main consequences of the 1990s 

defense consolidation has been the increased sensi- tivity of defense contractors to minor fluctuations 

in the industrial base. The defense industrial base is indeed interconnected and dependent on 

multiple programs. Ending the C-17 and F-18 production lines within one year of each other would 

have a dramatic impact on the defense industrial base. The 2009 Annual Industrial Capabilities 

Report to Congress warned that “with the announcement of the C-17 program shutdown, coupled 

with the end of domestic F/A-18E/F production in FY 2012, the industrial base infrastructure at Long 

Beach, CA, and St. Louis, MO (solely supporting foreign military sales) may have insufficient busi- 

ness to continue in place.”35 The negative conse- quences of closing even the C-17 line—both for 

this highly skilled workforce and for U.S. national security—clearly run deeper than the cancellation of 

a single program. “Over the next 10 years,” warned the 2008 Indus- trial Capabilities Report, “multiple 

military aircraft production lines will go cold precipitating the need for a new round of consolidation in 

order to reduce infrastructure costs.”36 According to Darryl Davis, President of Boeing’s Advance 

Systems unit, “The technology base is eroding for Boeing as [the com- pany] moves late into the next 

decade.”37 Losing any defense-related technology base within the next year while defense strategies 

are being crafted inter- nally at the Pentagon makes little sense. Congress should consider the cost 

savings that result from leaving the country’s options open while additional major defense 

procurement decisions are made throughout this year. The combined impact of reduced procurement 

budgets, a dwindling number of aircraft programs, and the delay of new programs like a sixth-genera- 

tion fighter or long-range bomber places further pressure on Boeing and its workforce. This is why 

Congress should be concerned about the potential closure of even just one or two lines and how 

these closures will relate to Boeing’s ability to compete for military aircraft contracts in the future. 

“While Lockheed Martin and Sikorsky have current pro- grams that will remain in production for the 

next 20 years, Boeing’s future participation in the fighter/ attack and transport segments is more 

problematic without the support of foreign military sales to keep existing production lines open.”38 
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Impact Extensions 
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Internal link — Defense Industry Key to Overall Economy  

Defense Industry key to the economy – many reasons  

O’Neil, et al. 16 (Brendan, Executive Director - Economics & Country Risk at HIS, Leslie Levesque, 

Vardan Genanyan, Shane Norton, and Charlie Dougherty, “Aerospace and Defense Economic Impact 

Analysis.” HIS Economics, April 2016, https://www.aia-aerospace.org/wp-

content/uploads/2016/05/AD_Industry_Economic_Impact_Analysis_Final.pdf, Accessed7/15/16, 

JMoore) 

The A&D industry is a vital component of the US economy, not solely for the role the industry plays in 

national security, transportation and technological innovation, but also because its influence spans 

many sectors and every state throughout the country. From commercial airliners to military vehicle 

manufacturing, the A&D industry calls upon businesses across the nation to supply goods and 

services for end-use production. From these transactions, the A&D industry supported an average of 

nearly 2.8 million jobs between 2013 and 2015, representing approximately two percent of total U.S. 

employment and produced an average of $301 billion in total economic value, or 1.8 percent of 

nominal U.S. GDP. For much of the previous five decades, the U.S. manufacturing base has 

experienced a continuous and sometimes precipitous decline as global market forces drove firms to 

close, downsize, or relocate abroad. The manufacturing segments associated with A&D have 

certainly not been immune to this trend; however, over the past several years, strong growth in 

international markets has driven resurgence in the sector, which has helped accelerate the country’s 

recent economic recovery. Over the past five years, the U.S. manufacturing industry has enjoyed an 

average annual growth rate in payrolls of 1.5 percent. Meanwhile, the transportation manufacturing 

sector, which includes the manufacture of ships, aircraft, and locomotives, posted an average annual 

growth rate in payrolls of 3.6 percent – outpacing the 1.7 percent growth rate of total non-farm 

payrolls over that same period. The economic impact of the A&D industry goes well beyond the 

companies directly involved in the production of finished goods. The lengthy process of bringing these 

products to market supports a variety of services that are critical to the success of the industry. The 

A&D value chain extends throughout the US – from engineering and research and development 

efforts to the highly capital intensive sectors that provide raw and intermediate materials and 

components. The result is an extended network of companies that forge and fabricate metal, design 

and build complex systems, and assemble the finished goods that are ultimately required by the 

industry. Furthermore, the economic activity associated with end use and supply chain ripple out to a 

broader set of economic sectors as wages earned are spent across the economy, benefitting sectors 

ranging from retail trade to the leisure and hospitality sector. The A&D industry drives economic 

growth at the local level as well, as many states across the United States depend heavily on the jobs 

and incomes created by the aerospace and defense industry. From the aerospace manufacturers and 

suppliers in Washington and Southern California to the defense contractors in Texas and Washington 

DC/Northern Virginia area, the A&D industry serves as an economic keystone that not only creates 

jobs and boosts wages, but also provides a reliable stream of tax revenue for state and local 

governments. 
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Impact —Economic Decline causes War 

Economic decline causes war – results in inequalities that increase risk of conflict   

Liu 18 (Qian Liu, writer for World Economic Forum, “The next economic crisis could cause a global 

conflict. Here's why,” World Economic Forum, 11/13/18, 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/11/the-next-economic-crisis-could-cause-a-global-conflict-

heres-why, accessed 7/8/19, JMoore) 

The response to the 2008 economic crisis has relied far too much on monetary stimulus, in the form 

of quantitative easing and near-zero (or even negative) interest rates, and included far too little 

structural reform. This means that the next crisis could come soon – and pave the way for a large-

scale military conflict. The next economic crisis is closer than you think. But what you should really 

worry about is what comes after: in the current social, political, and technological landscape, a 

prolonged economic crisis, combined with rising income inequality, could well escalate into a major 

global military conflict. The 2008-09 global financial crisis almost bankrupted governments and 

caused systemic collapse. Policymakers managed to pull the global economy back from the brink, 

using massive monetary stimulus, including quantitative easing and near-zero (or even negative) 

interest rates. But monetary stimulus is like an adrenaline shot to jump-start an arrested heart; it can 

revive the patient, but it does nothing to cure the disease. Treating a sick economy requires structural 

reforms, which can cover everything from financial and labor markets to tax systems, fertility patterns, 

and education policies. Policymakers have utterly failed to pursue such reforms, despite promising to 

do so. Instead, they have remained preoccupied with politics. From Italy to Germany, forming and 

sustaining governments now seems to take more time than actual governing. And Greece, for 

example, has relied on money from international creditors to keep its head (barely) above water, 

rather than genuinely reforming its pension system or improving its business environment. The lack of 

structural reform has meant that the unprecedented excess liquidity that central banks injected into 

their economies was not allocated to its most efficient uses. Instead, it raised global asset prices to 

levels even higher than those prevailing before 2008. In the United States, housing prices are now 

8% higher than they were at the peak of the property bubble in 2006, according to the property 

website Zillow. The price-to-earnings (CAPE) ratio, which measures whether stock-market prices are 

within a reasonable range, is now higher than it was both in 2008 and at the start of the Great 

Depression in 1929. As monetary tightening reveals the vulnerabilities in the real economy, the 

collapse of asset-price bubbles will trigger another economic crisis – one that could be even more 

severe than the last, because we have built up a tolerance to our strongest macroeconomic 

medications. A decade of regular adrenaline shots, in the form of ultra-low interest rates and 

unconventional monetary policies, has severely depleted their power to stabilize and stimulate the 

economy. If history is any guide, the consequences of this mistake could extend far beyond the 

economy. According to Harvard’s Benjamin Friedman, prolonged periods of economic distress have 

been characterized also by public antipathy toward minority groups or foreign countries – attitudes 

that can help to fuel unrest, terrorism, or even war.  
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Impact —Defense Industry Solves War 

Strong defense industry necessary for security and maintain battlefield advantage  

Guay 17 (Terrence, Clinical Professor of International Business in the Smeal College of Business at 

The Pennsylvania State University, “Emerging Powers and Future Threats: Implications for the U.S. 

and Global Defense Industry,” Strategic Studies Institute, January 2017, 

https://ssi.armywarcollege.edu/pdffiles/PUB1344.pdf, Accessed 7/9/19, JMoore) 

First and foremost, the U.S. must maintain its glob- al dominance in the defense sector. In the post-

9/11 world, military leaders are prioritizing command, control, communications, computers, 

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR), over the more traditional weapons systems 

like aircraft, ships, and tanks. As a result, less-well-known companies such as L-3 Communications 

(#10), Leidos (#24), and Exelis (#35) are quickly moving up the global rank- ings (Table 2, Defense 

News ranking). In response to cuts in U.S. defense budgets, in the years following the Iraq and 

Afghanistan drawdowns, most defense firms have diversified their sales to more non-defense appli- 

cations, or to other countries by way of exports. These trends have made competition for Pentagon 

weapons contracts even more intense, since fewer and higher- priced items are being acquired. In 

recent months, Congress has called for increases in defense spending in light of heightened levels of 

global insecurity from the likes of terrorist groups, provocations by Russia, rivalries in Asia, and 

nuclear ambitions in Iran and North Korea. The main winners of global insecurity are likely to be 

defense companies; especially those that can produce the most state-of-the-art systems. To maintain 

battlefield advantages over potential adver- saries, technological dominance is essential, but must be 

prioritized in the current budgetary climate. 

 

https://ssi.armywarcollege.edu/pdffiles/PUB1344.pdf
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*RUSSIA FILL-IN DISADVANTAGE 
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Thesis and important terms  

Thesis:   

The thesis for this disadvantage is that in the current system, the main exporter of weapons to the 

Middle East, and Saudi Arabia specifically, is the United States.  Russia, second largest exporter 

currently, is looking for an opportunity to expand its arms sales to Saudi Arabia and the Middle East.  

The plan reduces US arms sales to Saudi Arabia, opening the market for Russia.  Expansion of 

Russia’s influence in the Middle East creates an unstable competition with the US and risks conflicts 

that escalate, particularly in light of simmering tensions on the region.   

File structure: 

This files contains the negative disadvantage and the affirmative answers.  In the negative section, 

you will find a shell [the pieces you need to make a complete disadvantage] that you would read in 

the 1st Negative Constructive.  Remember you should highlight the words that you would read from 

the underlined words [not the full card].  It also contains extensions, or evidence that you would use in 

the 2nd negative Constructive or the 1st negative rebuttal.  You would use the evidence along with 

your own words and ideas to respond to the 2nd Affirmative Constructive.  The negative section also 

includes “answer to answer block”.  These are cards that would help you to respond to affirmative 

arguments that the Affirmative makes to try to poke holes in your disadvantage.  The other extension 

cards could also be used; but answer to answer blocks help you to know right away how a card could 

be used if you need to in a debate.   

The affirmative section includes evidence that you would use in the 2nd Affirmative Constructive in a 

2ac block that you create to respond to the 1nc shell.  Remember 2ac blocks can also have your own 

arguments without evidence alongside the cards.  You should remember to attack as many parts of 

the disadvantage shell as possible in the 2ac.   

Vocabulary: 

Arms transfer—is a synonym for arms sales; also called arms exports when referring to the country 

selling the weapons.   

Conventional Arms Transfer (CAT) – Trump’s policy to allow for more conventional weapons to be 

available for direct commercial sales. 

Competitive market – one where there are multiple suppliers who are working to try to gain buyers 

in the market.   

Defense industrial production – refers to the factories that build weapons for a country.  A strong 

defense industrial base or production means that there are strong companies that build weapons.  

Those companies then innovate, or make better, weapons by doing research and development of 

new better weapons.   

Diversification – finding multiple suppliers for something rather than relying on one supplier.  If 

DUDA focused on Ft. Worth, Richardson, Coppell in addition to DISD, DUDA would be finding 

multiple suppliers of debaters for our tournaments.   

Fill-in—concept in economics that describes what happens when a supplier leaves the market and 

another supplier comes in to meet demand that exists in that market.  For example, if McDonald’s 

closed all of its stores in Dallas, while there might be a decline in demand for hamburgers, more than 

likely Burger King, Carl’s Jrs, Whataburger, etc would fill in to meet demand.   
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Great power war,  rivalry or competition – refers to the competition and possible war between 

superpowers like China, Russia and the US.  The significance of those countries, along with a few 

others, is that they have nuclear weapons.  So, while other wars may kill people, the scope of 

damage makes a risk of escalation particularly bad.   

Houthis – group combatting the Hadi government in Yemen to try to take over the government.  

Houthis are a decades-old resistance movement, born in opposition to Saudi Arabia’s religious 

influence.  This is why Saudi Arabia-led coalition continues to resist the Houthis take over of the 

Yemeni government.   

Iran – involved in conflict in Yemen, in support of the Houthis, and on opposite side from Saudi 

Arabia.  Iran views the conflict in Yemen as a test of their regional power and influence.   

MENA – acronym for Middle East and North Africa region of the world.   

Military Modernization – refers to countries’ use of money to invest in their military to get bigger and 

better weapons.  Russia uses its arms sales revenue to reinvest in their own military.  If they expand 

their exports, they will have more money for their own military.   

Multipolar or multipolarity – refers to the international system’s division of power amongst 

superpowers.  Since the end of the Cold War, until relatively recently, the US has been the only 

superpower, also known as unipolarity.  Multipolar competition for power between the US and Russia, 

along with China, has increased in recent years, setting the stage for conflict.  Multipolarity also 

described the colonial period when Spain, France, Portugal, and England competed for dominance.    

Riyadh – capital of Saudi Arabia  

Rule of law – refers to following international law consistently, including human rights laws.  Russia, 

it is argued, follows rule of law less and as a result, the increase in their influence would lessen 

international rule of law.   

Sanctions – financial or trade penalties placed on countries that other countries think have violated 

international law or are otherwise taking actions they disagree with.  The goal is to starve the 

economy of money that could be used for weapons, for example.   

Saudi Arabia – imports a lot of US weapons, many for use in the conflict against the Houthis and Iran 

in Yemen.  “The Kingdom” is also a reference to Saudi Arabia.   

Sphere of influence – areas of the globe where one country or another has the most influence.  US 

currently includes the Middle East in its sphere of influence.  Russia looking to expand its sphere of 

influence into the Middle East.   

U.S.-led order – refers to the current international and Middle East order where the US has a lot of 

influence.  This is important for trade and oil, along with regional stability, according to this 

disadvantage.   

United Arab Emirates (UAE) – ally with Saudi Arabia in coalition fighting in Yemen. 

Yemen – country near Saudi Arabia that is location of an ongoing conflict.  Saudi Arabia supports the 

current Yemen government, the Hadi Government, against the Houthis [see Houthis]. 
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First Negative Constructive – Russia Fill-in Disadvantage 
 

A. Uniqueness - Despite growing competition - Russia lags behind the US in Middle Eastern 

Arms sales  

Khlebnikov, expert on the Middle East at the Russian International Affairs Council, 2019 (Alexey, 

“Russia looks to the Middle East to boost arms exports.” The Middle East Institute, 4/8/19, 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports, Accessed 5/28/19, 

JMoore) 

Although Asia and Oceania remain the world’s largest arms market, accounting for 40% of total 

imports, countries in the region have started to import less. By contrast, across the Middle East, the 

demand for arms is only expected to grow, driven by ongoing conflicts (such as those in Syria, 

Yemen, and Libya), the fragile security situation, and the threat of military confrontation between state 

and non-state actors. According to SIPRI, over the last decade the region’s arms imports grew by 

75% from 20% of the global total in 2009-13 to 35% in 2014-18. Russia is not alone in looking to the 

Middle East as a source of growth, however. Indeed, as the most attractive and lucrative arms 

market, the Middle East attracts all the major arms exporters and the competition is fierce. At present, 

Middle Eastern countries import only 10% of their arms from Russia, while 54% comes from the U.S. 

and 9% from France. Therefore, Russia’s presence in the market is quite limited, although it is 

growing thanks to the Kremlin’s outreach to regional arms importers. In last year’s SIPRI report 

Russia was not even in top three arms exporters to the region. As it looks to ramp up its exports, 

Moscow is highly dependent on the broader political and economic situation in the Middle East. Given 

the fact that the majority of the regional actors — Saudi Arabia, Egypt, UAE, Qatar, Turkey, Jordan, 

and Kuwait — are U.S. allies and importers of American arms, Russia finds itself in a very tricky 

situation. 

 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports
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First Negative Constructive – Russia Fill-in Disadvantage 

 

B. Link – cutting arms sales to Saudi Arabia will push them to diversify with Russian arms 

sales 

Rounds, Lt. Col. Air Force pilot and Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in International 

Relations, 2019 (Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA,” War 

on the Rocks, 4/16/19, https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-

for-saudi-arabia/, Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

In sum, more restrictive arms sales, delivery suspensions, or outright embargos are unlikely to 

succeed in policy coercion. While arms transfers provide an avenue of influence, embargos often lead 

to diversification, not desired policy changes. Additionally, fears of technology transfer and direct 

offsets creating a competitor out of every client are generally unfounded in the high-end market in 

which the United States generally deals. Finally, while the large domestic market provides the United 

States the luxury of sacrificing financial gains for political influence, sometimes economics do matter, 

particularly when it comes to saving a production line for future flexibility. These conclusions should 

therefore inform U.S. policy on Saudi Arabia. The intent here is not to argue the moral or ethical 

responsibility of U.S. leaders in responding to Saudi Arabia’s execution of journalists or tactics in the 

war in Yemen. It is natural to see the horror wrought in Yemen and want to take any actions 

necessary to stop it. However, I ultimately argue against a Saudi embargo. This is not because, as 

the president has argued, it might cost a few billion dollars and some hundreds of defense industry 

jobs. As others have pointed out, the economic impact of Saudi arms purchases on the U.S. defense 

industry is relatively small. Rather, embargoing Saudi Arabia is unlikely to fundamentally alter Saudi 

policies, but likely to further damage U.S. ties with Riyadh. In the near-term, Saudi Arabia can 

substitute other weapons, such as the Eurofighter and Tornado, and “dumb bombs” instead of U.S.-

built “smart weapons.” The Saudis can also rely more heavily on their Emirati and Egyptian partners 

using non-U.S. produced arms. In the medium to long term, such an embargo is likely to push the 

Kingdom to greater arms diversification. If history is any guide, the United States will eventually lift 

any potential arms embargo with little change in Saudi behavior, but only after having provided an 

opportunity for adversary states such as Russia and China to gain a strategic foothold in Riyadh. 

  

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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First Negative Constructive – Russia Fill-in Disadvantage 

 

C. Internal Link - Increased Russian Arms Sales creates multipolar competition in the Middle 

East and expands Russian influence throughout the region  

Borshchevskaya, Ira Weiner Fellow at The Washington Institute, focusing on Russia’s policy toward 

the Middle East, 2017 (Anna, “The Tactical Side of Russia’s Arms Sales to the Middle East.” The 

Jamestown Foundation, 12/20/17, https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-

middle-east/, Accessed 5/30/19, JMoore) 

Russia is one of the world’s top arms exporters, second only to the United States since at least 

1999.[i] In recent years, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region emerged as Russia’s 

second most important arms market after Asia. From 2000 to 2016, almost a fifth of Russia’s arms 

exports went to the MENA region.[ii] To put this in perspective, in 2009, Moscow sold approximately 

$9 billion worth of arms to this region. In 2016, it sold $21.4 billion.[iii] Many of these sales are 

upgrades to existing packages.[iv] Since 2000, Moscow also diversified from traditional Soviet-era 

regional clients. Since officially coming to power in May 2000, if not before, Russian President 

Vladimir Putin sought to restore Russia’s image as a Great Power in the context of zero-sum anti-

Westernism— for Russia to win, the West had to lose. His approach to the Middle East is the 

extension of former Russian prime minister Evgeniy Primakov’s vision of a “multipolar world,” driven 

by desire to prevent the West from dominating any region, and curb Western support for 

democratization efforts in other countries. For the last 17 years, Putin worked to regain political 

influence and raise Russia to the status of a competitor to the United States by increasing emphasis 

on Russia’s business interests—primarily arms, energy and high-tech goods such as nuclear 

reactors.[v] Russia’s economy remains over-reliant on raw materials and natural resources, but the 

defense industry is one technology-intensive sector where Russia holds an international leadership 

position. Domestically, Russia’s defense industry is a major source of employment. Russian 

President Vladimir Putin renewed his emphasis on modernizing the armed forces, especially the 

navy, on May 7, 2012, on the same day as he took office as president for a third time.[vi] 

Internationally, the Russian defense industry is a source of important revenue. Thus, Putin lamented 

in February 2012 about Iraq and countries undergoing the Arab Spring, “Russian companies are 

losing their decades-long positions in local commercial markets and are being deprived of large 

commercial contracts.”[vii] As Sergei Chemezov, chief of the powerful state industrial holding Rostec, 

said in February 2015, “As for the conflict situation in the Middle East, I do not conceal it, and 

everyone understands this, the more conflicts there are, the more they [clients] buy weapons from us. 

Volumes are continuing to grow despite sanctions. Mainly, it is in Latin America and the Middle 

East.”[viii] Yet, arms sales entail far more to the Kremlin than mere financial gains. They are also 

Moscow’s tactical foreign policy tool for wielding political influence and changing power balance 

dynamics. Indeed, in July 2012, Putin said that arms exports are “an effective instrument for 

advancing [Moscow’s] national interests, both political and economic.”[ix] In December 2013, Deputy 

Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin said that Russia’s arms sales are the most important element of 

Moscow’s relations with other countries.[x] And Moscow’s chief goal—regime survival, which it hopes 

to achieve through reduction of Western influence—runs counter to Western interests and values. 

Thus, in the MENA region, Moscow courts virtually everyone, and competes with the West whenever 

an opportunity arises. Arms exports are a major component of these efforts. 

https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
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First Negative Constructive – Russia Fill-in Disadvantage 

 

D. Impact – A multipolar system and increased Russian influence escalate to nuclear great 

power war  

Brands, Henry Kissinger Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs in the Johns Hopkins School of 

Advanced International Studies, AND Edel, senior fellow at the United States Studies Centre at the 

University of Sydney, 2019 (Hal Brands and Charles Edel, “The End of Great Power Peace.” The 

National Interest, 3/6/19, https://nationalinterest.org/feature/end-great-power-peace-46282, Accessed 

5/31/19, JMoore) 

Each of these geopolitical challenges is different, and each reflects the distinctive interests, 

ambitions, and history of the country undertaking it. Yet there is growing cooperation between the 

countries that are challenging the regional pillars of the U.S.-led order. Russia and China have 

collaborated on issues such as energy, sales and development of military technology, opposition to 

additional U.S. military deployments on the Korean peninsula, and naval exercises from the South 

China Sea to the Baltic. In Syria, Iran provided the shock troops that helped keep Russia’s ally, 

Bashar al-Assad, in power, as Moscow provided the air power and the diplomatic cover. “Our 

cooperation can isolate America,” supreme leader Ali Khamenei told Putin in 2017. More broadly, 

what links these challenges together is their opposition to the constellation of power, norms, and 

relationships that the U.S.-led order entails, and in their propensity to use violence, coercion, and 

intimidation as means of making that opposition effective. Taken collectively, these challenges 

constitute a geopolitical sea change from the post-Cold War era. The revival of great-power 

competition entails higher international tensions than the world has known for decades, and the 

revival of arms races, security dilemmas, and other artifacts of a more dangerous past. It entails 

sharper conflicts over the international rules of the road on issues ranging from freedom of navigation 

to the illegitimacy of altering borders by force, and intensifying competitions over states that reside at 

the intersection of rival powers’ areas of interest. It requires confronting the prospect that rival powers 

could overturn the favorable regional balances that have underpinned the U.S.-led order for decades, 

and that they might construct rival spheres of influence from which America and the liberal ideas it 

has long promoted would be excluded. Finally, it necessitates recognizing that great-power rivalry 

could lead to great-power war, a prospect that seemed to have followed the Soviet empire onto the 

ash heap of history. Both Beijing and Moscow are, after all, optimizing their forces and exercising 

aggressively in preparation for potential conflicts with the United States and its allies; Russian 

doctrine explicitly emphasizes the limited use of nuclear weapons to achieve escalation dominance in 

a war with Washington. In Syria, U.S. and Russian forces even came into deadly contact in early 

2018. American airpower decimated a contingent of government-sponsored Russian mercenaries 

that was attacking a base at which U.S. troops were present, an incident demonstrating the 

increasing boldness of Russian operations and the corresponding potential for escalation. The world 

has not yet returned to the epic clashes for global dominance that characterized the twentieth 

century, but it has returned to the historical norm of great-power struggle, with all the associated 

dangers. 

https://nationalinterest.org/feature/end-great-power-peace-46282
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Uniqueness Extensions  
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Uniqueness—Russian Arms Decline – Sanctions  

US sanctions drive down Russian arms exports to other countries  

Khlebnikov, expert on the Middle East at the Russian International Affairs Council, 2019 (Alexey, 

“Russia looks to the Middle East to boost arms exports.” The Middle East Institute, 4/8/19, 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports, Accessed 5/28/19, 

JMoore) 

A downward trend: Exports in decline What’s driving this trend? Global political and economic 

developments — and their negative impact on Russia’s ability to secure new arms deals — may be a 

partial explanation. The confrontation between Russia and the West, which was exacerbated by the 

Ukraine crisis in 2014 and Moscow’s subsequent campaign in Syria, plays an important role in this 

regard. Sanctions imposed by the U.S. and its European allies may eventually hamper Russia’s 

ability to sign new arms contracts, and for now the U.S. seems set on using them to ramp up 

pressure on Russia. In August 2017 U.S. President Donald Trump signed the Countering America's 

Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA), which aims to punish Moscow for its malign actions. 

Under the legislation, countries trading with Russia’s defense and intelligence sectors can face 

secondary sanctions. Rostec, a state corporation that brings together all the major producers of 

defense and high-tech products, is on the CAATSA list, which means U.S. policy changes can have a 

significant impact on its exports, especially to countries that have military-technical agreements with 

Russia. In this context, the Kremlin faces more uncertainty and risks in the arms exporting business. 

Washington has already imposed secondary sanctions on Beijing over its purchase of Russian Su-35 

fighter jets and S-400 systems. This established a precedent and sent a clear signal to Russian 

partners that the U.S. might impose sanctions on them as well. In fact, it puts many countries at risk, 

including long-time partners of Moscow, like India, Egypt, and Algeria, as well as those with which it 

has recently begun to develop military-technical ties, such as Turkey, Vietnam, Pakistan, Qatar, 

Indonesia, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE. 

 

 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports
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Uniqueness—US Increasing Arms Sales Now 

US leads the world in arms exports now because new arms policies are being used to 

decrease demand for Russian arms sales  

Arad, retired colonel of the Israeli Defense Forces, 18 (Shimon, “TRUMP’S ARMS EXPORTS 

POLICY: DEBUNKING KEY ASSUMPTIONS.” War on the Rocks, 9/28/18, 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/09/trumps-arms-exports-policy-debunking-key-assumptions/, 

Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

The Trump administration presents its new arms policy as a response to the ongoing strategic 

competition between the great powers. Its argument is that the new CAT policy will enable 

Washington to preserve international peace by strengthening the military capabilities of its allies and 

partners, while reducing the need for American boots on the ground; maintaining its influence over 

the policies and actions of client states in key regions around the world; strengthening the U.S. 

military by increasing interoperability with allies and partners; supporting the defense industry; 

promoting new innovation; and maintaining American jobs. The new policy also refers to the need for 

an assessment of the risks that arms transfers may pose to human rights violations, to technology 

transfer issues and/or U.S. nonproliferation objectives. The United States dominates the growing 

global arms market and according to data gathered by the authoritative Stockholm International 

Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), its lead is expanding. The United States accounted for 34 

percent of total arms exports between 2013 and 2017, ranking it significantly higher than its 

main competitors Russia (22 percent), France (6.7 percent), Germany (5.8 percent), China (5.7 

percent), and Britain (4.8 percent). In FY 2018, the value of signed arms deals continued to increase, 

reaching over $46 billion, exceeding the $41 billion figure of FY 2017. Undergirding this policy is 

Trump’s vision that economic security is national security. The defense and aerospace industry is 

America’s second-largest gross exporter. The industry contributes approximately $1 trillion annually 

to the U.S. economy and employs around 2,500,000 people. On average, 30 percent of the industry’s 

annual revenue is through arms exports, which reduces the need for domestic investment, reduces 

the cost-per-unit for the U.S. military, and enables an increase of investments in innovation, thereby 

retaining America’s technological lead. However, a number of trends combine to make Washington 

nervous about its lead in global arms sales. The first is a growing effort by other technologically 

innovative arms exporters to compete with the United States for markets. Arms sales by Britain, 

France, Spain, China, and Russia have reduced America’s potential share of the important 

markets of the Middle East (49 percent of the U.S. arms exports between 2013 and 2017) and Asia. 

To a certain extent, the people behind the new CAT policy believe that the strict and rigid regulatory 

and procedural frameworks that governed the arms exports processes have undermined the U.S. 

competitiveness in the global arms market and the implementation of the new policy is 

anticipated to increase sales. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/09/trumps-arms-exports-policy-debunking-key-assumptions/
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Uniqueness—Middle East Arms Market  

Russia is expanding arms to the middle east – but only gains in market access will determine 

their strategy’s success  

Borisov, Research Fellow at the Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, 2018 (Timofey, 

“Russia’s return to the Middle East: Ch. 4, Russian arms exports in the Middle East.” Chaillot Papers 

No. 146, July 2018, EU Institute for Security Studies, 

https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/CP_146.pdf, Accessed 5/22/19, JMoore) 

All in all, having successfully overcome the hurdles and setbacks of the 1990s, Russia has 

significantly expanded its presence in the Middle Eastern and North African arms market in recent 

years. This seems to be in line with the general thrust of Russia’s foreign policy, aimed at improving 

its image as a reliable partner, increasing its influence and establishing long-term partnership 

relations with MENA countries. Moscow is concentrating on the further development of military and 

technical ties with major regional powers and is expecting to enter new markets, seeing arms sales 

not as the end goal, but as an instrument to boost other spheres of cooperation such as oil and gas, 

nuclear energy, trade in commodities, etc. But this strategy will certainly not be easy to carry out. The 

global arms market is becoming more and more competitive and Russia will be exposed to fierce 

competition in the MENA market. The recent developments in relations with countries that have 

traditionally imported arms from the US and Europe do not necessarily signify they are switching to 

Russia for good, but reflects their aspiration to benefit from this competition between the major arms 

exporters and mitigate their exposure to political risks by diversifying their arms suppliers. Thus, while 

a window of opportunity has opened for Russia, of which it has already taken full advantage, the 

rapidly changing political environment in the region might yet make its own adjustments. 

https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/CP_146.pdf
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Uniqueness—Saudis considering diversification now  

Saudis considering a shift to Russia and China away from the US because of US pressure on 

human rights – but the Saudis won’t shift now. 

Stratfor, leading think tank analyzing security issues, 2018  

(“Saudi Arabia Lays the Foundation for a Defense Industry of Its Own”. Stratfor Assessments Nov 9, 

2018 https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/saudi-arabia-defense-industry-weapons-imports-vision2030 

accessed TM 5/23/19)  

Beyond the long-term strategy of making its own equipment, Saudi Arabia has also weighed the 

option of diversifying weapons purchases away from U.S. and European states, which currently 

satisfy the bulk of Saudi demand. Such an approach not only would allow Saudi Arabia to reduce its 

dependence on the United States and the European Union, but could also give Riyadh access to 

countries more willing to overlook its track record on human rights and to offer generous technology 

transfer rights as part of contracts. The kingdom, for instance, has opened negotiations with Russia 

over the purchase of the S-400 surface-to-air missile system in hopes that Moscow would offer a deal 

better than the U.S. offers on its Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system. And Saudi 

Arabia has purchased large numbers of armed drones from China as the United States continues to 

refuse to sell such technology to countries in the region. 

 

https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/saudi-arabia-defense-industry-weapons-imports-vision2030%20accessed%20TM%205/23/19
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/saudi-arabia-defense-industry-weapons-imports-vision2030%20accessed%20TM%205/23/19
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Links 
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Link—Arms Sales in General  

Russia fills the weapons gap left by the plan’s reductions  

Connolly, associate fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House, AND 

Sendstad, research manager for the Cost Analysis research programme at the Department of 

Analysis at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, 2017  

(Richard Connolly and Cecilie Sendstad, “Russia’s Role as an Arms Exporter The Strategic and 

Economic Importance of Arms Exports for Russia.” Chatham House, March 2017, 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-

exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf, Accessed 5/22/19, JMoore) 

As illustrated in Figure 6, Russia is the dominant supplier of weapons across large swathes of Asia.29 

Between 2000 and 2016, it was responsible for 43.1 per cent of the weapons exported to the region. 

By way of comparison, over the same period the US accounted for 24.6 per cent of arms sales to the 

region and China for 6.8 per cent. Even in those Asian countries that do not account for a large share 

of Russian exports, such as Myanmar, Turkmenistan and Mongolia, Russia is often the primary or a 

prominent source of arms supplies. In recent years, it has attempted to enter markets traditionally 

dominated by other powers. For example, efforts to increase sales to Pakistan, traditionally supplied 

by China and the US, are beginning to bear fruit.30 Indonesia has tended to purchase weaponry from 

European countries, but Russia has also made inroads into that market and accounted for over 20 

per cent of Indonesian arms imports in 2000–16. Indonesia is now being targeted by Russia as a 

potential purchaser of Su-35 aircraft and Varshavyanka-class submarines.31 Russia is also targeting 

countries that have traditionally sourced armaments from the US. Recently, it has shown a 

willingness to exploit the deterioration in relations between the US and the Philippines to carve out 

sales opportunities there.32 

 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
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Link – Saudi Arabia specific  

Russia is seeking opportunities to expand arms sales to middle eastern and North African 

Countries – including Saudi Arabia  

Connolly, associate fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House, AND 

Sendstad, research manager for the Cost Analysis research programme at the Department of 

Analysis at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, 2017  

(Richard Connolly and Cecilie Sendstad, “Russia’s Role as an Arms Exporter The Strategic and 

Economic Importance of Arms Exports for Russia.” Chatham House, March 2017, 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-

exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf, Accessed 5/22/19, JMoore) 

Russia has sought to increase its share of the MENA arms market, where it was strong during the 

Soviet period. There have been setbacks, though. The removal from power of clients such as 

Saddam Hussein in Iraq (2003) and Muammar Gaddafi in Libya (2011) caused considerable losses 

for Russian arms firms.62 Moreover, the arms embargo placed on Iran in 2007 froze what was a 

burgeoning arms relationship. However, in the past year or so there has been a resurgence in interest 

in Russian weaponry across the region, whether because of its perceived effectiveness in combat in 

Syria or because Russia is more willing than Western countries to sell it to countries such as Iran and 

Syria. The sale of the S-300 air-defence system to Iran, which had been delayed by the imposition of 

sanctions on Iran, has finally taken place, and there is speculation that Iran will purchase Su-30SM 

fighter aircraft.63 Efforts to penetrate markets recently dominated by US and European suppliers 

have also begun to bear fruit. In 2014, Russia agreed a multi-billion-dollar deal to supply attack 

helicopters and MiG- 29 fighter aircraft to Egypt.64 This was important because Egypt has relied on 

the US for arms since the late 1970s. Russia has also supplied attack helicopters and air-defence 

systems to Iraq, and there is speculation that the latter will purchase fighter aircraft in the future.65 

There have even been rumours that Russia might be able to carve out a position in Saudi Arabia, the 

region’s largest buyer of weaponry, although this is a market traditionally dominated by US and 

European suppliers, reflecting Riyadh’s close political relationships with the US and European 

governments.66 However, Russia’s support for President Bashar al-Assad in Syria may complicate 

its efforts to forge closer arms ties with countries like Saudi Arabia that are actively supporting his 

opponents. 

 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
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Link – Saudi Arabia specific  

 

Russia will increase arms to Saudi Arabia and other countries if the US cuts ties – it’s key to 

Russian interests  

Connolly, associate fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House, AND 

Sendstad, research manager for the Cost Analysis research programme at the Department of 

Analysis at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, 2017  

(Richard Connolly and Cecilie Sendstad, “Russia’s Role as an Arms Exporter The Strategic and 

Economic Importance of Arms Exports for Russia.” Chatham House, March 2017, 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-

exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf, Accessed 5/22/19, JMoore) 

Moreover, the zeal shown by Russian firms in expanding arms exports to countries beyond their 

traditional client base – such as to Saudi Arabia, Turkey or the Philippines – is surely as much to do 

with the possibility of weakening ties between those countries and their traditional allies in the West. It 

is in this respect that Russia’s future performance as an arms exporter might have truly strategic 

significance. If Russia is able to expand its influence beyond its traditional markets, we should expect 

to see Russia’s broader political influence in those regions rise. In this sense, the motives underlying 

the strenuous Russian efforts to expand arms exports might well go beyond simple commercial 

concerns or a desire to place the defence-industrial complex at the centre of efforts to modernize the 

Russian economy. 

 

 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
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Link—Empirics 
 

Link - Countries pressured by the US through arms sales will just find new sellers like Russia 

– Indonesian empirics prove  

Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in 

International Relations, 2019  

(Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA” War on the Rocks 

April 16, 2019 https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-

arabia/ accessed TM 5/28/19)  

A similar story played out in Indonesia more than a decade prior. A long-time arms client of the United 

States with no history of Russian imports, Indonesia announced a deal with Russia in 2003 to 

purchase Russian Su-27/30s. While Indonesia was always far more politically neutral than Egypt, this 

remarkable turnaround in arms sourcing diversification appears to be the result of a U.S. arms 

embargo implemented in 1999 in response to Indonesia’s apparent human rights violations carrying 

out heavy-handed military actions in East Timor. Furious at U.S. meddling in something the 

government considered a domestic issue, Indonesia looked instead to Russia with the specific intent 

to “overcome the effects of [U.S.] arms sales restrictions.” In other words, Indonesia looked to 

diversify, not capitulate. Indonesia continued sourcing Russian arms even after the United States 

lifted the embargo in 2005. Perhaps most remarkably, even after the United States agreed to give 

Indonesia 24 F-16s in 2012, the archipelago state still agreed to purchase 11 Russian Su-35s. The 

U.S. attempt at coercion not only failed but continues to perpetuate negative strategic effects today. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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Internal links and impacts  
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Internal Link—Russian Economy 

Russian Arms sales are key to Russian Defense industrial production and Research and 

development  

Connolly, associate fellow of the Russia and Eurasia Programme at Chatham House, AND 

Sendstad, research manager for the Cost Analysis research programme at the Department of 

Analysis at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, 2017  

(Richard Connolly and Cecilie Sendstad, “Russia’s Role as an Arms Exporter The Strategic and 

Economic Importance of Arms Exports for Russia.” Chatham House, March 2017, 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-

exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf, Accessed 5/22/19, JMoore) 

Despite over 25 years of transformation, Russia’s economy remains overwhelmingly reliant on the 

export of natural resources.1 However, while many manufacturing industries either diminished or 

disappeared entirely after the end of central planning, Russia remains a world leader in the 

production and export of armaments, as it was during the Soviet period. This makes the industry – 

though much smaller than the strategically vital energy resources sector – important for several 

economic, social and political reasons. Defence-industrial production is one of only a few technology-

intensive economic sectors in which Russia can be considered a world leader. President Vladimir 

Putin has affirmed the potential of defence-industrial activity to ‘serve as fuel to feed the engines of 

modernization in [Russia’s] economy’.2 However, there has not always been sufficient domestic 

demand to keep these engines running. In the 1990s, when defence procurement was drastically 

reduced, arms exports kept many enterprises afloat.3 Even today, after five years of rapid growth in 

Russian defence spending, export markets remain important to Russian firms. These markets are not 

only a source of current income, but also a potential source of future sales to compensate for the 

anticipated decline in domestic demand over the next few years.4 The defence industry is also 

socially important, as it accounts for a significant share of employment in Russia. With around 2.5 

million workers, it is responsible for over 3 per cent of total employment, and around one-third of 

employment in manufacturing, with defence-industrial research and development (R&D) and 

production occupying a dominant place in many cities and regions.5 

 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-03-20-russia-arms-exporter-connolly-sendstad.pdf
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Internal Link—Russian Sphere of Influence 

 

Russian Arms fill in undermines US Middle East leadership and promotes Russian influence in 

the region 

Sanders, Journalist at DW News, AND Azzam, Online Journalist at DW, 2018 (Lewis Sanders IV and 

Ismail Azzam, “Russia encroaches on US war industry in Middle East.” Deutsche Welle News, 

8/31/18, https://www.dw.com/en/russia-encroaches-on-us-war-industry-in-middle-east/a-45311054, 

Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

The US has warned that it would not stand idle when it comes to countries acquiring military 

hardware from Russia. The US State Department threatened on multiple occasions to target 

countries making substantial purchases from Russia's defense or intelligence sectors, citing potential 

penalties through the Countering America's Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) of 2017. 

US Ambassador Tina Kaidanow, who serves as acting assistant secretary of the Bureau of Political-

Military Affairs at the State Department, said in July that the White House wants US allies to 

understand how serious the White House is when it comes to them acquiring Russian military 

hardware. "We want them to understand the downsides, the real, serious downsides to making these 

acquisitions, and particularly the S-400 acquisitions from the Russians, and to continue to … look to 

our systems and to put inter-operability and all the other things we care about first," said Kaidanow. 

'Project influence' Richard Nephew, senior fellow at Washington-based Brookings Institution and 

former Obama administration official for sanctions policy at the US State Department, told DW that 

US allies could also face problems attempting to incorporate the S-400 system into their arsenal. "My 

understanding is that integrating US and Russian military hardware isn't seamless and, therefore, it 

would be complex to do so," Nephew said. "If such sales are successful though, then I think the 

biggest issue would not be from proliferation, but rather from increased Russian operations with those 

allies." With an increased presence in the region, Moscow would be making headway with its 

strategy, Daniel Byman, senior fellow in the Center for Middle East Policy at the Washington-based 

Brookings Institution, told DW. "It is a way for Russia to project influence, showing that Moscow — not 

Washington — is a player in the region that will deliver security for those who choose to be its 

friends." 

https://www.dw.com/en/russia-encroaches-on-us-war-industry-in-middle-east/a-45311054
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Internal Link—Russian Military Modernization 

US sales choke Russia – stop their resource allocation towards military modernization for 

their own military  

Caverley, Associate Professor of Strategy, United States Naval War College, 2018 

(Jonathan, “AMERICA’S ARMS SALES POLICY: SECURITY ABROAD, NOT JOBS AT HOME” War 

on the Rocks, APRIL 6, 2018 https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-

security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/ accessed TM 5/28/19) 

A smart arms transfer policy would strangle both Russia, the number two exporter, and China, which 

is trying to take its place. Russia in particular needs arms exports to fund its aggressive but 

underfunded military modernization plans (not to mention hard currency for its weak economy). It is in 

America’s interests to choke off as large a percentage of the Russian export market as possible in 

favor of the products of more closely aligned countries. In terms of both American influence and 

curbing proliferation, it is better for countries like Malaysia and Indonesia to buy German or South 

Korean submarines than Russian. This will have the added benefit of diminishing the quality and, 

eventually, raising the price of the products Russia will export to states, such as Syria, that cannot 

buy arms from anywhere else. 

 

 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
https://warontherocks.com/2018/04/americas-arms-sales-policy-security-abroad-not-jobs-at-home/
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Impact—Rule of Law 

Russian arms fill in condones immoral behavior and undermines the rule of law in the middle 

east 

Raine, Senior Adviser for Geopolitical Due Diligence at the International Institute for Strategic 

Studies, 2018 (John, “Russia in the Middle East: hard power, hard fact.” International Institute for 

Strategic Studies, 10/25/18, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2018/10/russia-middle-east-hard-

power, Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

How Russia will use its influence remains to be seen. An important factor will be the nature and reach 

of US influence. If the US remains the patron of Saudi and Israel, and of the Arab monarchs, Russia’s 

operational influence, as in its ability to bring countries with it, will be limited. But if the US, for 

whatever reason, withdraws or even reduces its patronage, Russia will be ready to fill the gap. It is 

positioned nicely to pick up dumped Saudi shares following the murder of Jamal Khashoggi. Given 

the resilience of the partnerships between the US and its traditional allies, this may never amount to 

anything more than a side line. The US certainly cannot be ‘swapped out’ for Russia. And Moscow is 

neither seeking nor able to play the same patronal role. Its strategic objective is closer, in the Gulf at 

least, to becoming the ‘activist shareholder’ – having a sufficiently large share of influence in the 

region to protect its global interests, without the responsibility of leadership and ownership. Exporting 

behaviours, not just weapons This entails offering an alternative model of partnership and patronage 

in which it is less the scale and breadth of the relationship with partners that matters as the hardness 

of the power projected and the behaviours encouraged. In the case of currently stable states, that 

means being willing not just to sell weaponry, but to condone and support behaviours that ignore or 

undermine international law and conventions. That applies both to activities that states are expected 

to undertake (such as counter-terrorism), as well as to those they are not (assassination). Russia has 

always exported not just alternative weapons systems to those on offer from the West, but, as part of 

the package, an alternative worldview. That used to be ideological. Socialist, nominal or otherwise, 

Arab states were Russia’s natural partners and beneficiaries. Now the export is more a worldview 

than an ideology, and a view on the rule of law in particular. That’s potentially pernicious in a time and 

a region where mounting uncertainty is increasingly tempting conservative regimes to resort to the 

arbitrary use of force. The suspected assassination of Khashoggi looks like an egregious case of 

assumed licence on the part of Saudi Arabia. The danger of Russian patronage and influence is that 

it promotes just such new and dark norms. In the contest for influence, something else is at stake 

than markets and resources. There should be space in the Middle East for legitimate Russian 

influence. But the hardness of the power it projects, and sanctions in others, is problematic. The need 

in the region is for the softer powers to promote the rights of the individual, détente, and the 

movement of capital and labour. So far, this is not the Russian offer. Russia is a fact in the new 

Middle East. A strategy for its containment is a prerequisite for a region in which there is at least a 

chance of building the rule of law. The dilemma is, as it always is with Russia, engage or confront. 

Doing neither could be to wake up to find that the activist shareholders have been busy growing their 

shares and are suddenly too powerful to face down. 
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Impact—US Russia Competition 

US Russian Competition in the Middle East escalates to military conflict  

Cammack, nonresident fellow in the Middle East Program at the Carnegie Endowment for 

International Peace, AND Dunne, expert on political and economic change in Arab countries 2018 

(Perry and Michele, “Fueling Middle East Conflicts – or Dousing the Flames,” Carnegie Endowment 

for International Peace, 10/23/18, https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/10/23/fueling-middle-east-

conflicts-or-dousing-flames-pub-77548, Accessed 5/31/19, JMoore) 

Scholars of international security policy warn of security dilemmas, in which steps taken by one state 

to increase its security result in countermeasures from an adversary who in turn feels less secure, 

thus risking a chain reaction leading to conflict.3 This dynamic well describes today’s Middle East. To 

observers in Israel or Saudi Arabia, it is self-evident that Iran is playing a highly destructive role in 

places such as Lebanon, Syria, and Yemen. Israeli security officials point to the importance of 

creating credible military deterrence given decades of Iranian hostility.4 From an Iranian perspective, 

however, such actions are justified as a defensive response to Israeli threats of military strikes and 

the U.S. military installations in close proximity to Iran’s borders.5 The Trump administration has 

recently announced efforts to create a Middle East Strategic Alliance (MESA) with the Gulf 

Cooperation Council states, Egypt, and Jordan.6 Although the prospects for success seem low given 

inter-Arab divisions and the track record of previous initiatives, such an alliance could certainly 

produce tangible security benefits for its members in coordinating counterterrorism efforts and 

countering Iranian influence. But in so doing it would likely to harden divisions in the Middle East. In 

comparison with almost every other geographical region, the Middle East suffers from a lack of both 

regional dispute resolution mechanisms and diplomatic protocols that might reduce the scope for 

regional conflict. While the Cold War was defined by the antagonism between NATO and the Warsaw 

Pact, both sides increasingly felt the need for inclusive institutions and mechanisms to reduce 

tensions. Every U.S. president during the Cold War, from Dwight D. Eisenhower to George H. W. 

Bush, met with his Soviet counterpart. During the tensest moments, high-level U.S.-Soviet channels 

of communications were especially important. Over time, a number of confidence-building institutions 

and transparency-enhancing measures were created, including the Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), successive arms control agreements, and later the Treaty on Open 

Skies, which allows for unarmed surveillance flights over signatory countries to promote military and 

nuclear weapons openness. In the Middle East, however, the absence of any similar mechanisms or 

organizations, particularly amid proliferating military conflicts, feeds security dilemmas across multiple 

vectors, so that steps justified by one state as necessary to its security—military intervention, arms 

procurement, alliance formation, and so on—are perceived by its rivals as threatening. 

https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/10/23/fueling-middle-east-conflicts-or-dousing-flames-pub-77548
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/10/23/fueling-middle-east-conflicts-or-dousing-flames-pub-77548
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Impact—Decline in US Influence Causes Conflict 

Loss of US influence in the Middle East creates global instability  

Edelman, Roger Hertog Distinguished Practitioner-in-Residence at the Philip Merrill Center for 

Strategic Studies at Johns Hopkins University, 2019 (Eric, “The US Role In The Middle East In An Era 

Of Renewed Great Power Competition.” 4/2/19, The Hoover Institute, 

https://www.hoover.org/research/us-role-middle-east-era-renewed-great-power-competition, 

Accessed 6/12/19, JMoore) 

Second, the withdrawal of American power will create a vacuum that, as recent events in the Levant 

have demonstrated, will be filled by malign forces. Russia’s armed intervention has established it as 

the arbiter of the region’s political future. It has no intention of yielding up this hard-won geopolitical 

achievement. Both Russia and Iran want to roll back U.S. influence even further in the region, and 

each depends on the other to help it do so—primarily in Syria, but also through deepening Russian 

diplomatic, economic and technical assistance for Iran’s nuclear and conventional weapons 

programs. Benefitting as much as it does, Russia is unlikely to reduce its ties with Iran at anything 

approaching an acceptable cost to the United States. Nor is Moscow’s approach to counterterrorism 

at all complementary to our own. On the contrary, Russia’s indiscriminate bludgeoning of Syrian cities 

from the air destroyed the moderate opposition and gave further fuel to Sunni grievances. Continued 

Russian and Iranian presence in Syria and beyond may be able to maintain Assad in power but it will 

not be able ensure stability in the region. On the contrary, it is likely that the Russo-Iranian presence 

will intensify security competitions that destabilize the region and create an ongoing threat to Israel’s 

security. Third, as Kenneth Pollack has recently noted Arab military effectiveness remains (with some 

notable exceptions like the UAE and Jordanian special forces who have acquitted themselves well in 

Afghanistan) quite limited. The results of this limited effectiveness are on display in the ongoing war in 

Yemen which has yielded little in the way of a positive geopolitical result but has created a deepening 

humanitarian crisis. The Saudi-Emirati intervention in the ongoing Yemeni civil war in 2015 was the 

fruit of the Obama Administration’s efforts to diminish U.S. involvement in the region and its studied 

inaction in Syria. The ongoing disasters in Syria and Yemen are an indication of what one can expect 

if the U.S. no longer provides a framework for security in the region. Fourth, as several commentators 

have noted what happens in the region will not necessarily stay in the region. As a result of 

globalization and the region’s critical location, instability there still reverberates outward through 

Europe, Africa, East Asia, and even the American homeland. Radical Islamists have made clear their 

grievances run much deeper than our footprint in the region. Indeed, ISIS only grew into a regional, 

then global, threat largely because of our diminishing presence and the security vacuum it created in 

Iraq. At the same time, the Russian-Iranian sponsored indiscriminate offensives conducted by the 

Assad regime against its own people have triggered massive refugee outflows that are exacerbating 

Europe’s already strained economic and social fabric and threatening to overwhelm the security 

institutions of some our closest allies. A precipitate U.S. withdrawal could lead to a collapse of the 

anti-ISIS coalition and a re-emergence of the organization as a threat to U.S. allies and ultimately the 

homeland. Finally, America still faces the problem that, in a globalized world, security commitments 

are, to some degree, indivisible. If, in fact, our major security challenges are in Europe and East Asia, 

the perception that the U.S. is reneging on its long-standing security commitments in the region will 

create doubts – in the eyes of both friends and foes – about our willingness to maintain our 

commitments elsewhere in the world like the Baltics, the Korean Peninsula, or the South China Sea 

https://www.hoover.org/research/us-role-middle-east-era-renewed-great-power-competition
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Answers to Affirmative Arguments 
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Answer to: Countries Won’t Buy Russian Arms 

Countries will buy Russian weapons – they’re cheap and military personnel in the region are 

used to limited Russian systems 

Borshchevskaya, Ira Weiner Fellow at The Washington Institute, focusing on Russia’s policy toward 

the Middle East, 2017 (Anna, “The Tactical Side of Russia’s Arms Sales to the Middle East.” The 

Jamestown Foundation, 12/20/17, https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-

middle-east/, Accessed 5/30/19, JMoore) 

*MENA is the Middle East and North Africa 

Moscow is weak when it comes to follow-up support of sales, and Russian weaponry is not always as 

technically advanced as America’s, but it is good enough for the needs of many markets, and is often 

far better than what the purchasing countries can build themselves. Russian weaponry is also a good 

choice for states on a budget. Moscow advertises this fact. For example, in early October 2015, days 

after Russia’s Syria intervention, Moscow fired 26 cruise missiles from primarily small corvettes in the 

Caspian Sea to hit targets in Syria.[xv] Moscow made a public display of the event, not only to 

demonstrate Russia’s own might but also to show other countries they need not purchase a large 

expensive warship to achieve strong naval capabilities, and that Moscow would be happy to help 

them achieve this goal. Another practical consideration is that many local military personnel in the 

MENA region have trained on Russian weaponry and feel comfortable operating it. As one American 

source familiar with the situation explained it, “If you have an AK-47, why change to an M-16?”[xvi] 

For example, helicopters are especially crucial to Egypt’s anti-Islamist campaign; and according to 

first-hand pilot accounts, Russia’ less expensive helicopters fit Egypt’s needs well. Overall, Russian 

attack helicopters are not necessarily superior technologically, but they bring heavy firepower to a 

fight. They may fare worse in a contested air space, but the Sinai airspace is not contested. The 

Russian MiG-29 is a highly advanced aircraft, easier to maintain than an American one, and cheaper 

than an F-22[xvii] (which the US is currently not even exporting). 

 

https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
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Answer to: Saudis Buy From Russia Now 

Trump’s Conventional Arms Transfer (CAT) policy will encourage countries to buy American 

weapons instead of Russian weapons 

Arad, retired colonel of the Israeli Defense Forces, 18 (Shimon, “TRUMP’S ARMS EXPORTS 

POLICY: DEBUNKING KEY ASSUMPTIONS.” War on the Rocks, 9/28/18, 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/09/trumps-arms-exports-policy-debunking-key-assumptions/, 

Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

A second trend is the deliberate policy of client states to diversify their arms purchases. The Arab 

Sunni states, for example, have in the last couple of years spent tens of billions of dollars on 

European or Russian arms rather than on U.S.-made weapon systems. Even a country like Egypt, 

which has received nearly $80 billion in military and economic aid over the past 30 years, has tapped 

from its reserves and loans from Gulf states and from suppliers in order to purchase at least $13 

billion worth of arms since 2013 from France, Russia, and Germany rather than from the United 

States. The new CAT policy aims to encourage allies and partners to buy U.S.-made arms, including 

by increasing competitiveness by dropping surcharges on products and lowering the costs of 

transportation. 

 

https://warontherocks.com/2018/09/trumps-arms-exports-policy-debunking-key-assumptions/
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Answer to Saudis can’t Shift Away from US Arms - Cost 

Saudi Arabia can diversify arms sales despite cost – empirics prove 

Rounds, Lt. Col. Air Force pilot and Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in International 

Relations, 2019 (Ray, “THE CASE AGAINST ARMS EMBARGOS, EVEN FOR SAUDI ARABIA,” War 

on the Rocks, 4/16/19, https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-

for-saudi-arabia/, Accessed 5/28/19, JMoore) 

Some might counter that it would be extremely difficult and costly, in both time and money, for the 

Saudis to significantly diversify their arms acquisitions away from the United States. This is absolutely 

the case. However, costly does not mean impossible. Less wealthy states have already done it. Egypt 

is one example above; but others such as Venezuela and even tiny Kuwait — frustrated at years of 

U.S. approval delays — have significantly diversified their arms acquisitions. In other words, with the 

money and options available to Saudi Arabia, and few other producers showing a stomach for a full 

embargo, it is not unreasonable to believe that the Saudis might significantly diversify their arms 

acquisitions over time in response to a U.S. embargo. Thus, while a U.S. embargo might be morally 

compelling and emotionally satisfying, it is unlikely to create meaningful change for those most at risk 

or be strategically beneficial to the United States. In the absence of a compelling, evidence-based 

case that an arms embargo on Saudi Arabia might produce desired changes in behavior, 

policymakers should look elsewhere for solutions to their Saudi problems. 

https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/
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Answer to: Syria should have already caused  

Russian involvement with Syria does not mean it’s game over for the US in the Middle East  

Bani Salameh, Professor of Political Science  at Yarmouk University, AND Mashagbeh, Associate 

Professor at the Institute of Bayt Al-Hekmah at Al al – bayt University, 2018 (Dr. Mohammed T. Bani 

Salameh and Dr. Ahed A.Mashagbeh, “The American Russian Rivalry in the Middle East.” 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science, Volume 8, Number 1, January 2018, 

https://www.ijhssnet.com/journals/Vol_8_No_1_January_2018/3.pdf, Accessed 6/12/19, JMoore) 

Russia has been able to return to the international scene strongly due to a well planned strategy of its 

return in the Middle East. The great progress of the Russian presence in international forums and the 

impact of international decisions, along with its significantly growing relations with strategic areas in 

the last ten years, such as: Central Asia, East Asia, Brix Group ... " was noted. We can also see that 

Russia is strongly back to the areas of American failure such as Iraq, and its steadfast position on the 

Syrian crisis. Hence, it is possible to know the extent of the Russian vision aimed at escalating its 

roles in the international events and to expand its influence in the Middle East; all of this is in Russia's 

economic and military interests on a large scale23. With all these changes in Russian attitudes in the 

Middle East, including the Arab region, it is impossible to bypass the American presence in the 

region. Even if the United States allowed a space of freedom to Russia to move, the competition 

between them remains dependent on the global scene of changes and transformations and acquires 

tug and pull to achieve the interests of each country separately. Despite Russia's strong presence in 

areas such as Iran and Syria, this can not marginalize the US presence and role. 

 

https://www.ijhssnet.com/journals/Vol_8_No_1_January_2018/3.pdf
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Answer to: Russia Can’t Replace the US 

Even if Russia can’t replace the US – it is better at negotiating and provides Middle East and 

North African leaders with weapons  

Borshchevskaya, Ira Weiner Fellow at The Washington Institute, focusing on Russia’s policy toward 

the Middle East, 2017 (Anna, “The Tactical Side of Russia’s Arms Sales to the Middle East.” The 

Jamestown Foundation, 12/20/17, https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-

middle-east/, Accessed 5/30/19, JMoore) 

*MENA is the Middle East and North Africa 

Beyond these advantages, Russian weaponry comes with few strings attached, in contrast to arms 

sales from Washington. Moscow, unlike the US, does not prohibit secondary arms sales. This means, 

for example, that when the US sells weapons to Egypt, the weapon must stay in Egypt.[xviii] But in 

Egypt’s context, buying a Russian weapon it can easily resell to someone else for profit may be a 

preferable option. Moscow also does not burden arms sales with preconditions, such as mandated 

improvements of human rights. In addition, many in the MENA find Russia easier to deal with—no 

one needs to worry about falling afoul of a theoretical Russian equivalent of the US Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act, for example. Thus, countries turn to Moscow when they wish to signal to Washington 

that they have other options if they do not like the United States’ pre-conditions. At the same time, 

some Arab states are genuinely interested in diversifying supplies away from the US. Indeed, after 

the 1991 Gulf War, several GCC states bought Russian systems. The West should not discount Arab 

countries making such decisions. Russia, unlike the America, invests effort across the MENA region 

to sell weapons systems. Western analysts tend to point out Russia could never replace the United 

States. Nevertheless, such views discount another option: Moscow does not have to replace the US. 

Other authoritarian leaders can choose to move closer to Russia because the Kremlim offers Arab 

states different advantages including quicker delivery and better negotiating terms. When it comes to 

arms sales in the MENA region, Moscow has made major inroads during the Putin era with Iran, 

Syria, Egypt, Libya and Algeria, and to a lesser extent with Turkey, Iraq, and elsewhere in the Arab 

Persian Gulf. It is also making small inroads with Tunisia and Morocco. 

 

 

https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
https://jamestown.org/program/tactical-side-russias-arms-sales-middle-east/
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Answer to: Russia has Middle East Dominance Now  

Russian dominance of Middle Eastern Arms markets isn’t a given – increased pressure from 

the US and declining share of exports proves  

Khlebnikov, expert on the Middle East at the Russian International Affairs Council, 2019 (Alexey, 

“Russia looks to the Middle East to boost arms exports.” The Middle East Institute, 4/8/19, 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports, Accessed 5/28/19, 

JMoore) 

Therefore, Russia’s position in the regional and global arms market is getting more complicated and 

difficult given Moscow’s declining share of total exports, decreasing imports in Asia and Oceania, and 

rising competition in the Middle East. In addition, growing U.S. pressure on Russia via its secondary 

sanctions puts Moscow in a very challenging situation that will make it harder to sign big new 

contracts and increase its arms exports. Despite all of these difficulties Moscow is working hard to get 

new deals, both in the Middle East — the world’s fastest-growing and the most attractive arms market 

— and elsewhere, as part of a broader effort to maintain its status as a leading arms supplier. 

However, given the geopolitical headwinds and intense competition, maintaining that status looks like 

it will be an increasing challenge in the years ahead. 

 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports
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Answer to: US has other ways to keep allies away from Russia  

US attempts to alter partners away from Russia could push them closer to Moscow 

Khlebnikov, expert on the Middle East at the Russian International Affairs Council, 2019 (Alexey, 

“Russia looks to the Middle East to boost arms exports.” The Middle East Institute, 4/8/19, 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports, Accessed 5/28/19, 

JMoore) 

That said, the U.S. has the capacity to effectively influence its partners’ behavior and to limit 

Moscow’s opportunities to expand its share of the arms market in the most attractive regions: The 

Middle East and Asia. However, if the U.S. continues exerting pressure on its partners over Russia, it 

runs the risk of provoking increasing opposition. Moreover, it is unclear what mechanisms 

Washington is going to use to implement secondary sanctions or what incentives it could offer its 

partners to stop cooperating with Russia. Otherwise, the U.S. will need to act against its partners, 

which might end up having the opposite effect, prompting them to seek closer ties with Moscow as a 

counter-balance to excessive U.S. pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mei.edu/publications/russia-looks-middle-east-boost-arms-exports
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*REFORM US SALES TO SAUDI ARABIA COUNTERPLAN  
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Thesis and Key Terms 

Thesis:   

The thesis for this counterplan is that in the current system, the main exporter of weapons to the 

Middle East, and Saudi Arabia specifically, is the United States.  The plan bans US arms sales to 

Saudi Arabia.  The counterplan reforms how we provides weapons, rather than banning.  The net 

benefits to this counterplan are Russia Fill in DA as well as Defense Industrial Base.  Both are net 

benefits because the links are based on a significant reduction to US weapons sales to Saudi Arabia.  

The CP could claim to solve all of the advantages for the Affirmative because it retains US leverage 

over the Saudis to get them to improve their behavior in Yemen.   

File structure: 

This files contains the negative counterplan and the affirmative answers.  In the negative section, you 

will find a shell [the pieces you need to make a complete counterplan] that you would read in the 1st 

Negative Constructive.  Remember you should highlight the words that you would read from the 

underlined words [not the full card].  It also contains extensions, or evidence that you would use in the 

2nd negative Constructive or the 1st negative rebuttal.  You would use the evidence along with your 

own words and ideas to respond to the 2nd Affirmative Constructive.  The negative section also 

includes “answer to answer blocks”.  These are cards that would help you to respond to affirmative 

arguments that the Affirmative makes to try to poke holes in your counterplan.  The other extension 

cards could also be used; but answer to answer blocks help you to know right away how a card could 

be used if you need to in a debate.   

The affirmative section includes evidence that you would use in the 2nd Affirmative Constructive in a 

2ac block that you create to respond to the 1nc shell.  Remember 2ac blocks can also have your own 

arguments without evidence alongside the cards.  You should remember to attack as many parts of 

the counterplan shell as possible in the 2ac.   

Vocabulary: 

Arms transfer—is a synonym for arms sales; also called arms exports when referring to the country 

selling the weapons.   

Crown Prince Mohammed – leader in Saudi Arabia – and next in line to be King.  Also known as 

MBS or Prince Mohammed, the Crown Prince is known for his cruelty and for spearheading the 

Yemen war.   

Houthis – group combatting the Hadi government in Yemen to try to take over the government.  

Houthis are a decades-old resistance movement, born in opposition to Saudi Arabia’s religious 

influence.  This is why Saudi Arabia-led coalition continues to resist the Houthis take over of the 

Yemeni government.   

Iran – involved in conflict in Yemen, in support of the Houthis, and on opposite side from Saudi 

Arabia.  Iran views the conflict in Yemen as a test of their regional power and influence.   

MENA – acronym for Middle East and North Africa region of the world.   

Offensive weapons systems – These are US sold systems that could be used as offense in the 

Yemen conflict.  This is in contrast to defensive weapons that would be used if there was a threat 

against Saudi Arabia by Iran.   

Riyadh – capital of Saudi Arabia  
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Thesis and Key Terms 

 

Sanctions – financial or trade penalties placed on countries that other countries think have violated 

international law or are otherwise taking actions they disagree with.  The goal is to starve the 

economy of money that could be used for weapons, for example.   

Saudi Arabia – imports a lot of US weapons, many for use in the conflict against the Houthis and Iran 

in Yemen.  “The Kingdom” is also a reference to Saudi Arabia.   

United Arab Emirates (UAE) – ally with Saudi Arabia in coalition fighting in Yemen. 

Yemen – country near Saudi Arabia that is location of an ongoing conflict.  Saudi Arabia supports the 

current Yemen government, the Hadi Government, against the Houthis [see Houthis]. 
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First Negative Constructive – Reform Arms Sale Policy Counterplan 
 

CP text:  The United States federal government should adopt the following guidelines on all 

current and future arms sales to Saudi Arabia: 

• Require assessment of Saudi military capabilities security sector organization, future 

plans, related purchase needs, and alternative suppliers, outlining the implications that 

these findings hold for U.S. security. 

• Continue defensive systems sales  

• Condition and slow offensive sales systems on Saudi agreement to halt high-risk urban 

strikes in Yemen and to engage in peace talks with Houthis.   
 

 

Knights, senior fellow Washington Institute, 2018  

(Michael “U.S.-Saudi Security Cooperation (Part 1): Conditioning Arms Sales to Build Leverage” The 

Washington Institute PolicyWatch 3036 November 5, 2018 https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-

analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev  access 

DUDA-TM5/24/19) 

With U.S.-provided bombs used in many of the war’s deadliest civilian fatality incidents, Congress has 

ample rationale to block, delay, or condition future arms sales to Saudi Arabia. Depending on the 

results of this week’s election, the Senate’s cross-party, forty-seven-seat opposition to such sales 

could become a majority. Saudi intransigence on the Khashoggi case or Yemen peace talks could 

also flip more senators into supporting a joint resolution against new weapons packages. In all 

likelihood, the president would veto any such resolution unless Congress can show that it has 

carefully weighed the costs—in terms of both neglecting the legitimate security needs of a long-term 

partner and harming America’s status as a security ally and arms vendor. To address these concerns, 

the U.S. government should apply some common-sense guidelines: 

Think ahead and review the details of arms sales. Under the Obama administration’s watch, Saudi 

Arabia gained far greater military capabilities and was empowered to act in pursuit of its own security. 

The lack of a detailed, forward-looking, top-to-bottom review of U.S. arms sales to Riyadh concealed 

this reality. Prior to considering new sales, then, Congress should insist that the State Department 

and Pentagon provide an in-depth, holistic assessment of the kingdom’s military capabilities, security 

sector organization, future plans, related purchase needs, and alternative suppliers, outlining the 

implications that these findings hold for U.S. security. Arms sales should be driven by a clear-eyed, 

long-term assessment of U.S. strategic interests, not by simple economic opportunism or the self-

defined priorities of Saudi leaders. 

Do not deny systems that are mostly defensive in nature. Some Saudi capabilities represent welcome 

burden-sharing with U.S. forces in defending the Persian Gulf region and containing Iran.  

 

Continues… 

 

https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/u.s.-saudi-security-cooperation-part-1-conditioning-arms-sales-to-build-lev
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First Negative Constructive – Reform Arms Sale Policy Counterplan 

 

Washington’s desire to hold Saudi leaders accountable for problematic actions is understandable, but 

it should not be used to craft policies that reward Tehran. The United States has a strong strategic 

interest in continuing to provide naval systems, missile defenses (including THAAD), and support for 

border defense and force protection (e.g., counter-mine and counter-indirect fire systems). These 

systems represent 54 percent (or $26.5 billion) of the $48.81 billion in Saudi arms sales proposed by 

the Trump administration to date, and a sizable prize for the U.S. economy. 

Condition and slow the provision of mostly offensive systems. As described above, the kingdom could 

use certain systems to take the war deeper into Yemen, including M1A2S tanks, self-propelled 

artillery, and PGMs. Delaying or conditioning their delivery is therefore justifiable, perhaps with a 

proviso that they not be deployed in Yemen unless the Houthis prove unwilling to engage in peace 

talks. Washington could also tie sales to a halt in high-risk urban strikes, as Secretary Pompeo 

suggested on October 30. 
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Reform Counterplan Extensions 
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Solvency – Civilian Deaths  

The US should monitor civilian deaths and if reach levels considered too high, the arms 

should be suspended 

Walsh, NY Times reporter, 2019  

(Declan “Saudi Warplanes, Most Made in America, Still Bomb Civilians in Yemen” NYTimes, May 22, 

2019 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.html 

accessed DUDA-TM5/23) 

As American military aid to the coalition continues, a former American official in Yemen says the 

carnage highlights the need for a major overhaul in the way the United States provides military 

assistance in Yemen and other conflict zones around the world. Larry Lewis, who worked as a State 

Department adviser on civilian harm with the Saudi-led coalition from 2015 to 2017, said that while 

the number of civilian casualties caused by the coalition in Yemen has fallen since 2016, the rate of 

civilian casualties has risen from about 8 percent of military operations to about 15 percent. In a new 

report for the Center for Naval Analyses, Mr. Lewis says that the United States must intensify training 

programs for military partners as a condition of military aid. Civilian deaths should be closely 

monitored and, if they reach unacceptable levels, should result in a suspension or cutting of military 

aid. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.html%20accessed%20TM%205/23
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/middleeast/saudi-yemen-airstrikes-civilians.html%20accessed%20TM%205/23
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Solvency – Leverage  

US can leverage its position because Saudi Arabia needs the US more than US needs Saudi 

Arabia – should retain sales to improve leverage  

Tabatabai, an associate political scientist, and Wasser, a policy analyst at RAND Corporation, 

2018 

(Ariane M. and Becca, “Could America Use Its Leverage to Alter the Saudis' Behavior?”The RAND 

Blog November 15, 2018. https://www.rand.org/blog/2018/11/could-america-use-its-leverage-to-alter-

the-saudis.html  Accessed DUDA-TM5/ 30/19)  

On the surface, making U.S. support provisory may appear to be an unpalatable approach, one that 

legitimizes the crown prince. But wielded correctly, the White House can use this leverage to 

recalibrate the U.S.-Saudi relationship. Blanket support need not be granted in a way that emboldens 

Saudi behavior, leading to actions that are damaging to U.S. interests. Instead, the administration 

could consider also making conditional its support for the Saudi government's priority programs with 

the goal of altering and shaping its behavior. This includes making the Saudis take responsibility for 

Khashoggi's brutal death, putting an end to indiscriminate targeting practices in Yemen, altering the 

government's harsh response to opposition inside and outside of the Kingdom, and ending the rift 

with Qatar. 

Naysayers of such an approach might claim that it only deepens the transactionalism on which the 

U.S.-Saudi relationship is presently based. But it is worth recognizing that the partnership was 

founded on an explicit alignment of interests, not values. By acknowledging this, the United States 

would be better positioned to adopt an approach that best serves its own interests. At this point, the 

Saudi government needs U.S. support more than the White House needs Saudi Arabia. 

https://www.rand.org/blog/2018/11/could-america-use-its-leverage-to-alter-the-saudis.html
https://www.rand.org/blog/2018/11/could-america-use-its-leverage-to-alter-the-saudis.html
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Answer to: “pressuring worse because it hurts relations” 

US inevitably going to pressure more as the US needs Saudis less and less  

Bey, Senior Global Analyst, Stratfor, 2019 

(Matthew “Why the U.S. and Saudi Arabia Are Destined to Diverge” Stratfor On Geopolitics, March 

14, 2019. https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/why-us-and-saudi-arabia-are-destined-diverge  

accessed DUDA-TM5/23/19) 

The kingdom's human rights record is also likely to increase the distance between Saudi Arabia and 

the West. The outcry against the Saudi war in Yemen and Khashoggi has been growing in the U.S. 

Congress. But no real change in Saudi behavior can be expected as long as oil prices remain low and 

the kingdom continues to struggle to implement long-term economic reform under Saudi Vision 2030. 

That means that as the U.S. need for a close relationship with Saudi Arabia declines, Washington's 

responses to such issues are likely to become increasingly harsh. 

 

https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/why-us-and-saudi-arabia-are-destined-diverge
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*SECURITY KRITIK   
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Thesis and important terms  

Thesis:   

The thesis for this kritik is that the Affirmative is a part of the system that creates securitized threats in 

order to justify actions that often harms people.  The move away from arms sales of the affirmative 

only papers over the problem of securitizing threats by focusing only on a single country.  The 

justifications of the affirmative, both the plan and the advantages, are more of the same system that 

justifies endless war.  Rejecting the affirmative, according to the kritik, rejects the system the 

Affirmative is a part of in order to think about a different way to interact with the world.   

File structure: 

This files contains the negative kritik and the affirmative answers.  In the negative section, you will 

find a shell [the pieces you need to make a complete kritik] that you would read in the 1st Negative 

Constructive.  Remember you should highlight the words that you would read from the underlined 

words [not the full card].  It also contains extensions, or evidence that you would use in the 2nd 

negative Constructive or the 1st negative rebuttal.  You would use the evidence along with your own 

words and ideas to respond to the 2nd Affirmative Constructive.  The negative section also includes 

“answer to answer block”.  These are cards that would help you to respond to affirmative arguments 

that the Affirmative makes to try to poke holes in your kritik.  The other extension cards could also be 

used; but answer to answer blocks help you to know right away how a card could be used if you need 

to in a debate.   

The affirmative section includes evidence that you would use in the 2nd Affirmative Constructive in a 

2ac block that you create to respond to the 1nc shell.  Remember 2ac blocks can also have your own 

arguments without evidence alongside the cards.  You should remember to attack as many parts of 

the kritik shell as possible in the 2ac.   

Vocabulary: 

American exceptionalism/exceptionalist -  negative phrase, in the context of the kritik, to describe 

the US’ view that the US is unique in the world and to be admired.  And, the US is therefore justified 

in its policies, especially foreign policy, even when it has negative consequences for other countries.   

aporetic – something that is internally contradiction that can’t be resolved.  In the context of the kritik,  

Arms transfer—is a synonym for arms sales; also called arms exports when referring to the country 

selling the weapons. Arms transfer control refers to limits on arms sales – like the Affirmative.   

ATT -- Arms Trade Treaty, an international treaty that the US quit in May 2019.   

Discourse – this term describes the whole package that’s used to sell the affirmative.   

Discourses of security – refers to the packaging of the policies, like the affirmative, that are used to 

justify the actions of the plan.  

Food security/insecurity – insecurity means a lack of stable access to food.  In the Yemen conflict, 

blockades and bombings have increase pressure on food supplies, creating food insecurity and 

risking famine.   

Humanitarian Discourse – this term describes using justifications that focus on a policy being better 

to fix people’s problems or human rights  
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Imperialism – notion that the United States and other powers use policies, like regulating arms sales, 

to actually expand their power and influence.   

interventionist peacebuilding initiatives – refers to policies that justify intervening in the name of 

building peace in a country.  The kritik argues that this doesn’t resolve anything and is just cover for 

more imperialism.   

IR – refers to international relations, the study or discipline that focuses on understanding patterns in 

how countries interact with one another.  Orthodox IR refers to the traditional ways of understanding, 

like realism.  The Security Kritik, and its authors, are non-traditional or orthodox IR scholars.   

Knowledge production – idea that how we discuss and think about things, including in debate, 

shape what we think we know about the world.   

Liberal/liberalism --  in the context of the kritik doesn’t mean Democratic Party policies.  Instead, this 

is a reference to the Enlightenment and the idea that society can progress through consent of the 

governed and progressive human and political rights.   

Militarism -  structure of the integrated global system of reliance on military aggression, according to 

critics, with its own escalatory logic that feeds off countries’ and people’s inability to recognize the 

ways in which each militarized action reinforces the structure of militarism.  The Kritik argues that 

even policies that seem good, like restricting arms sales, are just “liberal forms of militarism”.  In other 

words, the policies look nice but really just distract us from dealing with the underlying militarism.   

Otherization – treating someone as outside of the social norm.   

Pragmatic/pragmatism – synonym for practical.  In the context of the Affirmative answers to the 

Kritik, this argument is that we should focus on practical solutions to problems not just talk about how 

we discuss security issues.   

Realism – an approach to understanding international relations.  It does not mean that this a more 

“realistic” view and therefore better.  Generally, people who adopt this approach (most US 

policymakers), believe that countries should focus on security threats because those threats might 

result in war or destruction of a country (also called a state).  In other words, survival is the key state 

motivation and should guide all policies, not the discussion of the words we use.  So, in the context of 

the kritik, realism is an affirmative answer that says we should focus on the real threats not how we 

describe them.   

Refuse to consent to securitization – is the alternative to the kritik.  The Burke evidence says that 

we can only work on ourselves to resist the ways that the securitization of life happens.   

Rhetoric – related to discourse, used to describe the study of how something is discussed or written 

about. 

signifier – a symbol or a word that represents an underlying idea.  The Kritik, for example, argues 

that the label “terrorism” or “terrorist” signifies, or represents to people threat based on race and 

religion  

Trojan Horse – reference to Greek history and the Trojan War.  Greeks used a gift, a giant hollow 

horse, to get inside the gates of Troy.  The horse, however, was filled with soliders who then could 

take over the city of Troy.   
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First Negative Constructive – Security Kritik 

Discourses of security are part of a neoliberal regime created to pacify the public, protect the 

state and capital by normalizing neoliberal values and suppression of all true political dissent. 

Neocleous 18  

(Mark, Prof of the Critique of Political Economy at Brunel Univ, “The bleak rituals of progress; or, if 

somebody offers you a socially responsible innovation in security, just say no,” in J. Peter Burgess, 

Socially Responsible Innovation in Security, p.133-6, TM) 

Those arguing against austerity, for example, are treated first and foremost as a threat to national 

security. Thus, far from security being emancipation, as some people working in the academic sector 

of the security industry like to claim and which is the very belief that security wants us to hold, the 

articulation of security as an overarching principle of politics – the idea, in other words, that security is 

the absolute foundation of all politics, or that security has to be the starting point for any political 

thought, or that security is the grounds on which we must accept the protection of the state, or that 

what all of us would most like for Christmas is security – is nothing less than the articulation of a 

demand for obedience. Security is in this sense central to the containment of social change, nothing 

less than the principle and process of pacification, if by ‘pacification’ we understand not simply the 

military crushing of resistance but, rather, the fabrication of social order (Neocleous, 2011, 2017; 

Neocleous, Rigakos and Wall, 2013). What does this obedience in the name of security produce? 

The answer is not difficult: obedience itself. Obedience produces obedience, as Foucault once 

commented (2014, p. 270) about what he called ‘pastoral power’. It reproduces itself as a system of 

obedience. That is, one accepts the principle of security in order to become obedient and one 

reproduces this state of obedience in a striving for the mythical state of security. Hence one is 

expected to manage oneself in the way that a security operative would have us be managed. This is 

the very point to which Hobbes alludes in the final paragraph of Leviathan; it is the very same point 

understood by all contemporary politicians when they speak the language of security; and it is the 

point implicit in much of the discourse and policies surrounding terrorism, which is why so much anti- 

terror legislation concerns itself with the obedience of the population. Obedience thereby becomes a 

permanent way of being, and we are encouraged and expected to believe that obedience is essential 

to the security of the subject. Obedience becomes fundamental to the principle of raison d’état, 

demanded by the state for security reasons, and our training in obedience a training of and for 

political order. And, given the security–commodity nexus, what we are being made obedient for is 

nothing other than the domination of our lives by capital. Security, then, demands that we bow down 

to security. It demands that we feel secure in our insecurity as bourgeois subjects but also insecure in 

our security as bourgeois subjects. It demands that we commit ourselves not to making history but, 

rather, to the eternal recurrence of the same: to securing capital and the state rather than anything 

against it or opposed to them. Like capital, security wants us to believe that it is our fate. Opening his 

book Politics and Fate, Andrew Gamble asks: ‘If politics were at an end, if this was our fate, what 

would this mean for us?’ (2000, p. 1). One answer: it would mean nothing less than being stuck in an 

endless security experience. ‘How was your security experience today?’, the questionnaire at 

Heathrow airport demands, after making us undergo a series of security rituals. An endless security 

experience, then, but one in which we are constantly asked to assess, measure and confirm our 

happiness in being able to participate in the rituals and thus in the process to confirm the extent to 

which security dominates our lives. A second answer to Gamble’s question: it would mean being 

subjected to one security innovation after another, including those innovations sold to us as being 

somehow ‘socially responsible’. 
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First Negative Constructive – Security Kritik 

Arms transfer regulations by appealing to humanitarian motivations provides cover for 

militarism and the maintenance of ongoing domination 

Stavrianakis 2019  

[Anna, Senior Lecturer in IR at the University of Sussex, “Controlling weapons circulation in a 

postcolonial militarised  world,” Review of International Relations 45.1, 

http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/id/eprint/76017/1/Controlling%20weapons%20circulation%20-

%20SRO%20accepted%20version.pdf, accessed TM] 

This article inquires into the significance of the ATT for controlling weapons circulation. Most of the 

emerging academic literature on the treaty situates it as part of the post-Cold War trend of 

humanitarian arms control, prioritising human security over state security, or at least making them 

complementary. Such accounts draw on and extend disarmament efforts to ban specific weapons 

technologies (landmines, cluster munitions and nuclear weapons) and control efforts to regulate 

others (small arms and light weapons (SALW)). Critics, meanwhile, argue that the ATT represents an 

accommodation with global or liberal militarism. In this article I take the tensions between arms 

transfer control and militarism as my starting point, arguing that the negotiating process and eventual 

text of the ATT demonstrate the competing modes of militarism in play in the contemporary, 

postcolonial world. These different modes of militarism are expressed in terms of sovereignty, political 

economy, or human security, and are all underpinned by ongoing imperial relations: racial, gendered 

and classed relations of asymmetry and hierarchy that persist despite formal sovereign equality in the 

UN system in which arms trade regulation is negotiated. This means seeing human security as a form 

of militarism rather than the antithesis of it: circumscribed by liberal conceptions of human rights and 

IHL, but with little to say about intra-western arms transfers, global military spending or the 

entrenchment of military interests in societies and economies around the world, and with little political 

force to counter allegations of hypocrisy due to controversial transfers or double standards. Such an 

argument challenges the idea that the human security agenda has been a victory over militarism, and 

complicates our understanding of the nature of the accommodation with it, demonstrating the 

transformation as well as entrenchment of contemporary militarism. The argument also reframes the 

challenge facing weapons control, placing the necessity for feminist, post-colonial anti-militarist 

critique front and centre. The argument unfolds in three steps. First, I outline the debate between 

proponents of humanitarian arms control and human security, and critics who focus on militarism. 

Second, I trace the transformation of human security over time in relation to weapons issues, arguing 

that the scholarship on the arms trade and on human security need to both foreground feminist 

critiques of militarism and post-colonial critiques of international politics, to counter the dominant 

trends of optimism and presentism, and benevolent and linear accounts of history. Third, I outline 

three competing modes of militarism expressed in terms of sovereignty, political economy and human 

security, and illustrate their contestation through three controversies and one silence that structured 

the ATT negotiations and eventual text. The controversies relate to the definition of the illicit trade; the 

treatment of human rights and IHL; and diversion and the treatment of ammunition. The silence is 

around domestic procurement and civilian possession, both of which are excluded from the 

international regulatory agenda. The research is based on close reading of primary sources from 

Continues… 
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 states, organisations, research institutes and NGOs involved in the campaign, 3 combined with 

participant observation work with pro-control NGOs4 and at ATT negotiation, implementation and 

training events. Adopted by a majority vote at the United Nations General Assembly in April 2013 

(154 in favour, 3 against, 23 abstentions), the ATT entered into force on 24 December 2014 once 50 

states had ratified it. There are 130 signatories to the treaty, of which 94 are States Parties at the time 

of writing. It aims to “[e]stablish the highest possible common international standards for regulating or 

improving the regulation of the international trade in conventional arms” and “[p]revent and eradicate 

the illicit trade in conventional arms and prevent their diversion.”5 To do this, the treaty text sets out 

the core provisions that States Parties must implement in their national regulatory systems governing 

the transfer – import, export, transit, trans-shipment or brokering – of weapons ranging from battle 

tanks and combat aircraft, to SALW. A set of prohibitions based on existing international law stipulate 

that States Parties must not authorise transfers if doing so would violate UN Security Council arms 

embargoes or be used in genocide or war crimes. If a transfer is not prohibited in this way, States 

Parties must conduct a risk assessment against a series of factors, including human rights, IHL, 

terrorism and transnational organized crime, to decide whether or not to authorize exports. The ATT 

is in many ways the epitome of post-Cold War humanitarian arms control and the broader human 

security agenda. The purpose of reducing human suffering, the inclusion of IHL and human rights in 

the operative provisions of the treaty and of SALW in the scope of weapons to be regulated, as well 

as the landmark inclusion of genderbased violence (GBV) as an issue States Parties must take 

account of when approving weapons exports, all point to the ways in which human security and 

humanitarian arms control attempt to protect individuals in war and in situations of armed violence. 

Key features of the negotiating process – the role of small and middle powers, and civil society; and 

the challenges posed to the sclerotic UN negotiating machinery – resonate with the global 

governance elements of previous human security-related weapons campaigns against landmines, 

cluster munitions and SALW.6 Indeed, Erickson describes the process as a “marriage between 

traditional security and human security begun by the landmine campaign.”7 Activists and scholars 

have attempted to elevate human rights and humanitarian concerns for the broad swathe of the 

world’s population above the political economy and security interests of states and arms-producing 

companies. Weapons-specific initiatives such as the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and 2008 Convention on 

Cluster Munitions had shown the impact that a humanitarian framing can have in relation to particular 

technologies. The negotiation of the 2001 Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate 

the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects showed the challenge of applying 

human security principles to weapons with legitimate military and security uses – a challenge that 

was to resurface during the ATT negotiations. Regulating the conventional arms trade as a whole 

cannot take a purely disarmament or humanitarian frame, given its deeply entrenched legitimacy. 

This makes the ATT a human security initiative rather than a primarily humanitarian arms control or 

disarmament one 8 – whilst it has the reduction of human suffering as a named purpose, this sits 

alongside “international and regional peace, security and stability” in Article 1 of the text. As Martin 

and Owen put it, “The idea of arms control is appealing to proponents of human security because it 

sets out to control tools of violence, as well as seeking to curb the dominance of the state in  

Continues… 
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determining the forms of insecurity to which policy solutions must be found.”9 Jody Williams, founding 

coordinator of the ICBL, calls on governments and civil society to work together, including on 

initiatives like the ATT, “to advance human security as a viable alternative to militarism and violence 

and war.”10 Sympathetic criticism of the ATT has been aired from within the academic and scholar-

practitioner community. Bolton and James argue that the treaty represents a “melding” of a 

“‘maximalist’ human security–civil society approach with concerns of developing countries and the 

‘minimalist’ strategic and commercial interests of the major arms exporters.”11 Chinkin and Kaldor 

argue that “the humanitarian achievements” of post-Cold War weapons control “need to be 

complemented by disarmament.” That is, as well as “bringing states’ human rights obligations into the 

heart of weapons control,” human security requires “the reduction of existing weapon stocks and 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of further weapons.”12 Such a call echoes 

the demand of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), one of the civil 

society organisations active on the ATT, for disarmament as a long-standing, yet marginalised 

feminist concern.13 Others have been less sympathetically critical. For Cooper, initiatives like the 

ATT “do not represent a novel post-Cold War development that symbolizes progress on an 

emancipatory human security agenda.”14 Post-Cold War arms trade regulation has been based on a 

“discourse around humanitarianism, human security and weapons precision” that has served to 

legitimize high-tech military technologies. 15 Cooper and others emphasise the deep historical roots 

of the way humanitarian impulses intersect with economic and security ones, including in late 

nineteenth century efforts to regulate the supply and circulation of weapons in the imperial peripheries 

that are remarkably resonant with contemporary efforts. 16 Historically minded scholars remind us 

that surplus and obsolete weapons have long circulated in the peripheries of empire, and new 

weapons tested there; and political authorities were licensing weapons exports as early as the 16th 

century – in part to avoid blowback.17 Arms trade regulation, then, has a “historically contingent” 

character, marked by the ongoing importance of “power, interest, economy, security.”18Militarism 

emerges as a core concern out of such critiques and provides the jumping off point for this analysis. 

In particular, there are long traditions of historical sociological and feminist scholarship on militarism, 

19 defined here as “the social and international relations of the preparation for, and conduct of, 

organized political violence.” 20 In relation to arms control, I have argued elsewhere that the ATT has 

been mobilised by liberal democratic states primarily to legitimise their arms transfer practices. 21 

And Cooper concludes that “campaigners need to return to a strategic contestation of global 

militarism rather than searching for tactical campaign victories dependent on accommodation with the 

language and economic and security paradigms of contemporary military humanism.”22 This is part 

of a political economy critique of the way “the regulation of pariah weapons might alternatively be 

described as ‘arms control from below within the logic of militarism from above’,”23 in line with a wider 

critique of human security as having been “institutionalised and co-opted to work in the interests of 

global capitalism, militarism and neoliberal governance.” 24 Cooper and Mutimer, surveying the 

history of and prospects for controlling the means of violence, argue that “the longer term, indirect 

effect should be to reduce militarism and promote cultures of peace” or “at the very least, avoid 

further embedding cultures of militarism.”25 How, then, should we think about the impact of the 

human security agenda on militarism, and vice versa; and what are the ramifications for weapons 

control?  
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The alternative is to refuse to consent to securitization – pushing beyond security requires 

forming a new ethical relationship with the other that refuses the security of the self.   

Burke 2002  

[Anthony, Lecturer in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at Univ of New South Wales, 

“Aporias of Security,” Alternatives 27.1, jstor, accessed TM] 

It is perhaps easy to become despondent, but as countless struggles for freedom, justice and social 

transformation have proved, a sense of seriousness can be tempered with the knowledge that many 

of the tools are already available – and where they are not, the effort to create a productive new 

critical sensibility is well advanced. There is also a crucial political opening within the liberal 

problematic itself, in the sense that it assumes that power is most effective when it is absorbed as 

truth, consented to and desired – which creates an important space for dissent, critique and refusal. 

As Colin Gordon argues, Foucault thought that the very possibility of governing was conditional on it 

being credible to the governed as well as the governing.79 This throws weight onto the question of 

how security works as a technology of subjectivity. It is to take up Foucault's challenge, framed as a 

reversal of the liberal progressive movement of being we have seen in Hegel, not to discover who we 

are so much as to refuse what we are.80 Just as security rules subjectivity as both a totalising and 

individualising blackmail and promise, it is at these levels we too can intervene. We can critique the 

machinic frameworks of possibility represented by law, policy, economic regulation and diplomacy, 

while challenging the way these institutions deploy language to draw individual subjects into their 

consensual web. This suggests, at least provisionally, a dual strategy. The first asserts the space for 

agency, both in challenging available possibilities for being and their larger socio-economic 

implications. Pushing beyond security requires tactics that can work at many levels: that empower 

individuals to recognise the larger social, cultural and economic implications of the everyday forms of 

desire, subjection and discipline they encounter, to challenge and rewrite them, and which in turn 

contribute to collective efforts to transform the larger structures of being, exchange and power that 

sustain (and have been sustained by) these forms. As Derrida suggests, this is to open up aporetic 

possibilities that transgress and call into question the boundaries of the self, society and the 

international that security seeks to imagine and police. The second seeks new ethical principles 

based on a critique of the rigid and repressive forms of identity security has heretofore offered. Thus 

writers such as Rosalyn Diprose, William Connolly and Moira Gatens have sought to imagine a new 

ethical relationship, which thinks difference not on the basis of the Same, but on the basis of a 

dialogue with the Other that might allow space for the unknown and unfamiliar, for what Gatens calls 

a 'debate and engagement with the other's law and the other's ethics' – an encounter which involves 

a transformation of the self rather than the other.81 (The potentials and limits of these models of 

ethics are explored in more detail in Chapter 3, where I critically analyse the political possibilities 

offered by the thought of Emmanuel Levinas, Martin Heidegger and Martin Buber.) In short, while the 

sweep and power of security must be acknowledged, it must also be refused: at the simultaneous 

levels of individual identity, social order and macroeconomic possibility, it would entail another kind of 

work on 'ourselves' – a political refusal of the One, the imagination of an Other that never returns to 

the Same. It is to imagine a world in which alternative possibilities of society, justice and existence 

are free to develop, independent of sovereign ontologies and their animating forms of geopolitical 

control, desire and violence. It is to ask if there can be a world or a security after security, and what its 

shimmering possibilities might be.  
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Framing war in Yemen as a threat to humanitarian and international security justifies 

interventionist peacebuilding initiatives 

Newman, researcher at the University of Birmingham, 2010 

(Edward, “Peacebuilding as Security in ‘Failing’ and Conflict-Prone States”, Journal of Intervention 

and Statebuilding, Vol. 4, Iss. 3, pp. 305-322, September 27, accessed at 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17502977.2010.498935, DUDA-ZW) 

Peacebuilding -- as far as it involves (re)building state institutions in failed or conflicted states -- is 

viewed by powerful states as a strategic imperative for international action. Consequently, policies 

and funding -- albeit selectively --  target conflicted and weak states, not necessarily to bring true 

conflict resolution, but at least to stabilize and contain conflict in order to ameliorate the negative 

international consequences which are seen to flow from these situations. It is therefore interesting to 

consider if peacebuilding is an example of securitization -- or partial securitization. Securitization 

studies ‘aims to gain an increasingly precise understanding of who securitizes, on what issues 

(threats), for whom (referent objects), why, with what results, and, not least, under what conditions 

(i.e., what explains when securitization is successful)’ (Buzan et al. 1998, p. 32; see also Waever 

1995). It explores the processes by which issues are accorded ‘security’ status or seen as a ‘threat’ 

through political labelling, rather than as a result of their ‘real’ or objective significance, and the 

interests that are served by this process. The results of this can have enormous political impact: 

securitization mobilizes exceptional resources and acts as a pretext for political powers and action 

which may not be considered necessary or legitimate in ‘normal’ circumstances. Subjective 

interpretations and constructions of threats and challenges can and do have enormous material 

consequences in terms of funding, diplomatic attention, and sometimes even military action. The use 

of the failed state label -- when it is applied, why, and with what effect -- and the perception of threats 

inherent in conflict-prone societies are not a reflection of objective truth or reality, but of a subjective 

interpretation of events. As a demonstration of the importance of political constructions, the empirical 

reality of failed states is in many ways actually less important than the perception of powerful actors 

towards the concept and the security threats inherent in them. Viewing peacebuilding as a part of the 

‘security’ agenda is therefore a part of the process by which threats and challenges are constructed 

and responded to. The manner in which weak and failed states have been elevated in importance, 

the manner in which peacebuilding is presented as a part of the security agenda by powerful actors, 

the nexus between peace and development reflected in elite discourse and official statements, and 

the resources which -- although still modest -- are directed towards peacebuilding activities, does 

suggest that a form of securitization is at work. Challenges which might, in different times, have been 

interpreted and addressed as ‘humanitarian’ or ‘development’ issues are now increasingly given the 

‘security’ label, with all the implications that this brings. The facilitating conditions of securitization are 

mostly present: the form of the ‘speech act’ -- official speeches and proclama- tions, supported by 

mainstream scholars and policy analysts -- which enables the ‘securitizing move’ (the discursive 

construction of a security challenge) and a receptive audience, including the public, political leaders, 

and the security establishment. The broader facilitating context is also fairly persuasive for most  
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audiences: there is wide agreement that conflict-prone or failed states are a direct or indirect ‘threat’, 

and the ‘proof’ is clear for all to see in Afghanistan, Somalia, and elsewhere. The effect of 

securitization is also reasonably clear: peacebuilding challenges, as a part of the security agenda, 

receive greater attention, greater resources, and become the purview of defence establishments as 

well as development or humanitarian agencies. In turn, development and humanitarian agencies -- in 

an illustration of discursive construction -- see their development and humanitarian work as a 

contribution to ‘security’. Indeed, multilateral discourse related to peacebuilding reflects this inter- 

subjectively shared construction of weak and conflict prone states as a threat, and peacebuilding as 

the response; the language is literally shared. The ‘normal rules’ of politics are also suspended in the 

face of these so-called threats: states commit resources and risk the lives of armed personnel despite 

the absence of a military threat defined in conventional inter-state security terms, and the 

‘international community’ is willing to intervene in domestic jurisdictions and effectively suspend state 

sovereignty in the interests of containing conflict. 
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Representing food crises as discrete events with specific causes distracts from the global 

unequal distribution of scarcity and abundance and is used to justify interventions  

Sommerville et al 2014  

[Melanie, Prof of Geography at the Univ of British Columbia, Jamey Essex, Assoc Prof of Political 

Science at Univ of Windsor, Philippe Le Billon, Prof of Geography at Univ of British Columbia, “The 

‘Global Food Crisis’ and the Geopolitics of Food Security,” Geopolitics 19.2, p.240-4, accessed 

DUDA-TM] 

Grounded in neo-Malthusian discourses of eco-catastrophe and the return of environmental 

determinism (or, as Robert Kaplan put it, the ‘revenge of geography’), such narratives overlook the 

central role of politics in organising abundance and scarcity.10 They offer a securitised framing 

of food insecurity, where hunger is seen not only as a politically revolutionary force but also as a fount 

of secondary problems such as disease, terrorism, illicit drugs and refugees. In such framings, the 

dangers posed by hunger threaten to reach far beyond the low-income populations and countries in 

which hunger resides. In doing so, they open the way for liberal humanitarian responses rooted in the 

nexus of security and development, and which rely on ‘technologies of betterment’ to resolve the 

threats posed by hunger and thereby prevent their circulation.11 These efforts and discourses 

privilege technological solutions to complex conditions of food insecurity, and hinge on the expansion 

and intensification of liberalised market relations and North-to-South technology transfers, doing little 

to challenge existing inequalities or limit exposure to economic shocks that threaten livelihoods and 

contribute to vulnerability, poverty, and hunger. As such they reflect not only the ‘rendering technical’ 

and ‘anti-politics’ aspects of aid projects, but also more broadly the ‘post-political’ character of 

‘common sense’ neoliberal policy debates.12 In this sense, a critical political geography approach 

towards food crisis narratives can not only help reveal the assumptions and perspectives that frame 

them, but also how this framing contributes to the reproduction of a conventional agro-food political 

paradigm. This paradigm is predicated on assumptions drawn from two main realms. On the one 

hand, it employs the tropes of political realism to construct a world in which combative nation-

states are competing in a zero-sum contest for global influence and power, with food security 

envisioned and strategised as an element of geopolitical risk and calculation. On the other, it 

re-substantiates the battered but still-dominant economic assumptions and practices of global 

neoliberalism, in which market openness and economic interdependence and connectivity are 

enthusiastically embraced as policy platforms for advancing food security. Both visions of world 

geopolitical space envision geographic relationships between people and places in which food 

insecurity and resultant sociopolitical unrest threaten, respectively, geospatial order and the security 

of the state and the unimpeded flow of investment and trade upon which capitalist globalisation 

depends. The resulting ‘neoliberal geopolitics’ frame those people and places that are disconnected 

from or that lie outside of such flows and systems of accumulation and calculation as gaps, risks, and 

threats. Security-oriented responses reliant on traditional institutions of state power and geopolitical 

control uneasily intertwine with coercive and unequal forms of neoliberalised economic connection, 

extending and reproducing the power of dominant institutions and conventional paradigms while 

excluding other policy approaches and discourses as unfeasible, too expensive, too radical, or simply 

illegitimate. 
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Arms restrictions that are based on human rights concerns like the affirmative justify 

militarism that is deemed ‘humane’  

Cooper, Lecturer in Politics and International Relations at the University of Plymouth, 2011 

(Neil, “Humanitarian Arms Control and Processes of Securitization: Moving Weapons along the 

Security Continuum”, Contemporary Security Policy, Vol. 32, Iss. 1, pp. 134-158, May 24, accessed 

at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13523260.2011.556855, DUDA-ZW) 

Crucially, such a successful process of stigmatization was only made feasible in the context of a post-

Cold War widening of the security label to incorporate the notion of human security as a referent 

object; by the turn to casting security interventions in humanitarian terms; and the representation of 

modern weaponry as humane because of its perceived capacity to better discriminate between 

civilians and combatants. The widening and deepening of the security label created the permissive 

environment necessary for activists to reframe cluster munitions (and APMs) as threats to the human. 

At the same time, the discussion of intervention in humanitarian terms60 and of precision weapons as 

instruments of humane warfare61 created a legitimized discursive space into which campaigners 

could insert a re-representation of landmines and cluster munitions technology as inhu- mane. Indeed, 

such a re-representation only exerted a powerful appeal because it was consonant with both the predominant 

framing of security threats in a post- Cold War world and a new divide between good and odious military 

technology. This is not to suggest that such developments reflected some teleology in which security and arms 

control practice progressively evolved to be more humane. As Krause and Latham have noted, for example, 

whilst the post-Cold War era concern with the impact of ‘inhumane weapons’ represents a notable shift 

compared with the Cold War arms control agenda, it does have similarities with the late 19th century when a 

Western discourse of civilized warfare was also prominent. One corollary of this – then as now – was a 

concern to specify what constituted an ‘inhu- mane weapon’62 manifest, for example, in the negotiations in the 

Hague conferences over problem technologies such as the dum dum bullet. As Michael Howard has 

suggested though, whilst initiatives such as the Hague conferences achieved notable successes, they 

also reflected the fact that liberal internationalists had ‘abandoned their original objects of preventing 

war and building peace in favour of making war more humane for those actually fighting it’.63 The 

prohibitions on cluster munitions and also APMs can be understood as similarly ambiguous developments. On 

the one hand, the legitimizing discourse of Western militaries and arms firms was turned against them in order 

to generate powerful taboos against particular categories of weapons – even in the face of opposi- tion from 

these militaries. The language of state security was coopted to promote human security, to preserve 

life, and prevent threats to its existence. On the other hand, the same prohibitions can ultimately be 

understood less as progressive initiatives imposed on foot-dragging states by the bottom-up power of 

global civil society and more as performative acts that simultaneously function to codify aspects of a 

new set of criteria for judging international respectability in a post-Cold War era, to reinforce the 

security framings of the era and to legitimize those categories of weapons success- fully constructed 

as precise, discriminate, and thus humane. Indeed, to the extent that states such as the United States 

have been able to circumscribe their commitments on landmines etc. they have been able to benefit from the 

broader legitimizing effects of specific weapons taboos without being unduly constrained by the specific 

regulatory requirements they have given rise to. Moreover, as already noted, the presence of pariah 

weapons regulation is not necessarily a sign of a more general shift to the tighter regulation of the 

arms trade – quite the reverse in some cases. Thus, any evaluation of the overall impact of such 

regulation on global and local security also has to take into account the broader system of arms 

regulation in which it is located, and the relationship that exists between pariah regulation and this 

broader system. The next two sections will offer some observations on these issues. 
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Attention to so-called crises in the Middle East are used to support policies created by the 

security industry.  Each new “threat” is the construction of so-called “experts” seeking power 

and influence – and the policies are framed to legitimize US security interests. 

Razavi 2018  

[Negar, political anthropologist on the Middle East @ UPenn, “In times of crisis: Middle East policy 

between the counterterror state and the marketplace of ideas,” Critical Studies on Security 7.1, 

Accessed DUDA-TM] 

Working primarily for think tanks and related policy research institutions in the nation’s capital, such 

experts position themselves as ‘non-governmental’ experts on the ‘Middle East,’ who can ‘objectively’ 

assess various threats or risks in this region and offer relevant policy recommendations for U.S. 

government officials. Within the Establishment, these experts are generally treated as distinct from 

‘terrorism experts,’ who focus entirely on ‘terrorism’ as a particular category of political violence 

around the world. Thoughmany of the policy experts inmy study also deal with the threat of terrorism 

in the Middle East, they work on a much wider range of ‘threats’ emerging from this specific 

region – from the instabilities of local electoral politics to the threat of nuclear annihilation. 

And even as most have further specialisations either on particular countries or topics (i.e. democracy 

promotion, Islamist politics), they are generally referred to by others within the Establishment as 

‘Middle East experts.’2 Finally, as most of these actors are themselves former or aspiring 

government officials, their claims of policy influence are based as much on their regional expertise as 

their intimate knowledge of how the U.S. government operates and their access to top government 

decision-makers. My central argument in this article is that the needs of an expanding post-9/11 

security state to identify and respond to every possible ‘threat’ emerging from the Middle East 

have intersected with the demands of what many Washington insiders call the ‘marketplace of 

ideas’ to increase the influence and visibility of these para-state think tank experts. Such 

experts have then bolstered and legitimated continued U.S. interventions into the Middle East 

– and by extension, their own relevance to these policy debates to donors and government 

officials – through their collective emphasis on ‘crises’ in the Middle East. In the sections that 

follow, I will first examine these structural convergences, which have at once enabled these particular 

experts to become authoritative analysts on the Middle East for the U.S. security state but also led to 

greater competition for donor resources and government and media attention, putting additional 

pressures on these experts individually and collectively to demonstrate their policy relevance in a 

crowded ‘marketplace of ideas.’ I then evaluate the ideological and political work that this ‘crisis 

framing’ does for the security state, the think tank industry, and the policy experts, who use this crisis 

framing to defend U.S. security interests but also bolster their own political power and influence within 

the Establishment. To be clear, my arguments are not intended as critiques of these experts as 

individual political agents but rather are meant to analyse their complicated positionality within 

broader (and sometimes competing) structural processes. Thus, in bringing attention to these 

uniquely positioned para-state experts, I seek to contribute to anthropological understandings of how  
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the security state –much like the welfare state and the carceral state – has been implicated in 

marketised or neoliberal ideologies and practices that blur the functions and responsibilities of the 

state with those of non-state (and thereby less publicly accountable) institutions and actors (Elyachar 

2005; Ferguson and Gupta 2002; Goldstein 2010; Gusterson 2016; Li 2005). At the same time, this 

work contributes to debates on ‘securitization’ (Buzan et. al. 1998; Wæver 2002, 2015; Krause and 

Williams 1997), by taking what Balzacq, Léonard, and Ruzicka (2016) call a ‘practice-oriented’ (504) 

or Bourdieusian approach to the theory that ‘security’ is a speech act. Such an approach grounds 

these security discourses in the actual practices, habitus, and fields of those securitising actors who 

produce and reproduce such discourses for the state. Accordingly, my emphasis in this article is on 

tracing those overlapping political-economic, epistemic, and security interests and demands 

that have enabled this particular community of experts to monopolise the production of 

knowledge on the Middle East within the post-9/11 security state apparatus and to then 

normalise the ‘crisis’ framing. 
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Piecemeal arms export regulations – like focusing on only one country - merely further 

militarism by distracting us from the militarism at the root of arms sales 

Stavrianakis 16  

[Anna, Senior Lecturer in IR at the University of Sussex,  “Legitimizing liberal militarism: politics, law 

and war in the Arms Trade Treaty”, Third World Quarterly 37.5, Accessed DUDA-TM] 

The ATT is very much a product of its time: the fusing of human rights and IHL by a North-South 

coalition of state and non-state actors in pursuit of improved human security. This project occurs in 

the context of an international system marked by western military predominance: the post-9/11 period 

is the “longest period of continuous warfare in American history”, according to Michael Mann, in which 

we see “a highly militaristic power in a peaceful international system,” an expansive imperial appetite 

“accompanying it of course with fine-sounding rhetoric about improving the world.”144 This article has 

sought to examine the significance of the liberal claim to improving the world via the claim to the 

mantle of legitimacy, responsibility and morality in arms trade regulation. The mobilisation of risk 

assessment in ways that mute criticism of ongoing arms supply despite human rights violations, as 

seen in the Egypt case, and the depoliticisation of war-preparation that includes potential violations of 

IHL, as seen in the case of intra-western transfers and the prosecution of liberal wars, are key ways 

in which liberal forms of militarism are legitimated. Understanding regulatory regimes as performing 

such a function helps us explore the role they play in what Anna Leander calls “militarizing by 

distraction” (here, distracting away from the harm and violence caused by legitimate as well as 

illegitimate transfers) and “militarizing by distinction” (the distinction between legitimate interests and 

the illicit market, between responsible actors and irresponsible ones).145 Proponent NGOs are 

critical of liberal state practices that violate human rights, but their arguments are usually based on 

the assumption that their policies and practices are fundamentally sound, and that liberal states’ own 

use of force and transfers between them are not relevant to the arms transfer control agenda. Liberal 

states themselves disavow any impact that the ATT will have on their regulatory regimes, precisely by 

reference to their existing systems. So liberal states’ regulatory regimes and justifications cannot be 

dismissed as purely strategic or rhetorical – they have a strong effect, even if that effect is not 

towards more restrictive arms transfer practices. Further, “if hi-tech violence is shielded from 

prosecution, this may sap the moral force of the law and allow low-end offenders to paint themselves 

as victims of politicized proceedings.”146 This is precisely what happened in the ATT 

negotiations,147 and is a reason for thinking in terms of legitimation. With attempts at legitimation 

comes resistance and contestation, as seen in the justifications from non-liberal states along the way. 

Yet the very conditions of the ATT’s success are the basis of its political effects. Part of the success 

of post-Cold War arms transfer control has been the way it has coalesced with mainstream security 

discourse.148 Control Arms and other proponent NGOs want a universal system in which human 

rights are not politicised: whilst they recognise that states will engage in politicking, they hold to the 

idea of a fundamentally apolitical core of the protection of human rights and IHL. For them, the ATT is 

an attempt to engage in technical, non-political discussions with non-liberal states about issues such 

as the diversion of weapons, in order to raise the bar of control standards around the world.149 One 

of the ironies of the ATT process is that consensus that the treaty should only deal with the “illicit” and 

unregulated trade was fundamental to the degree of traction it eventually garnered; yet the productive  

Continues… 
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slippage between the concepts of “illicit” and “irresponsible” transfers means the ATT cannot 

adequately be understood as an apolitical, human security oriented agenda with which some states 

played politics. The very formulation is itself deeply political. Sounding a sceptical note about the 

ambiguities of regulation and the way it can create both accountability and militarization poses “an 

intractable dilemma; having to side either against regulation or in favour of militarism is singularly 

unattractive.”150 It is also still quite a marginal activity: even Martin Shaw, who has done so much to 

analyse risk-transfer militarism, ends on an optimistic note that this analysis of the ATT cannot share. 

He argues that “the door has been fundamentally opened to new kinds of delegitimation of war:” risk-

transfer war is “vulnerable to new criticisms that will, sooner or later, challenge even its newly refined 

justifications.”151 And the development of legal frameworks combined with civil society monitoring 

“means that military events are likely to be legally monitored in new ways. Thus excesses (of course, 

a normal product of war) are increasingly, if still very variably, capable of being legally actioned.”152 

Similarly, Smith argues that human rights could help “develop alternatives to war itself” and can bring 

“long-term and cumulative impacts of war into focus in a way that IHL cannot”, including by “raising 

basic questions about the militarization of societies and economies.”153 The analysis of the ATT 

advanced here suggests instead, however, that it is precisely the turn to law, the supposed 

compatibility between military preponderance and human rights protection, and the failure to move 

beyond direct use of weapons, that helps legitimise (particular forms of) war. Critical legal studies 

scholars advocate “a form of law-politics to develop humanitarian principles into a concrete, 

normative agenda:” 154 and yet this is exactly what humanitarian disarmers have been trying to do 

with the ATT and previous arms transfer control regimes. It is important to recognize “that some 

degree of complicity in previous social structures is inherent in social change.” 155 Price argues that 

scholars should not underplay the morally progressive significance of “practices that at once contain 

elements of progressive change … yet at the same time are predicated on or produce the conditions 

of possibility for other forms of exclusion, hierarchy, inequality, repression or violence.” 156 However, 

the widespread emphasis on the progressive, if imperfect character of the ATT in scholarship and 

policy, has failed to interrogate the justificatory claims around moral responsibility that so pervaded its 

negotiation. These claims contribute to obscuring a significant scale of human rights violations and 

the wider systems of war preparation that arms transfers are a part of. Further, such claims are part 

of what sceptical southern states are responding to and resisting, thus making wider normative 

change more difficult. The ATT negotiation process shored up liberal states’ actions whilst invoking 

their benevolence and assuming them to be distinct from illicit or irresponsible actors. The supposed 

effectiveness of normative change is muted by the existence of regimes that claim already to exceed 

the standards of the ATT. This may not be the ideological glorification of war that we tend to equate 

with the concept of militarism, but the ATT signals the contemporary mobilisation of legitimacy for 

liberal war-making and war preparation nonetheless.  
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The discourse of middle east terrorism erases the system of western imperial violence and 

exploitation. The figure of the terrorist is the defining signifier of otherization that reproduces 

American exceptionalism 

Stewart-Harawira 2005  

[Makere, professor of Indigenous, Environmental and Global Studies @ Department of Educational 

Policy Studies @ University of Alberta, The New Imperial Order: Indigenous Responses to 

Globalization, pp. 224, Accessed DUDA-TM] 

The Bush administration’s unilateral response to the September 11 attack and its declaration – 

ignoring voices calling for a cooperative strategy – of a ‘war’ on international terrorism wherever it 

might reside, galvanized the might of the American military machine. This was rapidly followed by a 

strategy of ‘regime change’ designed to legitimate the overthrow of governments and leaders such as 

Saddam Hussein who had outlived their usefulness and no longer danced to America’s tune. From 

there the war was expanded to include weapons of mass destruction. An ‘axis of evil’ representing 

the most apparently dangerous challenges to peace in the twenty-first century legitimated the once-

abhorred course of pre-emptive action – including the right to use nuclear weapons from anywhere in 

the world, or even from space. No country was to be permitted to challenge US global dominance. No 

international treaties were to impede US sovereignty at home and global dominance abroad. This 

intent was unequivocally stated in the National Security Strategy document issued in 2002. 

Throughout the entire world, it declares, only one economic and political system remained viable, the 

American model of liberal democracy and free enterprise. And it would henceforth be promoted and 

defended through the unilateral use of force, preemptively if necessary. Wars for self-determination 

would no longer be viable. Violent struggles against oppression and exploitation would no longer be 

tolerated. Empire had emerged in full glory. Schell calls it an ‘imperial delusion’ which, if carried to its 

logical end, may see ‘the destiny of the American republic … flare out in a blaze of pointless mass 

destruction’.5 There is an identifiable relationship between the development of modernity – within 

which a radical transformation occurred in the nature of knowledge and the meaning of being, one 

that directly shaped the politico-economic structural framework of the liberal international order – and 

the current crisis of globalization. Hardt and Negri draw attention to two distinctive aspects of the 

period between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. First, knowledge is brought from the plane of 

transcendence to that of immanence: ‘the occult secrets of nature’, in Francis Bacon’s words, became 

the objective of ‘a more powerful technique of the mind and intellect’.6 At the same time, power and 

authority were reformulated and the concept of liberation was reconceptualized. By the time of 

Spinoza’s declaration of the oneness of nature and humanity in the seventeenth century, the horizons 

of immanence and the democratic political order coincided. It was at this point, they declare, that the 

historical, technical and political construction of the new humanity was determined, the point at which 

‘the singular is recast as the multitude’.7 In their account, the Thirty Year War that was born of the 

struggle between the revolutionary and counter-revolutionary processes of the Renaissance saw the 

emergence of a new strategy of power that played on the fears and anxieties of the multitude, fuelling 

the desire to reduce the uncertainty of life and to increase security. In the ensuing demand for peace, 

Hardt and Negri postulate, peace itself was transformed from the humanist connotations that  
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endowed it with its transformative power, to ‘[T]he miserable condition of survival, the extreme 

urgency of escaping death’.8 The subsequent counter-revolution sought to ‘dominate and expropriate 

the force of the emerging movements and dynamics’ by attempting to ‘relativize the scientific 

capabilities of transformation’ and to oppose the reappropriation of power by the multitude.9 Above 

all,the objective was to establish an overarching structure of domination. Foucault’s analysis of the 

relationship between power, right and truth speaks to the current production of new discourses of 

truth and right that permeate the ‘war on terrorism’.10 In this racialized discourse of terrorism, the 

power to determine truth and right rests with today’s Emperor, the imperial power that almost 

singlehandedly has undermined the regime of multilateral agreements and treaties that 

protected the global commons, the environment, and the human rights of groups and 

individuals. In this case, the use of ‘terrorist’ as the defining signifier for the ‘Other’ is 

legitimated by the supporting discourses of ‘freedom’ and ‘democracy’: on that basis others 

are determined to be ‘either for us, or against us’. The construction of the terrorist ‘Other’ as 

non-White and non-Christian, and by definition non-civilized and barbaric, is produced 

through a form of power that creates its own truth and, in Foucault’s words, ‘institutionalizes, 

professionalizes, and rewards its pursuit’.11 In today’s hierarchization of difference, the discourse of 

terrorism functions to ‘efface the domination intrinsic to power in order to present the latter at 

the level of appearance under two different aspects: on the one hand, as the legitimate rights of 

sovereignty, and on the other, as the legal obligation to obey it’.12 Faced with the imminent 

prospect of a Third Gulf War under the rubric of ‘the war on terrorism’ and the potential for 

increased terrorism in repercussion, it might well be argued that, once again, peace has been 

transformed from ‘its humanist connotations’, with the potential for social transformation, to ‘[T]he 

miserable condition of survival, the extreme urgency of escaping death’. The crucial difference 

between 1914 and now, to which Schell draws our attention, is that in the former case, once the 

armies were ‘hurled across the borders, it was too late to withdraw’.13 In this instance, the moment 

that Schell describes as one of exceptional fluidity and unpredictability, the moment that Wallerstein 

calls ‘transformational timespace’, is upon us – and may be about to run out. Schell articulates the 

plea of many for a different kind of choice; the choice to build a ‘cooperative non-violent world’. As he 

poignantly argues, the imperative is to ‘secure not only peace, but our own survival’.14 The question 

Hardt and Negri pose is, ‘given that empire is defined by crisis and that its decline has already begun 

… is it possible in this dark night to theorize positively and define a practice of the event?’15 
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Global War and Extinction  

Their securitized discourse covers up problems by focusing only fixing solutions to global 

crises.  This creates cycles of violence that make global warfare and extinction inevitable 

Ahmed, 2011 

(Dr. Nafeez, Executive Director of the Institute for Policy Research and Development, an independent 

think tank focused on the study of violent conflict, former prof for Department of International Relation 

@ U of Sussex "The international relations of crisis and the crisis of international relations: from the 

securitisation of scarcity to the militarisation of society" Global Change, Peace & Security, 23:3, 

Taylor Francis Accessed DUDA-TM) 

By labelling issues a matter of ‘security’, therefore, states are able to move them outside the remit of 

democratic decision-making and into the realm of emergency powers, all in the name of survival itself. 

Far from representing a mere aberration from democratic state practice, this discloses a deeper ‘dual’ 

structure of the state in its institutionalisation of the capacity to mobilise extraordinary extra-legal 

military– police measures in purported response to an existentialdanger. 89 The problem in the 

context of global ecological, economic and energy crises is that such levels of emergency 

mobilisation and militarisation have no positive impact on the very global crises generating 

‘new security challenges’, and are thus entirely disproportionate. 90 All that remains to examine 

is on the ‘surface’ of the international system (geopolitical competition, the balance of power, 

international regimes, globalisation and so on), phenomena which are dislocated from their structural 

causes by way of being unable to recognise the biophysically-embedded and politically-constituted 

social relations of which they are comprised. The consequence is that orthodox IR has no means 

of responding to global systemic crises other than to reduce them to their symptoms. Indeed, 

orthodox IR theory has largely responded to global systemic crises not with new theory, but with the 

expanded application of existing theory to ‘new security challenges’ such as ‘low-intensity’ intra-state 

conflicts; inequality and poverty; environmental degradation; international criminal activities including 

drugs and arms trafficking; proliferation of weapons of mass destruction; and international terrorism. 

91 Although the majority of such ‘new security challenges’ are non-military in origin – whether 

their referents are states or individuals – the inadequacy of systemic theoretical frameworks to 

diagnose them means they are primarily examined through the lenses of military-political 

power. 92 In other words, the escalation of global ecological, energy and economic crises is 

recognised not as evidence that the current organisation of the global political economy is 

fundamentally unsustainable, requiring urgent transformation, but as vindicating the 

necessity for states to radicalise the exertion of their military–political capacities to maintain 

existing power structures, to keep the lid on. 93 Global crises are thus viewed as amplifying 

factors that could mobilise the popular will in ways that challenge existing political and economic 

structures, which it is presumed (given that state power itself is constituted by these structures) 

deserve protection. This justifies the state’s adoption of extra-legal measures outside the normal 

sphere of democratic politics. In the context of global crisis impacts, this counter-democratic trend-line 

can result in a growing propensity to problematise potentially recalcitrant populations – rationalising 

violence toward them as a control mechanism. 3.2 From theory to policy Consequently, for the most 

part, the policy implications of orthodox IR approaches involve a redundant conceptualisation 

of global systemic crises purely as potential ‘threat-multipliers’ of traditional security issues  

Continues… 
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such as ‘political instability around the world, the collapse of governments and the creation of 

terrorist safe havens’. Climate change will serve to amplify the threat of international terrorism, 

particularly in regions with large populations and scarce resources. 94 The US Army, for instance, 

depicts climate change as a ‘stress-multiplier’ that will ‘exacerbate tensions’ and ‘complicate 

American foreign policy’; while the EU perceives it as a ‘threat-multiplier which exacerbates existing 

trends, tensions and instability’. 95 In practice, this generates an excessive preoccupation not with 

the causes of global crisis acceleration and how to ameliorate them through structural transformation, 

but with their purportedly inevitable impacts, and how to prepare for them by controlling problematic 

populations. Paradoxically, this ‘securitisation’ of global crises does not render us safer. Instead, 

by necessitating more violence, while inhibiting preventive action, it guarantees greater 

insecurity. Thus, a recent US Department of Defense report explores the future of international conflict up to 

2050. It warns of ‘resource competition induced by growing populations and expanding economies’, particularly 

due to a projected ‘youth bulge’ in the South, which ‘will consume ever increasing amounts of food, water and 

energy’. This will prompt a ‘return to traditional security threats posed by emerging near-peers as we compete 

globally for depleting natural resources and overseas markets’. Finally, climate change will ‘compound’ these 

stressors by generating humanitarian crises, population migrations and other complex emergencies. 96 A 

similar study by the US Joint Forces Command draws attention to the danger of global energy depletion 

through to 2030. Warning of ‘the dangerous vulnerabilities the growing energy crisis presents’, the report 

concludes that ‘The implications for future conflict are ominous.’ 97 Once again, the subject turns to 

demographics: ‘In total, the world will add approximately 60 million people each year and reach a total of 8 

billion by the 2030s’, 95 per cent accruing to developing countries, while populations in developed countries 

slow or decline. ‘Regions such as the Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa, where the youth bulge will reach 

over 50% of the population, will possess fewer inhibitions about engaging in conflict.’ 98 The assumption is that 

regions which happen to be both energy-rich and Muslim-majority will also be sites of violent conflict due to 

their rapidly growing populations. A British Ministry of Defence report concurs with this assessment, 

highlighting an inevitable ‘youth bulge’ by 2035, with some 87 per cent of all people under the age of 25 

inhabiting developing countries. In particular, the Middle East population will increase by 132 per cent and sub-

Saharan Africa by 81 per cent. Growing resentment due to ‘endemic unemployment’ will be channelled through 

‘political militancy, including radical political Islam whose concept of Umma, the global Islamic community, and 

resistance to capitalism may lie uneasily in an international system based on nation-states and global market 

forces’. More strangely, predicting an intensifying global divide between a super-rich elite, the middle classes 

and an urban under-class, the report warns: ‘The world’s middle classes might unite, using access to 

knowledge, resources and skills to shape transnational processes in their own class interest.’ 99 3.3 

Exclusionary logics of global crisis securitisation? Thus, the securitisation of global crisis leads not only to 

the problematisation of particular religious and ethnic groups in foreign regions of geopolitical interest, 

but potentially extends this problematisation to any social group which might challenge prevailing 

global political economic structures across racial, national and class lines. The previous examples 

illustrate how securitisation paradoxically generates insecurity by reifying a process of militarisation 

against social groups that are constructed as external to the prevailing geopolitical and economic 

order. In other words, the internal reductionism, fragmentation and compartmentalisation that 

plagues orthodox theory and policy reproduces precisely these characteristics by 

externalising global crises from one another, externalising states from one another, 

externalising the inter-state system from its biophysical environment, and externalising new 

social groups as dangerous ‘outsiders’.  
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Securitization rhetoric mobilizes military action in an endless war to preserve security 

Kohn, military historian, 2009 

(Richard H., “The Danger of Militarization in an Endless "War" on Terrorism”, The Journal of Military 

History, Vol. 73, No. 1, pp. 177-208, January, accessed at 

https://muse.jhu.edu/article/257442/summary, DUDA-ZW) 

In militarizing the threat of terrorism, the United States differs from almost every other country in the 

world and ignores its own historical experience, which at various times has included terrorism in many forms. 

Some countries today face internal terrorist threats in the form of nationalist or ethnic separatists—Russia, China, 

Spain, Turkey, Sri Lanka, to name a few examples. For some, like Israel, the threat is existential and connected to 

hostile neighbors. But many are targeted, like the United States, by radical Islam and are, because of their location 

or demographic makeup, even more vulnerable: European, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, and Muslim countries in 

Asia such as Pakistan and Indonesia. Many, of course, have much less commitment to civil liberty and personal 

freedom than the western democracies. But none have declared a “war on terror” or approached the struggle in 

apocalyptic or military terms. Britain in particular experienced a violent terrorist campaign from the Irish Republican 

Army for over thirty years and today labors under the same threat as the United States, but has never defined the 

problem as war, without undermining civil liberties or losing civic equilibrium. Until the 1940s, the United States 

avoided Europe’s militarization and militarism; when after 1945 Europe turned away from both to construct peaceful 

civic societies, the United States went in the opposite direction.103 The closest parallel to the United States may be 

Israel, which views the threat of terrorism as existential and has militarized to a greater extent than any other 

developed nation, but without forfeiting traditional internal freedoms.104 Perhaps American military leaders 

have been the most explicit about the internal danger to the United States that terrorism truly 

presents. “The United States may have to declare martial law someday . . . in the case of a 

devastating attack with weapons of mass destruction causing tens of thousands of casualties,” retired 

Army General Wayne A. Downing speculated at the end of 2002, some six months after leaving the 

White House as Deputy National Security Adviser for Combating Terrorism.105 The first head of 

Northern Command, created in 2002 to provide military support for the defense of the American 

homeland, expressed a similar thought: “There may be situations if we ever got into a major chemical 

biological nuclear attack problem where we may, in fact, be in charge,” if “it’s become so bad that the 

lead federal agency in working with the state governors say[s] . . . ‘we give up’” and “then the 

president and the Secretary of Defense . . . decide, ‘yes, that is appropriate.’”106 In his first public 

interview after retiring from active duty in 2003, General Tommy Franks identified the single most 

dangerous possibility offered by an endless war on terrorism. An attack with weapons of mass 

destruction “just to create casualties . . . to terrify” could lead “the western world, the free world” to 

forfeit its “freedom and liberty,” to lose its democracy, and “begin to militarize our country in order to 

avoid a repeat of another mass-casualty event, . . . to potentially unravel the fabric of our 

Constitution.”107 The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs from 2001 to 2005, General Richard Myers, called 

“this terrorist threat . . . the biggest threat our nation has faced at least since the Civil War, perhaps 

ever.”108 Historians would undoubtedly disagree but might conclude nevertheless that the chief 

danger posed to the United States is internal: what the American people might do to themselves. As 

Myers put it, “the biggest long-term impact is fear.”109 A half century earlier, Supreme Court Justice 

Robert Jackson concluded exactly that. “It is easy,” he wrote, “by giving way to the passion, 

intolerance and suspicions of wartime, to reduce our liberties to a shadow, often in answer to 

exaggerated claims of security.”110 After reviewing American history on the subject, Geoffrey Stone 

agreed: “the United States has a long and unfortunate history of overreacting to the dangers of 

wartime. Again and again, Americans have allowed fear to get the better of them.”111 

https://muse.jhu.edu/article/257442/summary#info_wrap
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Turns Case – Security Recreates Problems 

Failure to address the underlying systemic problems of the international political system 

means the Aff can’t solve. Global crises are not isolated events that can be addressed by 

narrow policy action 

Ahmed 2011  

[Nafeez Mosaddeq, investigative journalist, lecturer in Politics & History at Brunel University, the 

Evening Standard’s top 1000 most influential Londoners, “The international relations of crisis and the 

crisis of international relations,” Global Change, Peace & Security 23.3, Accessed DUDA-TM] 

Traditional disciplinary divisions in the social and natural sciences, compounded by bureaucratic 

compartmentalisation in policy-planning and decision-making, has meant these crises are frequently 

approached as largely separate processes with their own internal dynamics. While it is increasingly 

acknowledged that cross-disciplinary approaches are necessary, these have largely failed to 

recognise just how inherently interconnected these crises are. As Brauch points out, ‘most studies in 

the environmental security debate since 1990 have ignored or failed to integrate the contributions of 

the global environmental change community in the natural sciences. To a large extent the latter has 

also failed to integrate the results of this debate.’ 2 Underlying this problem is the lack of a holistic 

systems approach to thinking about not only global crises, but their causal origins in the social, 

political, economic, ideological and value structures of the contemporary international system. Indeed, 

it is often assumed that these contemporary structures are largely what need to be ‘secured’ and 

protected from the dangerous impacts of global crises, rather than transformed precisely to 

ameliorate these crises in the first place. Consequently, policy-makers frequently overlook existing 

systemic and structural obstacles to the implementation of desired reforms. In a modest effort to 

contribute to the lacuna identified by Brauch, this paper begins with an empirically-oriented, 

interdisciplinary exploration of the best available data on four major global crises – climate change, 

energy depletion, food scarcity and global financial instability – illustrating the systemic 

interconnections between different crises, and revealing that their causal origins are not accidental 

but inherent to the structural failings and vulnerabilities of existing global political, economic and 

cultural institutions. This empirical evaluation leads to a critical appraisal of orthodox realist and liberal 

approaches to global crises in international theory and policy. This critique argues principally that 

orthodox IR reifies a highly fragmented, de-historicised ontology of the international system which 

underlies a reductionist, technocratic and compartmentalised conceptual and methodological 

approach to global crises. Consequently, rather than global crises being understood causally and 

holistically in the systemic context of the structure of the international system, they are ‘securitised’ as 

amplifiers of traditional security threats, requiring counter-productive militarised responses and/or 

futile inter-state negotiations. While the systemic causal context of global crisis convergence and 

acceleration is thus elided, this simultaneously exacerbates the danger of reactionary violence, the 

problematisation of populations in regions impacted by these crises and the naturalisation of the 

consequent proliferation of wars and humanitarian disasters. This moves us away from the debate 

over whether resource ‘shortages’ or ‘abundance’ causes conflicts, to the question of how either can 

generate crises which undermine conventional socio-political orders and confound conventional IR 

discourses, in turn radicalising the processes of social polarisation that can culminate in violent 

conflict. 
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Discourse Shapes Reality 

Discourse establishes the boundaries for thought and decision-making – critique is a 

prerequisite to effective policy 

Debrix 2002  

[Francois, professor of political science @ Virginia Tech specializing in critical geopolitics, “Language 

as Criticism: Assessing the Merits of Speech Acts and Discursive Formations in International 

Relations.” New Political Science 24.2, Accessed DUDA-TM] 

In Bosnia’s conflict, Fierke identifies “interfacing games.”28 Two dominant speech acts, a narrative of 

“threat” and another of “promise,” were juxtaposed (interfaced). Both were the product of the Western 

actors’ analysis of the conflict and of their interactions.29 Several Western actors (the US, the 

European Union) mobilized rhetorics of threat vis-a`-vis the local agents involved in the conflict 

(Bosnians, Serbs, or others) while, at the same time, other Western actors turned to a rhetoric of 

promise (the UN, for example). These interfacing speech acts, although contradictory, were 

simultaneously deployed and gave rise to different political responses and expectations (on the part 

of local actors, Western interventionists, and the international community).30 Furthermore, as the 

speech acts evolved through contact with other speech acts, these interfacing games did not remain 

constant either. The language games underwent some transformations as every actor situated within 

the Bosnian context reacted to these language productions with their own games (the Bosnian Serbs 

turned to “blocking,” “shelling” and “hijacking”). As a reply to these reactions, the initially interfaced 

games turned to the rhetorical deployment of new deeds, such as “appeasement” and “concession” 

on the part of the UN for example.31 Fierke’s essay is a successful constructivist analysis of 

language made to fit the requirements of a specific international political situation. In the course of her 

study, she mobilizes notions which are proper to constructivism: language games, rules, deeds, and 

speech acts. Fierke does not use these notions haphazardly but, on the contrary, with clear critical 

intent. What such concepts allow her to accomplish is a rejection of structural realist models which 

often come up with predetermined explanations of political situations even before these 

situations have a chance to unfold. Still, for a constructivist, such a rejection is not a sufficient 

exercise. As indicated earlier, the critical work needs to be accompanied by a reconstructive 

enterprise. Fierke’s article exemplifies this reconstructive task when she intimates that an alternative 

way of patterning international relations can be deployed.32 What an emphasis on language rules 

does is show how contradictory speech acts can be made less contradictory once the rules, norms, 

and patterns governing their production are clarified. Once actors are made to realize what their 

words are about, and that other actors’ words and deeds operate according to similar patterns, a 

bridging of the gap between speech acts can be envisioned. At this point, normative possibilities, that 

is to say, the ability to identify patterns of social actions based on common language rules, take over 

the constructivist analysis. What is also implicit in Fierke’s attempt at “repatterning” IR is the idea that 

knowledge about social relations can still be meaningfully acquired. In Fierke’s words, knowledge is 

what allows the postmodern scholar to “go on.” The rules of language and the emphasis on 

speech acts “establish the parameters for knowing ‘how to go on’.”33 What language 

constitutes is the possibility for knowledge about the world to be gathered, albeit in a 

different, non-positivist, and more contextual fashion. 
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Answer to: Realism is inevitable and good  

 

Realism ignores the way that discourse shapes knowledge and understanding of security 

issues 

Debrix 2002 [Francois, professor of political science @ Virginia Tech specializing in critical 

geopolitics, “Language as Criticism: Assessing the Merits of Speech Acts and Discursive Formations 

in International Relations.” New Political Science 24.2, Accessed DUDA-TM] 

To perform her critique, Fierke turns to language. Structural realism has traditionally neglected to 

analyze language, in particular the way actors voice their strategies and preferences in 

speeches, discourses, and texts. Instead, actors’ choices of words, their turns of phrase, the 

rhetoric they deploy to justify actions have been relegated to a lesser level of importance. For 

structural realists, the way the international system is ordered is the main analytical clue. At this 

metastructural level, language is not an issue. By contrast, Fierke contends that “language is at the 

heart” of the attempt to provide analytical alternatives to structural realism.22 Her turn to language to 

describe international relations is infused with a postmodern spirit. While Wittgenstein’s philosophy 

cannot be classified as postmodern, its influence on postmodern thought is undeniable.23 Language, 

as Wittgenstein famously put it, is a tool, an instrument of action.24 It is a practical technique which 

has multiple uses for the human subject in everyday life. But language does not emanate from a 

greater realm of truth (and language is not the key to deciphering such a truth). Rather, language 

develops in relation to the human subject’s needs and deeds.25 Language is concomitant with the 

subject that uses it or, more specifically, it is co-constituted with the deeds (actions) of the 

human agent. Language fluctuates with the agents’ deeds but, at the same time, the agents’ 

deeds are meaningless without their representations in language. Fierke accepts Wittgenstein’s 

theory by interpreting language as a “form of action” which manifests deeds that are proper to the 

context of the utterance.26 To make sense of political realities through the language of human 

agents, what needs to be done is detail the “rules of language within which a set of practices are 

constituted in relation to one another.”27 Fierke’s desire to gather knowledge about social interactions 

from language rules is a particular mode of postmodern analysis. It is representative of a con tructivist 

understanding of social and political relations through language. As indicated above, this approach 

has often consisted of identifying language as a series of speech acts. Fierke goes on to detail 

several identities and political strategies which were the product of various language rules deployed 

by Western actors in their description of the Bosnian conflict. What Fierke finds is that the power of 

naming, of assigning words to phenomena, made possible the development of multiple 

actions. Ascribing language to action constructed political deeds and, in return, the 

recognition of political deeds facilitated the deployment of language. Narratives of war were 

thus constructed but, similarly, narratives of intervention were also created (on the part of Western 

actors mostly). Interestingly, some of these deed-narratives or speech acts were in apparent 

contradiction with one another. As the product of the actor’s actions, language is responsive to the 

deed of the actor only, not to an external system of ideological coherence. This was Wittgenstein’s 

point about language. Speech acts may clash or be contradictory. They vary from actor to actor, from 

words to words. This means that arriving at a greater level of agreement between speech acts 

(achieving communication) requires an understanding of the rules of language and of their 

workings. 
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Second Negative Constructive – Framework for Evaluating the Debate 

Counter-Interpretation – the affirmative must defend the assumptions of the 1AC harms. 
 

Prefer our interpretation: 

A.) Fairness – focusing solely on the plan unfairly limits the negative’s ability to test the aff. 

B.) Education about policy – we must interrogate the way we discuss the world around us to 

better understand how policy can and should be made 
 

Hansen, professor of International Relations at the University of Copenhagen, 2014 

(Lene, “Conclusion”, Contesting Security: Strategies and Logics, pp. 226-227, it’s an e-book, 

accessed on utexas ProQuest Ebook Central, DUDA-ZW) 

So how do we unpack and improve logics of security discussions? First, we need to consider the 

status of “the real world” in arguments over logics of security. What makes these debates tricky to 

navigate is that debates over the concept of security are at the meta-theoretical level best conceived 

of as constructivist. That is, theories about security define particular concepts of security, which in 

turn provide a particular lens that allows materiality, power, interests, identities etc. to come into 

analytical view (Wendt 1999: 92– 96). Concepts of security are thus based on a series of ontological 

assumptions about what constitutes the most important actors and subjects, what a threat is and how 

to identify it, and what “logics of security” can be found. More generally, this corresponds with an 

understanding of theories as providing us with particular representations of “reality,” rather than reality 

itself (Dunne et al. 2013). As a consequence, no security scholar can claim victory for her or his 

conceptualization through reference to “the empirical world out there.” One cannot say that security is 

“really” about the military as this is proven by events in Crimea in the Winter and Spring 2014, but nor 

can one say that security is “really” about famine because more people die of hunger than combat. 

What we can say – and critically discuss – is what subject, threats, logics and insecurities appear 

through particular lenses and concepts of security. 

Put differently, logics of security do not exist out there. They are dynamics identified by security 

theorists. To return to McDonald’s critique of securitization theory for assuming a universal logic of 

security on the grounds that there is empirical variation in the concept of security across time and 

place, this variation only appears due to McDonald’s own conceptualization of security. The 

theorization of “security” in securitization theory is not based on the word “security” being invoked, but 

on the “modality” of security (that is the threat, danger, and emergency measures logic) being in place 

(Buzan et al. 1998: 27). As such, the theory is applicable as long as that modality can be found. If it 

cannot, then we would according to securitization theory simply be dealing with a case where security 

dynamics were not in place. But the loss of empirical materiality as the arbiter of debates over the 

concept and logic of security is not the end of the story as security theorists generally want their 

theories to matter. That is, if the world that comes into view through a critical security theory’s 

conceptualization of security grows smaller and smaller there is likely to be a concern with how this 

theory’s scope can be adjusted and expanded. 
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Answer to: “Rejecting security discourse doesn’t do anything”  

Rejecting security rhetoric that mobilizes fear to achieve policy action especially necessary in 

educational settings 

Zembylas, Associate Professor of Education at the Open University of Cyprus, 

2009(Michalinos, “Global economies of fear: affect, politics and pedagogical Implications”, Critical 

Studies in Education, Vol. 50, No. 2, pp. 187-199, June, accessed at 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17508480902859458, DUDA-ZW) 

This is an important aspect of the affective politics of fear that educators cannot afford to ignore given 

the evidence that fear either from above or from below creates important barriers among children, 

especially after the events of 9/11 (Horowitz & Wanstrom, 2003; Salaita, 2005; Wohlwend, 2006). 

Based on my own empirical work (e.g. see Boler & Zembylas, 2003; Zembylas & Boler, 2002; 

Zembylas, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c) as well as the analysis conducted by others (e.g. see Ahmed, 2004; 

Ibrahim, 2007; Kenan, 2005) in Europe and the US, it seems that the politics of fear have become a 

dominant motif not only for news and popular culture, but also for education. For example, in my 

ethnographic work with Megan Boler in the US after the events of 9/11, we examined how the 

processes of fear generation among college students were spelled out as patriotic declarations of 

love, anger and resentment against Muslims.3 In our analysis, we emphasized how students’ 

emotions of patriotism (e.g. anger, fear) provided clues to the constitution of patriotic subjectivity. 

Subjectification was located in a complex set of practices within which the ‘patriotic self’ had been 

fabri- cated, and which presupposed and enjoined particular relations with others: from catego- rizing 

and labelling others, to chanting ‘patriotic’ songs, narrating stories of ‘courage’ and ‘heroism’ found in 

the media, and analyzing past actions of the nation’s heroes found in textbooks. In this manner, 

frightened students came together, adhering to the nation and distancing themselves from those who 

did not belong to the nation. It is important to high- light that our research also captured the voices of 

fear from those who suffered the loss of respectability and recognition, that is, the students who 

experienced ethnic or racial profiling. But when asked, the students of the majority group (white, 

middle-class) emphasized that the only ‘legitimate fear’ was their own fear. Other educators and 

social scientists also highlighted how narratives of fear about others who were suspected to be linked 

to terrorist networks led to numerous cases of ethnic or racial profiling, and how the word ‘terrorist’ 

became associated with anyone who looked Muslim or Arab (Ahmed, 2004; Wohlwend, 2006). In this 

manner, fear gradually created and reinforced previous affective boundaries that policed the insiders 

from the outsiders (Salaita, 2005). For example, some studies raised concerns about students’ 

feelings of intolerance towards immigrants (Van Peer, 2006); analyses of civics education curricular 

intent also showed that different priorities of European countries in relation to national and European 

citizenship goals created tensions about insiders and outsiders (Ortloff, 2006; Sutherland, 2002). The 

evidence from the US and Europe shows how schools have been essentially caught between 

reproducing the politics of fear and struggling to find ways to subvert it (Nash, 2005). Thus exploring 

the affective politics of fear in relation to the construction of hegemonic discourses and boundary 

formations becomes increasingly valuable for educators. Insights from the issues discussed here 

show how these boundaries occur through affec- tive processes that are grounded in everyday 

classroom situations and encounters, includ- ing the language that is used in reference to others and 

the practices for reproducing the apartness with them. It is within this affective terrain that educators  

Continues… 
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Answer to: “Rejecting security discourse doesn’t do anything”  

 

Continues… 

need to analyze the implications of practices such as forbidding the Muslim scarf in French schools or 

raising the national flag as part of school institutional routines. It is worthwhile to examine, for 

example, how the politics of nationalism and its association with such practices may potentially be 

mis-educative in that they are built around the exclusion of others. Or how the politics of classism and 

sexism extend the exclusion of working classes and women and perpetuate particular fears. 

Discourses of national belonging in schools often include notions of ethnic purity, and make rigid 

distinctions between rigid selves and polluting others (Svašek, 2002); class and gender discourses 

grounded in patriarchal ideals and the moral superiority of middle-class make similar divisions 

between superiors and inferiors (Skeggs, 1997). As such, these discourses and practices exert 

pedagogic violence (Worsham, 2001) through the ways in which the politics of fear address and 

educate emotions and cultivate a fearsome affective relation to the rest of the world. Consequently, 

finding dif- ferent ways of challenging fears and other emotions so that they encourage solidarity, 

empathy and democracy becomes very important for critical educators. 

 


